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Al:>lI!IIt~a.ot 

The problem of trackin~ radar tarc~ets in the low-an~le 

re~ionwhere conventional monopulse radars face difficulties 

due to the presence of multipath waves is considered in this 

thesis. The emphasis of the presentation is mainlv directed 

towards findinc a new simple closed-form solution to the 

coherent multipath problem over a smooth surface. Another 

concern is to improve the performance of the 

three-subapertures-maximum-likelihood estimator when the two 

received sicnals are in-phase or anti-phase at the centre of 

the arrav. 

The multipath phenomenon and its modellin~ for smooth 

and rouch surfaces are discussed and simulation results 

obtained for different surfaces. subsequently the followinc 

are treatedt 

First. a new four-subapertures technique to improve the 

in-phase and anti-phase perfo~ance of the maximum likelihood 

estimator above is derived and simulation results are shown. 

Then. an improved version of this technique is introduced as 

a part of the new alcorithm. 

Second. a new three-subapertures tri~onometric solution 

to solve the coherent lIIultipath problem is derived and 

demonstrated bV simulation results. This new method is 

simpler than the lIIaximum likelihood estimator above and very 

similar in its estimation accuracy. 

Third. the performance of the maximum entropv method is 

tested for the coherent multipath problem by usin~ the 



" 
three-subapertures arraneement ot a 1inear arrav. Fina11y 

the pertormances ot the above three methods and the norma1 

phase monopu1se radar are tested and compared tor ditterent 

surtaces when the coherent and noncoherent mu1tipath exist 

toeether. Simu1ation resu1ts show that the pertormances ot 

the maximum entropy method and phase monopu1se are much 

better than the others when the tareet is 1ow-t1yine over a 

roueh surtace. 
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Chapter 1 

This thesis addresses the trackinz problem of a 

low-fluins tarzet over different types of surfaces. The main 

effort is directed toward findinz a new simple method to 

estimate the anzle of arrival of the tarzet in the presence 

of a stronz specularmultipath component. Additionallu. the 

associated problem with in-phase and anti-phase siznals is 

investizated. 

-In this chapter we will introduce the reader to the 

low-flyinz tarzet trackins problem. review the previous 

research. and zive an outline of the thesis with a summaru of 

the contributions. 

1-1 The trackinz problem of a low-fluinz target 

The classical form of trackinz radar is related to a 

sustem which follows the path of a sinzle tarzet and measures 

its position in a ziven coordinate system. Usuallu. the same 

system provides information about the speed of the tarzet 

which can be used to estimate its future position. 

Various sinzle tarzet trackinz methods have been 

developed and used in the past few decades. These methods 

are mainlU based on either simultaneous or sequential lobinz 
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techniques which require a minimum number or echo pu~ses to 

extract the required error si~na~s to drive the servo-contro~ 

system toward the tar~et's position. These methods are very 

sensitive to f~uctuations in the amp~itude of the received 

si~na~ (pu~se to pu~se amp~itude f~uctuations). Thus. a new 

system which depends on the basis of one pulse to extract the 

required error si~na~s was found. This monopu~se system is 

basica~~y of two types. an amplitude-comparison monopu~se and 

phase-comparison monopu~se (studied in chapter 6). Detai~ed 

ana~ysis of this system can be found in many reference books 

It is shown that the monopu~se system provide an 

optimum trackin~ performance as lon~ as just one tar~et is 

presented within the main ~obe of the antenna's pattern. The 

problem arises when two (or more) si~nals caused by c~osely 

spaced tar~et. (or by a low-tlyin~ tar~et with mu~tipath) 

fa~~ within the main-beam pattern where the trackin~ system 

starts to behave erratical~Y in the vertical p~ane and 

frequently loses track. One obvious so~ution to this prob~em 

is to increase the reso~vin~ power of the antenna by 

increasin~ the frequency or the dimensions of the radar 

antenna. Thisso~ution is not always possib~e practically 

because ot physica~ and environment limitations. 

The main reason for the erratic performance of the 

trackin~ radar in fo~~owin~ the path of a low-f~yin~ tar~et 

can be re~ated to the followin~ three factors [1-4]: 

a- specular mu~tipath retlection component 

b- diffuse multipath ref~ection component 

c- ener~y or c~utter ref~ected on the sea surface from 

the same ran~e ce~~ as the tar~et. 



The contribution of each term above depends on the state of 

the sea (or the under-l¥in~ surface in ~eneral) as will be 

shown next chapter. Fi~ure 1-1 shows the behaviour of a 

trackin~ radar in followin~ a low-flyin~ tar~et with constant 

amplitude and decreasin~ elevation an~le. It can be seen 

from the first zone (zone A) that when the elevation an~le is 

hi~h and the beam is well above the surface, the trackin~ 

accurac¥ is the optimum obtainable from the s¥stem (as, when 

one tar~et exists). For a smaller elevation an~le, where 

some reflected ener~¥ starts to enter throu~h the side lobes, 

the antenna shows weak oscillation around a mean value (Zone 

B). After that the oscillation increases rapidl¥ due to the 

increase in the stren~th of the reflected si~nal (mainl¥ 

specular multipath) makin~ the radar' lose track alto~ether. 

Fi~ure 1-2 shows the equilibrium positions for a curved earth t 

with a specular reflection coeffecient less than one. It can 

be seen that the equilibrium positions about the true tar~et 

are continuous while it breaks up into series of loops about 

the ima~e. When the reflection coefficient is one (over a 

smooth, flat surface) then the radar will track the tar~et or 

its ima~e b¥ jumpin~ from one to the other occasionall¥. 

Man¥ classical solutions have been su~~ested to solve this 

problem as will be shown in the next section. 

i-2 Classic solutions of the multipath problem 

In theory, there are many solutions for overcomin~ the 

multipath problem in a trackin~ radar but most of them are 

not practical, like the increase of the operatin~ frequency 
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or aperture's leneth mentioned above. Here, a brief 

description is made of each solution and its vulnerability to 

multipath. 

1-2.1 Screeninel This can be done by placine a fence in front 

of and below the antenna to intercept the reflection from the 

surface. It is found that the multipath problem is replaced 

by a diffraction problem from the top edee of the fence due 

to illumination by the main beam [1-5]. 

1-2.2 Polarization: By usine vertical polarization the 

reflected sienals in the vicinity of the Brewster anele can 

be reduced, but "this is not applicable for low elevation 

ancles. While the use of circular polarization in reducine 

rain clutter is widely recocnized, it has no real advantaces 

in reducine the surface reflection because it does not 

reverse its sense for aneles less than Brewster anele [1-4], 

[1-6]. 

1-2.3 Time of arrival I Theoreticaly, a time lac due to the 

difference in the propacation paths .of the direct and 

reflected sicnals can be used to separate them. This time 

lac is very small in practice (especially for very low 

elevation ancle) which makes it impossible to separate the 

two 8icnals [1-4]. 

1-2.4 Doppler frequency: Sometimes the two sicnals differ in 

frequency. This difference is very small in practice, and 

sometimes does not exist. However, to resolve the direct 

from the reflected sienals on the basis of frequency would 

require exceptional.oppler resolution [1-4]. 

From the above four solutions it is concluded that 

separation of the direct sicnal from its specular multipath 

by simple filterine is not possible. 
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1-2.5 O~~-axis tracker: In this case the beam is tilted 

upward ~rom horizontal bV about 0.7 o~ a beamwidth. then the 

re~lected sicnal ~rom the tarcet imace under the sur~ace is 

attenuated bv beinc appreciablv closer to the ~irst null o~ 

the beam and further off boresicht than the sicnal from the 

. true tarcet. This method reduces the elevation ancle error 

to acceptable accuracv (1-7]. 

1-2.6 Double null tracker: This tracker is based on 

ceneratins an antenna pattern which forces the difference 

~unct!on beam to have two svmmetricallv located nulls about 

the horizon. The second null (the extra null) is alwavs 

maintained in the direction o~ the imace tarcet [1-12]. 

1-2.7 FreQuencv d(versitv: This method is usuallv used to 

reduce the clint of a tareet. But, as can be seen ~rom 

ficure 1-1, the ansleerrors due to specular multipath at low 

elevation anele are cvclical. This is due to constructive 

and destructive interference between the two received 

sienals. In chancine the operatinc freQuencv the phase 

relationship between these two will chance 

accordinelv and thus. the anele errors can be averased bV 

operatinc the trackinc radar over a wide band of frequencies. 

The main disadvantace o~ this method is the need ~or a large 

bandwidth [1-4]. 

1-2.8 The complex indicated ancle: The normal monopulse uses 

onlv the in-phase (or anti-phase) component of the di~~erence 

but in the presence of multi path additional 

Quadrature components do exist alonc with the in-phase 

component. A complex ansle error-sisnal can be derived from 
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these two components. and a spiral can be drawn in the 

complex p~ane with the elevation an~~e actin~ as a parameter 

[1-B.9}. One of the main disadvanta~es of this method is the 

ambi~uity problem due to the over~ppin~ turns of the spiral. 

As the antenna hei~ht increases (in terms of wavelen~ths). 

the number of the turns increases creatin~ more ambi~uities. 

Also. this method is sensitive to surface rou~hness and the 

improvement obtained over a rou~h surface is very mar~inal 

[l-le.ll}. 

These are some of the well-known c~assical.olutions to 

this problem. However. due to the ~rowin~ adaptive array 

antenna technolo~y. new hi~h - resolution al~ori thms are 

proposed and some of these al~orithms will be reviewed in the 

comin~ section. 

1-3 Modern hi~h-reso~ution al~orithms 

Durin~ the last few years a ~reat nUlllbex· of hi~h 

resolution al~orithms for lIIu~tiple tar~et direction findin~ 

haS~ appeared in the literature. These al~orithms arise from 

different fields of application such as radar. sonar, 

seislllolo~y. and radio astronomy. The common factor amon~ 

them is the use ot a spatially distributed array of sensors 

which samples the wavefield in the propa~ation medium. 

Nickel [1-13} classified these al~orithms into four 

cate~ories (linear prediction methods. Capon-type al~orithms. 

Projection-type al~orithms. and parametric tar~et model 

fittin~). and analysed their possible use in phased array 
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padar to improve the spectra1 or aneu1ar res01ution. The 

first three catecopies can a1so be 1isted undep a more 

ceneral tepm called the spectral estimation techniques. An 

excellent review of the app1ication of these techniques in 

the freQuenc~ domain is shown b~ K~ and Marple [1-14]. and a 

eood surve~ of the arr~ sienal processinc applications can 

be found in man~ reference books like Hudson [1-15]. Clarke 

{1-16]. H~kin [1-17]. Childers [1-18]. 

a papep b~ Gabpie1 [1-20]. 

1-3.1 The 1inear prediction methods, 

Monzineo [1-19]. and 

The most popu1ar method in this catecop~ is the 

maximum entropy method (or the autorecressive mode1 fittine) 

where the spatia1ly sampled data. fpom the equally spaced 

1inear arr~. is assumed.to be stationary. Bure's method is 

one of the different w~s to calculate the filtep coefficient 

(or the reduced foPm of the cov~riance.matrix) in order to 

cet the anculaP power spectrum. The use of this method in 

radar. as a w~ to so1ve the multipath problem associated 

with a 1ow-fl~inc tarcet. was first peported b~ Evans [1-21] 

where he shows a result from a field test which demonstrates 

that the method works we11. but he did not mention the scale 

of the surface rouchness. However this method has many 

problems such as 1ine splittine. hich sidelobes. and best 

filter lencth determination [1-14]. In ceneral. fully 

cohepent mU1tipath (or coherent sources) with fixed phase and 

amplitude relations can not be resolved. as wi1l be seen in 

chapter 6. 
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1-3.2 Capon-t¥pe al;orithms 

These methods take the followin~ ~eneral form I 

,v real 

Where. * represents the complex conju~ate transpose. Q is the 

array covariance matrix. P(9) is the estimated power in the 

an~ular direction 9. and s(9) the correspondin~ steerin~ 

vector. When v=l. tt)e above equation represents the maximum 

likelihood method of Capon (1-13]. Griffiths (1-22] ~ives a 

~ood summary of the covariancematrix properties. and Mather 

(1-23] shows simulation results for different methods. 

Gabriel [1-24) discussed the use of spectral estimation 

techniques for radar tar~et trackin~ and detection in the 

presence of interferin~ sources. He found that the maximum 

likelihood method and the sidelobe canceUer failed to resolve 

two partially correleted • (957.) sources with half-beamwidth 

an~ular spacin~ and 10 dB si~nal-to-noise ratio. Evans 

[1-25] and White [1~26] show the performance of the maximum 

likelihood method in locatin~ a low-flyin~ tar~et over a 

smooth surface where specular multipath dominates. They 

found that this method fails completely over all values of 

phase difference between the two received si~nals. while the 

maximum-entropy method succeeds when the two si~nals are in 

phase quadrature. Thus. the method cannot be used to solve 

fully coherent tar~ets in ~eneral. Besides. a minimum number 

of snapshots (twice the number of array elements) are always 
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required in order to set satis~aetory resolution [1-13]. 

Thus. the sueeess~ul use o~ these types o~ alcorithms in a 

monopulse-based traekins system is hiChly unlikely or 

impossible in praetiee. 

1-3.3 Projeetion-type alcorithms 

The ceneral sean pattern o~ these methods is civen 

[1-13] by: 
1 
p(e)sl/[s*(e) pL Sce)] 

1"9) e·. where. p~ is the estimated power in the ancular direetion 

the noise spaee pL_I_XX*. and the matrix X ~ormed by a set o~ 

o~thosonal veetors (x1 •••••••••• xM) describes the aisnal 

spaee. where M represents the number o~ tarcets. I~ the 

columns o~ X represent the eicenveetors correspondinc to the 

larsest eicenvalues o~ the estimated covariance matrix. then 

the multiple sisnal classi~ication method (Music) would 

result. This method was ~irst ~ound and analYsed by Schmidt 

[1-27] • It is cabable o~ producins an estimate which 

contains extremely narrow peaks at sicnal directions. 

especially ~or small number o~ data vector. i.e in the order 

o~ the array elements. Gabriel [1-24] shows that this method 

could resolve partially correlated • sisnals (957.) with sharp 

peaks. when the maximum likelihood method ~ailed. However 

~or the case o~ ~ullY correlated sisnals. such as the 

specular multipath problem. this method ~ails too [1-13]. 

In ceneral. one concludes that the resolution o~ two 
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coherent sources or equivalent radar tareets is more 

dirricult ror any or the above three cateeories or spectral 

estimation technique, because the two coherent sources 

produce nonstationary rields in the space domain. However, 

Gabriel [1-28] shows that a solution is possible whenever 

surricient relative motion or "Doppler cycles" are available. 

The sinele snapshot case (monopulse) is the most 

dirricult one to sOlve satisfactorily, because it is a 

constant-phase coherent case even ir the two sources are not 

nominally coherent. A solution is sometimes possible by 

usine a small movine sub aperture alone the sinele snapshot 

data sample. This synthetic movement or the subaperture is 

very similar to the action which occurs in Bure's technique 

of the maximum entropy method [1-28]. 

1-3.~ Parametric tareet model rittin; 

In principle, these are the only methods which can 

resolve the fully coherent multipath problem or equivalent 

closely spaced tareets on the basis or one snapshot. Even so 

they have attracted little attention in the literature. The 

unknown parameters o·f th'e received field, such as aneular 

directions, amplitudes, and phases are basically determined 

by selectine the model which offers the best rit for the 

collected data. For radar applications, the most convenient 

model is the point tarcet approach with constant amplitude 

and phase. The optimization procedure involves the 

minimization or the mean-squared error between the collected 
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data and the assumed model ror increasin~ number or tar~ets 

(startin~ with 1 and procressinc to any possible maximum 

number or tar~ets) in ceneral, but ror two tar~ets only ror 

the coherent multipath problem or concern. The minimization 

can be done by usin~ some ~radient al~orithm or by search on 

a rinite net or parameter values [1-13]. 

Recent publications on the use or this cate~ory in 

sol vine the specular multipath problem associated with a 

low-rlyinc tarcet are shown by Reilly et. al. [1-29], and 

Haykin [1-30]. The best - known closed-rorm alcori thm so rar 

is the maximum likelihood estimator by Cantrell et.al. [1-31] 

and its modiried vers .. ion by Gordon [1-32]. A linear, equally 

spaced array, divided into three equal subapertures, is used 

(explained in chapter 3 in detail). 

The common drawback or these al~orithms is the massive 

computer load needed in processinc. However, ror the 

specular multipath case this load is as low as ror the linear 

prediction alcorithms [1-13], and ror the closed-rorm 

solution or Cantrell's type above the load is even less. 

Also, this load can be reduced very much ror the symmetric 

tarcet-ima~e cae.e (1. e. when the tarcet and its ima~e are 

symmetrically located about the centre or the elevation 

antenna beam) in comparison with the nonsvmmetric case. The 

rirst case is usually applicable ror a short ranee low-rlyin~ 

tarcet over a plane surrace Where the errects or the surrace 

curvature, and the rays bendinc toward the surrace (due to a 

variation in atmosphere density with altitude) are 

ne~licable, and vise versa ror the second case [1-33]. 



The concept o~ an all dieital processine radar s~stem 

is described b~ Gabriel [1-24). A conventional receiver is 

used prior to the dieitizine staee tor each element ot the 

receivine arr~ then the base band in-phase and Quadrature 

video outputs are applied to sample and hold circuits 

tollowed b~ analoeue to dieital converters. The snapshots 

are taken accordine to N~quist sampline rate correspondine 

the bandwidth o~ the baseband video. 

1-4 Thesis outline and contributions 

Chapter 2 is devoted to a briet survey ot the multipath 

problem tor a low-tl~ine tareet over smooth and roueh 

surtaces respectivel~. Simulation results tor dittused power 

distributions tor a eiven radar-tareet eeometr~ and ditterent 

surtace rou~ne9ses and slopes are shown. 

Chapter 3 is tocused on the stud~ ot the closed-torm 

maximum-likelihood estimator where a linear arr~ ot three 

subapertures is used. A new phase estimation, tour 

subapertures technique to improve the in-phase and anti-phase 

(just anti-phase tor the symmetric case) erroneous 

pertormance is derived and simulation results are shown. 

Also, an amplitude comparison tour subapertures technique to 

solve the anti~phase problem tor the symmetric case is 

discussed. This technique depends on the ~act that the 

amplitude ot the composite output at the arr~ centre is 

minimum whenever the two received sienals are in phase 

opposition and vice versa. 
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Chapte~ 4 demonst~ates a new closed-~o~ method to 

solve the specula~ multipath p~oblem in which a simple 

t~iKonomet~ic solution is de~ived and simulation.~esults are 

shown and compa~ed with their co~respondents ~or the maximum 

likelihood estimato~ discussed in chapter 3 (the same a~~ay 

is used). Also, a new method to detect the occurrence of 

in-phase and anti-phase conditions of the two cohe~ent 

sou~ces is shown and new th~ee and four subape~tu~es 

techniqes a~e int~oduced with extensive simulation ~esults. 

Chapte~ 5 briefly discusses the pe~formances of the 

maximum ent~opy method for spectral est·imation (BurK's 

method) and phase-comparison monopulse radar over a smooth 

sur~ace. 

Chapter 6 is devoted to a study of the per~ormances of 

the above~mentiond methods in trackinK a low-~lyinK tarKet 

over a rouKh surface. Simulation results show the ef~ects of 

the surface rouKhness parameter, surface slopes, and the 

array beamwidth. The effects of the off-axis anKle on the 

performance of the phase monopulse radar is shown too. 

Chapter 7 includes discussion and recommendations for 

further work. 

The basic .contributions of this 

summarised by the followinK: 

thesis can be 

1- A new closed-form hiKh resolution method to solve 

the specular multipath problem associated with a 

low-flyinK tarKet over a smooth surface is found. 
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2- New four-subaperturea techniques to improve the 

performances of the maximum -likelihood and the 

triKonometric methods when the two received siKnals 

from the tarKet and its imaKe are in-phase or 

anti-phase are derived and validated. 

3- The perrormances or the closed-rorm maximum likelihood 

estimator, the. triKonometric method, the maximum 

entropy method, and the phase-comparison mono pulse 

radar are studied and compared ror a low-rlyinK 

tarKet over a roueh surrace. The efrects or surrace 

rouehness, surface slopes, and array beamwidth are 

shown. 
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Chapter 2 

Suz--ea.c .... :r- .... -e:l..ect::Lc:>n-

2.1 IntroOuction: 

The elevation ancle estimation of a low-fl~ine tarcet 

OepenOs on the amplituOe anO spatial Oistribution of the 

tarcet enerc~ (the reflecteO power from the illuminateO 

tarcet) forwarO scatter~d from the surface between the raOar 

anO the tarcet. In particular. the reflection properties of 

a surface are frequency OepenOent, so that for lone wave

lencths, the surface is consiOereO as beinc perfectly smooth', 

anO for short wav lencths, it is consiOered to be rouch. 

When the surface is smooth the specular reflection tarcet 

enercy is approximateO simply by the tarcet-imace model, 

which obe~s the laws of ceometrical optics [2-2J. [2-10]. In 

practice, however. most of the surfaces in nature are 

irrecular for microwave frequencies, proOucinc another 

component (Oiffuse scatterinc) which reaches the radar from 

an extendeO area lyinc between the tarcet anO the raOar 

"clisteninc surface" [2-2], [2-5]. Many factors would affect 

the reflection from a rouch surface other than freQuenc~ 

[2-4], like elevation ancle, polarization, surface curvature. 
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wind speed and direction. water vapour •.•••••••• etc. 

"" Bxtensive descriptions of multipath phenomena are ~iven 

in severa~ standard texts [2-1.5J. Manv papers are found to 

address this problem over the sea. but few results are 

available for over-land operation. Katzin [2-7.8J developed 

a theorv in which the elemental scatterers are taken to be 

the smal~ patches or "facets" of the sea surface which 

overlie the main lar~e-scale wave pattern. At low ~razinc 

ancles the destructive interference between direct and 

specular reflected waves ~ives rise to the so-called 

"critical ancle" and spikv apearances of the sea scatterers. 

Mrstik and Smith [2-1U] cave particular attention to the 

effects of tarcet motion. which permit rejection of 

multipath componentS fallinc outside the radar traCker's 

passband. Twerskv [2-15] studied the reflection from a rou~h 

surface. showinc that when the ~razinc ancle approaches zero 

the reflection coefficients approaches unitv. Court [2-10] 

used the optical analocv to studv the radar-coverace in 

e~evation over the sea surface. Beard and Katz [2-12] used a 

vector presentation of the total rece1ved fie~d over a calm 

ocean. BV interpretinc practical data accordinc to this 

model. it has been possible to relate the surface rouchness 

to the sea state. Katz [2-6) extended the vector model to 

include circular polarization. Barton [2-9] • [2-13] 

developed a theorv for low-ancle trackinc over the surface 

dependinc on the rouch surface scatterinc theorv. A detailed 

model of the diffuse scatterinc is produced. which takes care 

of surface rouchness. spikiness. maskinc. ceometrical 
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correction tactor .......... etc. and which ag:ree with 

experimental data in [2-17]. 

The refraction of electromaKnetic waves at low ang:les 

of elevation is known to be troublesome, especially at or 

near the horizon where an error in measurinK the elevation 

anKle is introduced [2-18] • This phenomenon is not of 

interest in this study and a homoKeneous atmosphere is 

considered (for more detail about refraction and deffraction, 

see references [2-3), [2-18). 

In this chapter, it is intended to g:ive a brief survey 

of the multipath problem for a low-flying: tarKet over the sea 

surface, to be used in later chapters to evaluate various 

alKorithm's performances. 

2.2 Refiection from a smooth surface: 

SpeculaI' reflection takes place only over a smooth, 

plane surface, where the laws of g:eom,etrical optics are 

valid. The reflection coefficient is normally defined as the 

ratio of the reflected wave amplitude to the incident wave 

amplitude, and the classical formulas for it are the 

following: [2-1). 

sin (y) - j I:c - cos' (y) 
Roh= ____________ ~============~ 

sin (y) + ./ Ec - cos' (y) 
(2-1) 
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£c sin (y) j £c - cos 2 (y) 
Rov. (2-2) 

£c sin (y) + / tc - coa 2 (y) 

Where. Roh and ROv are the re~lection coe~~icients ~or the 

horizontal and vertical linear polarizations respectively: y 

is the ~razin~ an~le o~ incident and tc is the complex 

dielectric constant o~ the medium lI:iven by [2-1). [2-3). 

where. A is the wave~lenll:th o~_th~ incident wave: a is the 

conductivity o~ the medium in S;/m; 

dielectric constant o~ the medium (£0 is the ~ree space 

dielectric constant). Fill:ure 2-1. shows the lI:eometry o~ the 

re~lection ~rom a smooth sur~ace. 

In the above parall:raph the polarization is re~erred to 

as beinll: horizontal when the electric ~ield vector o~ the 

incident wave is horizontal (parallel to the plane o~ 

incidence .~) and vertical when the electric 

~ield vector is lYin~ in the vertical plane containinll: the 

incident and re~lected rays. 

The value o~ £c depends on the electrical properties o~ 

the medium. which depends on too many ~actors to be discused 

in this research (~or more in~ormation. see re~. [2-31). In 

practice tc is much larll:er than unity. which allows us to 

introduce an approximation to equations (2-1) and (2-2) above 

which become as ~ollowsl 
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sin (y) - .,rcc 
Roll. (2-5) 

sin (y) + ./'&C 

j £c sin (y) - 1 
ROv. (2-6) 

j £c sin (y) + 1 

Ficures 2-2 ana 2-3. sllow tile reflection coefficients 

for botll cround and sea as a function of tile crazinc ancle of 

tile incident wave [2-3]. In fieure 2-2 different types of 

cround (accordinc to soil-water ,mixture) are sllown at a 

frequency of 8 GHZ. and in ficure 2-3 tile reflection from tile 

sea surface tor treQuencies of 100 MKZ. 1 GHZ ana 3 GKZ. 

Wllen tile crazinc ancle is zero tile 'values of Roll ana Rov are 

,equal to -1. Tile ampl.i tude of Roll tllen decreases eradual·l¥ 

witll increase ot the crazinc ancle trom ea to 900 witll its 

pllase stavlnc constant (+ _180 0 ). The value of Rov ls more 

complicated. where the ampllt~devalue ot Rov decreases 

rapidl¥ wltll increasine value of y till it reaches a minimum 

when y csln-1 (l/£c) as shown trom (2-6). This erazinc ancle 

is called the pseudo-Brewster ancle and its value depends on 

the electrical properties at the surface and it is more 

pronounced ln the case of cround than for sea. When the 

erazine ancle increases be¥ond the Brewster anele tile 

amplitude of Rov increases acain till its value becomes equal 

The pllase of RoV chanees from 1800 at small 

erazine aneles to zero for larce crazine aneles witll the 

r chaneeover occurine around the Brewster anele. For a crazinc 

anele in the neiCl\bourllood of one deel"ee. both Roh and ROv 

moduli are neal"l¥ one and theil" phases lacs are nearl¥ 1800 • 
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A c1rcularlv polarized wave consists of the sum ot a 

horizontal and vertical component, equal in amplitudes (it 

not, an ellipticallv polarized wave occurs), and out ot phase 

b:.r 90 de"rees. The retlection ot this wave over a smooth 

surtace can be easil:.r calculated trom equations (2-1) and 

(2-2), and""iven in [2-6] bv: 

1 2 2 1/2 
Rcs - [RoV + Roh +2 RovRoh cos(4h - 4V) ] (2-7) 

2 

~c _Sin-1{ 
Rov Roh 

sin(~h)] } [sin (4\v)+ (2-8) 
2 Rcs RoV" 

where Rcs and ~c are the retlection coetticient and the phase 

tor circular polarization, when the receivln" antenna is 

circularl:.r polarized in the same sense as the transmittin" 

source. The retlection coetticient tor opposite sense 

circular polarization is "iven [2-6] b:.r: 

1 2 2 1/2 
Reo • [RoV + Roh - 2 RovRoh cos(4\h-4\V)] (2-9) 

2 

Fi&ure 2-U shows the retlection coefficient for 

circular polarization trom a smooth surface as a function of 

the "razin& an&le for C-band. ROh and Rov are drawn as a 

dashed line for comparison onl:.r. 

It is clear from the curves that for low-altitude 

tar&ets, the character ot the received si&nal will depend 

stron&l:.r on the sense of the receivin" antenna polarization 

circularitv with respect to the transmitted one. 

The discussion ot the speculaI' reflection from a smooth 
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surface in this section can be used to represent actual 

surface reflectivities in at least the followin~ areas [2-3]: 

a: Flat desert surfaces 

b: Flat surface covered b~ snow 

c: Sea or lakes surfaces with ne~li~able wave hei~hts 

2.3 The diver~ence factor 

The reflection coefficients in (2-1) and (2-2) are 

valid onl~ in the case when the smooth surface is plane. In 

prsctice the~ can be used for short ran~e paths. between a 

tar~et and a radar. If the reflection is occurin~ from a 

curved earth (see fi~. 2-5). a new factor. the so called 

diver~ence factor (D) must be introduced. and the reflection 

coefficients for both linear polarizations becollls Rh •V = 

Acceptin~ that the tar~et and antenna hei~hts are 

ver~ small in comparison with the earth's radius and that the 

total multipath length is approximatel~ equal to the ~round 

ran~e G. the diver~ence factor is ~iven b~ [2-2) as follow: 

_ 1 I Z 

o = (1+· __________________ _ ] 
sin (y) a(r1 + r2 ) 

(1 + __________ 1 
b(r1 + r2 ) 

(2-10 ) 

In practice. the earth is considered to be spherical 

with (a=b) and if the grazin~ an~le is ver~ small. then D m~ 

be ~iven b~: 
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_, , z 

D • [ 1+ (2-11) 

whe~e, ~1 and ~2 ~e the slant ~anKes o~ the ~eceivinK 

antenna and the ta~Ket ~~om the point o~ ~e~lection on the 

su~~ace ~espectivelY, a and b a~e the ~adii o~ cu~vature o~ 

the intersections o~ the sur~ace o~ the .earth and two 

vertical planes perpendicular to the direction 

p~opaKation. 

2.~ F~esnel zone: .', 

Due to the phase ~elationships &monK the ~e~lected 

~ield vectors ~rom a smooth illuminated surface between the 

transmitter (tarKet) and receiver (radar), most o~ the 

indirect or ~e~lected ene~KY will cancel, except that from a 

comparatively small elliptical patch of the su~~ace which 

combines with the di~ect field enerKY at the receivinK point. 

This elliptical re~lection area is called the Fresnel zone. 

The dimensions o~ these zones and thei~ locations are ve~y 

important in the ~adar sitinK p~oblem. A simpli~ied 

calculation of the zones are Kiven in [2-1,2] by: 

The centre of the ellipses 

2 h~(ht + h r } 
1+ 

G n A G 
Xon - (2-12) 

2 (h t .. h r )' 
1+ 

n A G 
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The semima;ior axis 

1+ 2 60 

G n >-
X1n- (2-13) 

2 (h t +h r ) • 
1+ 

n X G 

The semiminor axis 

2 60 

in (1+ ) 
X G n >-

Yln- (2-14) 
2 (h t +h r )' 

1+ 
n >- G 

assumine that hr. h t and 60 are all much smaller than GI h t 

and hr are the heiehts o~ the tareet and the radar 

respectively. G is the eround ranee. 6 0 is the approximate 

path .di~rerence between the direct and indirect waves at the 

receivine point elven bYI 

and the n_th ellipse is determined by: 

n >-

2 

(2-15) 

(2-16) 

Equation (2-16) shows that the successive zones are in 

phase opposition. so the enerev ~rom adjacent zones tends to 

cancel but. because the excitation amplitude decreases from 

L... __________________________________________ _ 
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zone to zone. not completel~. This explains the arsument 

behind considerins the ~irst Presnel zone as the main 

contributer to the re~lected eners~ at the receivins point. 

2.5 The Rayleish Criterion: 

In practice a sur~ace may be smooth ~or some 

wavelensths and roush ~or others. or ~or a siven wavelensth 

it may be either smooth or roush ~or di~~erent values o~ the 

srazins ansle. Thus, the ~irst step in stud~ins the sur~ace 

scatterins is to determine the t~pe o~ the surface dependins 

on the two siven parameters. Rayleish sussested a simple 

~ormula. which depends on measurins the phase di~~erence (~) 

between two parallel rays encountered on a surface with 

heisht di~~erence (h) at srazins ansle y [2-2]. 

4 li h 
~ = sin (y) (2-17) 

I~ ~ (or ver~ small), the two re~lected ra~s will be 

in-phase and the surface is smooth. 
o 

- 180 , the two 

reflected rays will be in phase opposition and cancel out in 

this direction. But. accord ins to the law o~ "eners~ 

conservation" the~ can not be lost and must be scattered in 

other directions and the surface is roush • 

middle • value o~ the phase dif~erence (~=90 ) 

B~ takins the 

between these 

two extremes. and substitutins it in (2-17), the smooth 

surface condition "Rayleish Criterion" can be siven b~1 
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>. 
h < (2-18) 

8 sin (y) 

-1 >. 
ye = sin ( ) (2-19) 

8 h 

The riltht_hand part of equation (2-19), shows that 

there are two wavs to make the surface appears to be smooth, 

(a)1 by makinlt the value h/>' very small (h/>' ~ 0), (b): bV 

takinlt a very small Itrazinlt anltle (y ~ 0). 

Obviously, most of the real surfaces in nature are 

neither smooth nor Various theoretical and 

experimantal investiltations show the field scattered by a 

roulth surface to be the sum of specular and diffuse 

components. Table 2-1, shows the critical anltle ye, above 

which the surface appears roulth at different wave lenltth, and 

sea states. When y is Itreater than twice ye, the specular 

component from the surface becomes neltliltable and the main 

source of scatterinlt is the diffuse one [2-5]. When the 

Itrazinlt anltle is less than the critical anltle, the specular 

reflection coefficient will be the dominant term. 
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Table 2-1 

Max1mumanKles for specular reflection at different 

radar frequencies and sea state [from, 2-5], 

Sea State Descrip- Wave Rms Heh:ht Critica1 AnKle, (del/:) 

Number tion of heicht (m) 

sea (m) 1.-0,7m .:I..e, 181 1·0.03m 

1 Smooth 0-0.3 0-0.065 >1l5 >6 >1.8 

2 Slil/:ht 0.3-1 0.065-0.21 12-1l5 1.8-6 e. 5-1. 8 

3 Moderate 1-1.5 0.21-0.32 8-12 1. 2-1. 8 0.3-0.5 

4 Rouch 1.5-2.5 0.32-0.54 5-8 0.7-1. 2 0.2-0.3 

5 Very 

roul/:h 2.5-4 0.54-0.86 3-5 0.4-0.7 0.12-0.2 

6 Hich 4-6 0.86-1. 3 2-3 0.3-0.4 0.09-0.12 

7 >6 >1. 3 <2 <I" 3 <0.01l 



2-6 Multipath interterence 

The radar antenna receives the retlected wave and the 

direct wave simultaneouslv. When the reflection takes place 

over a smooth. plane surface. and assumins a homoseneous 

atmosphere. the treatment is simple. From fisure 2-1. the 

amplitude of the total field at the radar antenna is siven 

[2-2]. [2-17] bV: 

where.T is the total phase shift between the two waves siven 

where, 

6 
T=2 n -+ t 

>. 

t is the phase 

(2-21) 

associated with the reflection 

coefficient. and 6 is the path lensth diffference between the 

direct wave and the reflected wave. which can be calculated 

from fisure 2-1 as follow: 

6 = 2 hr sin (y) (2-22) 

sin (y)= for small y (2-23) 
G 

6 =. --------- ~----- (2-24) 
G G 

Assumins in equation (2-24). hr«h t • Eo is the direct field 
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strensth, Rh,v is the amplitude of the reflection coefficient 

of the surface. From equation (2-20) E can take any value 

between a maximum and a minimum accordins to the value of ~ 

(when the radar is stationed in the same position , ~ will be 

a function of the tarset position). Assumins ~=n, for 

horizontally or vertically polarized waves at small srazins 

ansle (less than the Brewster ansle). the minimum value of E 

will occur when: 

k ,k is an inteser (2-25) 

and the maximum value at 

11 h t hr 
-----2k+1 

>. G 
(2-26) 

ThUs the presence of a specular multi path over a 

smooth. plane surface causes the continuous elevation 

cove rase of the beam to break up into a lobed.structure 

[2-10), [2-18). 
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2-7 Rouih surfaces: 

Various experimental and theoretical investieations of 

the roueh surface have proved that the, scattered field (wave) 

can be represented by the sum of two components. a speculaI' 

component and a diffuse component{2-2]. {2-4]. {2-9]. {2-12]. 

(2-13]. The correspondine reflection coefficients are 

desienated Rs and Rd respectively. The characteristics of 

the specu1ar ref1ection component Rs is the same as that from 

a smooth surface with the followine restriction: 

a- The amplitude of the reflection coefficient is smaller 

than that for a smooth surface. 

b- The ref1ection coefficient fluctuates. 

Rs - Ps D Ro (2-27) 

wherelP s is the specu1ar scatterine coefficient from a 

roueh surface eiven (2-5] by: 

4 n <1h 
~z =exp (_ (_--:-_ 

A 
sin (y»2] (2-28) 

and <1h is the rms deviation of the surfaceheiehts. 

The fluctuation of Rs in any &iven model of a roueh 

surface can be considered to be the result of ~ddine to&ether 

a constant field and e zero mean random field whose real and 

imaeinary parts are normally ,distributed. with different 

variances in eeneral(for detail. see (2-2). 

The power from the tar&et which reaches the rou&h 

surface and is not ffiflected speoularly or absorbed. will be 
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soattered in other directions. Part o~ this power will reaoh 

the radar ~rolll an extended recion "Clisteninc sur~aoe" ~rom 

the neichbourhood o~ the tarcet to the neichbourhood o~ the 

radar. This is oalled the di~~use re~lection oomponent. The 

basio scatterinc elements are the small ~aoets whioh overlie 

the main lar~e-scale wave pattern or swell. The rms slope o~ 

the small sur~aoe ~aoets is civen bV ao =2 ah/do' where d c ia 

the oorrelation distanoe [2-2]. The di~~uselv soattered power 

~rom a rou~h sur~.oe is ~iven [2-2] bV: 

Rd = Pd D Ro (2-29) 

where Pd is the rms value o~ the di~~use scatterine 

coe~~ioient and 0 is the diver~enoe ~aotor whioh oan be 

ne~leoted in the oase o~ low-elevation tar~etB because o~ its 

small e~~ect on di~~use soatterinc [2-13]. Common praotioe 

&mon~ encineers is to express Pd as a simple ~unction o~ 

(ahSin(y)/~) as shown in ~i~ure 2-6, which was drawn ~rom 

praotioaldata [2-5] .. Since y varies widelv over the 

elistenine sur~ace, usin~ fieure 2-6 mieht lead to an error. 

Besides Barton {2~9], showed that fi~ure 2-6 is not aocurate, 

and the values of Pd shown are smaller than the real values. 

This is because the antenna used in colleoting the data was 

verv directive and part of the scatterine surface is not 

accounted for. 

For low-flvine tareets the erazine anele y is small in 

comparison with the rms surface slopes ao (for sea and land 

ao is tvpicallv 0.05":0.25 rad.). Fol' such cases, the theorv 
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Figure 2-6: Scattering factors Vs roughness (from [2-5] ). 
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by Spizzichino (2-2) p .. edicted that the di~~used powe .. wil.l 

be concent .. ated nea.. the ends ot the &l.istenin~ su .. ~ace at A 

and B as shown in ~i~u .. e 2-7-b. A simple di~~use .. e~lection 

model. has sOllletimes been used. whe .. e the total. di~~use powe .. 

is divided between a to .. e& .. ound component(just in"~ .. ont o~ the 

.. ad a .. antenna at A) and a ho .. izon component (just in.,~ .. ont ot 

and below the ta .. ~et, at B). The value o~ the dit~use and 

specul.a .. component is taken, acco .. din& to the su .. ~ace 

.. ou~hness and ~razin~ an~le, t .. om ~i&u .. e.2-6. Fo .. lon~ .. an&e 

ta .. &ets the ho .. izon cOlllponent to .. this simple di~~use model 

may lie behind the horizon ran&e with a cu .. ved earth. So. 

this simpl.e model. cannot accuratel.y represent the dit~use 

scatterin&. In order to ~et a more accurate model ~or a 

10w-Fl..yin~ tar&et, and in order to adopt the &listenin& 

su .. ~ace theory to partial.ly rou~h su .. ~aces, Barton (2-13) 

introduced a rou&hness ~actor (Fd) which woul.d account ~o .. 

.. emoval ot .. etlected dit~use powe .. by speculaI' re~lection at 

either &razin& an~l.e Y1 0 .. Y2 as shown in ~i~ure 2-7-a. 

2-7.1 Di~~use .. e~lection model ~or low-~lying tar&et: 

In this model., the tar&et is conside .. ed to be an active 

transllli tter, with non-di .. ectional antenna, illuminatin~ the 

.. ada .. and the su .... oundin& .. ou&h su .. tace (Ps=0). The .. eceived 

powe .. ~ .. om the direct path (P .. ) is ~iven (2-131 bYI 

Pt Gt G .. >.' 
Prc (2-30) 

(4 IT)' R' 

and the cl.utte .. - .. e~lected powe .. Pc is &iven by 
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Figure 2-7:" (a) The diffuse reflection from a glistening surface, 

(b) The glistening surface (top view). 



(2-31) 

where Gt and Gr are the zains of the transmittinz and 

receivinz antennas and • er 

coefficient from Yl and Y2' 

is the bistatic scatterinz 

The inteKration in (2-31) is 

over the area within the resolution cell formed by the 

receivinz beam and the transmitted waveform, also the zains 

Gt and Gr are considered to be constant over the 3-dB 

beamwidth. The contribution of the small area of the surface 

• (where rl,r2' er, and the antenna zain are constant) is ziven 

dPc • er 

4 n 
ds (2-32) 

Assume that all the diffuse power cOllIe frolll within the 

zlisteninK surface, • with er acotZ(ao)' for a<ao and zero 

Besides, for low-ilyinz tarzet condition assume 

The coordinate of the 

zlistenin~ surface boundry is then ziven by the followinz, 

from [2-13). 

Xl X2hr h t 1 
y-± (+ ) z (2-33) 

X1 + X2 Xl. X2 11 

, 
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The total 

di~~use power is Kiven by: 

Xl. 

-1-2-1T-~.r ,:_:. - (2-34) 
X' 

X-a. 

When the tarKet is at low-altitude and lonK ran&:e, ~or· whioh 

the &:listeninK sur~ace extends beyond the horizon ranKe, 

equation (2-34) beoomes as ~ollows [2-13]. 

p' - , : eof :.0' (2-35) 

X« 

Also. the ~ollowinK approximation can be made: a t = ht/R and 

In equation (2-34) the sur~ace is considered to be 

oompletel~ rouKh. In Keneral. a fraction of the power 

incident on the surfaoe will contribute to the dif~use 

scatterin&: oomponent but most of it for the specular 

component (espeoially when the tarKet is very low over the 

surface). One method of soalinK the diffuse term in (2-34) 

is by multiplyinK it by a rouKhness ~actor Fd. 

4 1T CJh sin(y) 
Fd'~ 1- P,,':1 - exp[ -( _______ _ 

). 
) · ] (2-36) 

Barton [2-131,· used separate rouKhness factors Fd 1 and 

Fd 2 correspondinK to. looal KrazinK anKles and Y2 

associated with each area within the KlistenlnK surfaoe. 
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(2-31) 

Here, Psl and PS2 are the specular reflection coefficient for 

both pathe associated with r1 and r2 respectively, aee filture 

2-1. Fd Z becomes zero wherever Psl or Ps2 equal one (smooth 

surface case), in 

equation (2-34), the diffuse scatterinlt coefficient is civen 

[2-13] by: 
)(:~ 

R
Z 

r_F_d_Z_Y_d_X __ 

2 n BZo J (R-X)Z XZ 
(2-38) 

X ... 

This roulthness factor accounts for the specular power 

at low-elevation anltles and.the horizon effect for a round 

earth. Also, no ehadowinlt or mask1nlt correction factor is 

required unless very special circumstances exist such as a 

hulte obstacle interuptin~ the path [2-13] ..... . ete. 

In order to meet the law of enerlty conservation, Barton 

{2-9] noticed that a Iteometrical correction factor is needed 

when Y1<2Bo to take account of the solid anltleof the diffuse 

reflection beinlt no lonlter reduced in proportion to Y1' The 

effect of the neW factor would be to reduce the horizon 

diffuse power component by one-third to two-thirds for that 

Itiven in equation (2-34). 

Barton [2-13] considered two typical low-anltle trackinlt 

cases. The Itlisteninlt eurface dimensions were calculated 

from (2-33). and values were calculated 

throulth the recion from the apecular reflection point to the 

horizon. Table 2-2 shows complete descriptions for both 

cases. The diffuse power distribution over the Itround ranlte 
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Table 2-2: T¥pical paths for evaluation the diffuse reflection. 

frOlll [2-13]. 

Case (A) Case (B) 

Description of path Short ranlte Lonlt ranlte 

tarltet tarltet 

Ranlte: R (km) 10 »10 

Heights: h t (m) 105 »105 

hr (m) 5 5 

Elevation: et (rad) 0.01 0.01 

Surface slope: eo (ra.d) 0.1 0.1 

Ground ranltes I Xa. (m) 25 25 

Xo (km) . 0.5 0.5 

Xh (km) 9.3 9.3 

Xb (km) 9.5 »10 
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and the effect of the rou~hness factor for moderate sea 

and rou~h sea are shown in fijtures 

(2-8-a,b),(2-9-a,b) for short ran~e and lon~ ranlte target 

respectively. From the curves, the foreground component is 

slightly affected by the roughness factor but the largest 

horizon components are gradually reduced. Also, by comparing 

fisure (2-8-a,b) with figure (2-9-a, b), the difference 

between short ranges and long ones in the horizon region, is 

small in both rou~hness cases. In both if the foreground 

component is excluded, Pd will lie between 0.1 and 0.2, and 

most of this diffused power will originates arround the 

specular reflection point rather than at horizon. 

Figur~s (2-10-a) and (2-10-b) show the diffuse power 

distribution in elevation for both short and lone ranee 

tarltets for a completely roulth surface and for the two 

roulthness factors ment,ioned earlier. The diffused power from 

a reltion at range X will appear at angle (-hr/X) relative to 

the radar's antenna (for larlte hr the modification for 

curved-earth must be considered). The short range case has a 

relatively bilt horizon component for rough surface(ps=0). but 

the long range case lacks this term. The foreground term for 

the short ranse case is somewhat- smaller than that for the 

lon~ ran~e. 

Further simulation of this target's diffuse reflection 

·model for different surface rou~hne8ses, rms slopes. 

elevation an~le. and radar-tar~et ~eometry has been carried 

out. The results are shown in appendix A2. tables 1 to 7. 

which will be used in chapter 6 to study the performances of 
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( b ): effect of roughness factor for medium and rough surface 

(after ~arton 2-13). 
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,SOMe hi~h resolution aleor1thms 1n the presence o~ di~~use 

and specular multipaths. 

2-7.2 The slopes: 

The rms slope o~ the ~acets overlyine the laree-scale 

pattern (ao ) is a very complicated ~unction o~ the wind speed 

and direction over the sea. Its reduction would narrow the 

~listenine sur~ace and move its limits ~arther ~rom the 

terminals (A & B), as can be seen ~rom equation (2-33), but 

the net increase in the diffuse power is very small, and 

vice-versa (2-13). 

2-7.3 The elevation angle: 

The elevation anele has a bi~ e~~ect on the sur~ace 

behaviour as shown in equation (2-19). When the elevation 

anele o~ the tar~et decreases, the horizon component of Rd 

which, to some extent depends on the elistenine sur~ace 

widths, decreases and the value of Rs increases makin~ the 

surface lookt smoother, and vice versa. 

'2-8 Depolarization: 

Depolarization is the chanee of the reflected wave 

polarization from that o~ the incident one. So ~ar, it is 

implicitly accepted that the reflected wave polarization is 

identical to that of the incident. Here we discuss in br1e~ 

the extent to which this assumption is correct. 
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On the basis of theoretical work, Beckmann [2-2] proved 

that , when the incident wave is purel~ linearl~ polarized 

(verticall~ or horizontall~), the reflected wave in the plane 

of incidence is not depolarized (specular reflection case), 

and, when the si~nal is scattered out of the plane of 

incidence, it is stronKl~ depolarized (diffuse scatterinK 

case) . Also in [2-4], a description of an experiment over the 

water surface is Kiven where a pure linear polarization 

(vertical and horizontal) is transMitted. The received cross 

polarized scattered field is shown to be on the order of 25 

dB below that of the incident field (no mention of the 

surface rouKhness is made). Also, the same experiment showed 

that the siKnals arr1vinK from directions other than the 

specular reflection direction (Diffusel~ scattered field) 

were hiKhl¥ depolarized. 
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APPENDIX A2 

(includes tables 1 to 7) 

Table 1: The ran se distribution o~ the di~~used power ~or 

(m) (m) (rad. ) 

50 250 0.41 0.3700 ---------
250 750 0.137 0.0720 -0.010000 

750 1250 0.051 0.0146 -0.005000 

1250 1750 0.034 0.0067 -0.003333 

1750 2250 0.027 0.0041 -0.002500 

2250 2750 0.024 0.0029 -0.002000 

2750 3250 0.022 0.0023 -0.001666 

3250 3750 0.022 0.0019 -0.001428 

3750 4250 0.022 0.0017 -0.001250 

4250 4750 0.023 0.0016 -0.001111 

4750 5250 0.024 0.0015 -0.001000 

5250 5750 0.026 0.0015 -0.000909 

5750 6250· 0.029 0.0015 -0.000833 

6250 6750 0.033 0.0015 -0.000769 

6750 7250 0.038 0.0016 -0.000714 

7250 7750 0.041 0.0017· -0.000666 

7750 8000 0.013 0.0005 -0.000634 

Total horizon component: 
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Table 2: The l'anse distl'ibution of the diffused powel' fol' 

(at) (l'ad, ) 

12,5 250 0,""90 0,40"0 ---------

25" 750 0,03"6 0,0181 -",0100"" 

75" 125" 0,0129 ",0037 -0,00500" 

1250 175" ",0"87 0,0017 -0,"03333 

1750 2250 0,0"70 0,0"10 -0,0"25"" 

2250 2750 0,0062 0,0007 -0,"02000 

2750 3250 ,,-, 0058 0,0""6 -0,001666 

3250 3750 0,0057 0,0005 -0,001"28 

3750 4250 0,0058 0,0"0" -0,0"1250 

4250 4750 0,0061 e,0004 -0,001111 

475" 5250 0,0066 e,""0" -0,001e00 

5250 5750 0,007" 0,0004 -0,000909 

5750 6250 0,0085 0,000" -0,000833 

6250 6750 0,0103 0'''''''5 -0,000769 

6750 7250 0,0129 0,0005 -0,00071" 

7250 7750 0,"172 ","007 -0,000666 

7750 8250 0,0250 0,0009 -0,00063" 

8250 8750 0,0"11 0,0015 -0,000625 

8750 9250 ",0826 0,0028 -0,000588 

Total hOl'izon component 
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Table 3. The ran~e distribution of the diffused power for 

... z. 
ilPd Pd 

(m) (m) ah/X=5 ah/X=21!J 

25 25111 111.417 111. 371!J11I 111. 4171!J 

25111 75111 11I.1!J69 1!J.1!J362 1!J.11I691. 

751!J 125111 111.11125 1!J.1!J11I74 111.11123111 

1251!J 1750 0.11117 0.0034 0.0123 

1750 2250 0.0111 0.111021 0.111080 

2251!J 2750 0.1!J12 1!J.011115 111.011158 

2750 325111. 0.011 111.0012 0.011146 

3250 3750 8.011 0.88U 8.8039 

3750 4250 11I.1!J11 1!J.081!J9 11I.01!J35 

4251!J 4750 0.012 1!J.8008 0.0033 

4750 5250 0.1!J13 0. 001!J8 1!J.0032 

5250 5750 0.014 0.011108 0.0032 

5750 6250 0.016 0.0008 0.00311 

6250 6750 0.019 0.8009 0.0038 

6750 7250 0.024 0.0011 0.001111 

7250 7750 0.032 0.0013 0.0053 

7750 8250 0.0114 0.0017 0.0069 

8250 8750 0.061 0.111023 0.0094 

8750 8975 0.028 0.111010 0.0040 

Total horizon component 

... 
Total for~round component: ilPd= 0.1117 

-hr/X 

(rad. ) 

--------

-1!J.11I11111!J1!J1!J 

-1!J.11I1!J51!J1!J1!J 

-111.1111113333 

-0. 0111 25 I1II!J 

-11I.01!J211100 

-1!J.1!J11I1666 

-0.001428 

-11I.1!J01250 

-0.001111 

-0.0111101!J0 

-0.000909 

-0.000833 

-0.000769 

-0.000714 

·-0.000666 

-0.000634 

-111.000625 

-0.00111580 
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Table 4: The ran~ di.tribution or the dirruaed power ror 

BO =0.05. h r a 5111. ht=105m. R=10klll. and ah/h=5 • 
• 

(Ill) 

50 500 0.454 0.2350 ---------

500 1000 0.045 0.0116 -0.006666 

1000 1500 0.024 0.0039 -0.004000 

1500 2008 0.017 0.0821 -0.002857 

2008 2500 0.014 0.0014 -0.002222 

2580 3000 0.013 0.0011 -0.001818 

3000 3508 0.012 0.8009 -0.001538 

3508 11008 0.012 0.0008 -~.001333 

4000 4500 0.012 0.0008 -0.001176 

45011 5000 0.013 11.111108 -0.001052 

5000 5500 0.014 0.0008 -0.000952 

5500 6000 0.016 11,0008 -0.000869 

6000 6500 0.018 0.0009 -0.000800 

6500 7000 0.022 0.0010 -0.000740 

7000 7500 0.028 0.0012 -0.000689 

7~00 8000 -0.038 0.0015 -0.000645 

8000 8500 0.054 0.0020 -0.000606 

85011 9000 0.070 0.0025 -0.000570 

Total horizon component: 
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Table 5: The panse distribution of the diffused power for 

(m) (m) 

12,5 5"0 0,477" 0,2529 ---------

500 1000 0,"115 0,0029 -",0"6666 

1000 1500 0,0,,60 ",0"09 -0,004000 

15"0 20"0 0,0043 0,"005 -",0"2857 

200" 2500 0,0"36 0,0004 -0,0"2222 

2500 3"00 0,0032 0,"003 -0,001818 

30"0 3500 0,0031 0,"002 -0,0"1538 

3500 400" 0,0030 0,0002 -0,001333 

4000 4500 ","032 0,0002 -0,081176 

4500 5000 0'''''33 0,"002 -",001052 

50"0 55"0 0,0036 0,""02 -0,000952 

5500 6000 0,0041 ","002 -0,000869 

6000 65"0 0,0048 0,0002 -0,""0800 

65"0 7000 0,0060 0,0003 -0,000740 

7000 75"0 0,0077 0,0"03 -0,000689 

7500 8000 0,0108 0,0004 -0,000645 

8000 8500 0,0167 0,0006 -0,000606 

8500 9000 0,0311 0,0011 -0,000570 

9000 9500 0,0840 0,0028 -0,000540 

9500 97/10 0,1150 0,0037 -0,000519 

Total horizon component 

~ z • 
Total forsround COMPonent: 8Pd= 0,477. 8PdFd= 0,2529 
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Table 6: The ranKe distribution o~ the diffused power for 

(m) (m) 

25 599 -9.4678 9.2478 9.4677 --------

599 1999 9.9229 9.9958 9.9222 -9.996666 

1999 1599 1'1.9129 9.9919 9.9995 -9.994999 

1599 291'19 9.1'1987 9.9919 9.1'1955 -1'1.992857 

291'11'1 251'11'1 9.9975 9.9997 1'1.9937 -9.002222 

2599 3999 9.9065 9.9996 1'1.9928 -9.091818 

3991'1 351'19 1'1.1'1062 9.9005 9.01'123 -0.1'101538 

3500 4900 1'1.9961 1'1.1'101'14 9.0029 -9.1'11'11333 

1101'11'1 4501'1 9.01'163 9.1'1004 1'1.1'1918 -0.001176 

451'10 51'10" 0.01'167 1'1.1'101'14 0.1'1017 -0."011'152 

51'11'19 5509 1'1.9973 9.1'10911 0.9917 -1'1.1'109952 

55"9 699" 0.0082 1'1.00"4 0.0017 -9.900869 

691'10 6500 0.01'197 0."995 1'1.0919 -1'1.00080" 

6500 7"0" 1'1.0118 1'1."0"5 0.0022 -0."01'174" 

701'10 7500 0.0153 0.001'16 0.0026 -".000689 

7501'1 81'100 -0.0211 1'1."008 0."034 -9.0"0645 

801'19 8500 0.0324 0.0012 0.0049 -0.0"0606 

859" 9"91'1 0.0578 1'1.0020 0.0082 -1'1.000571'1 

901'1" 9590 0.1285 9.1'1040 0.0173 -0.09"542 

Total horizon component 

• Total ~orKround component: 6Pd= 0.4678 
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Table 71 The ranse d~8tr~but~on ot the d~ttused power tor 

(m) (Ill ) 

25 500 0.46030 

500 1000 0.02000 

1000 1500 0.009118 

1500 2000 0.00615 

2000 2500 0.00456 

2500 3000 0.00363 

3000 3500 0.00302 

3500 4000 0.00259 

11000 4500 0.00228 

11500 5000 0.00203 

5000 5500 0.001811 

5500 6000 0.00169 

6000 6500 0.00156 

6500 7000 0.001115 

7000 7500 0.00136 

7500 8000 0.00128 

8000 8500 0.00121 

8508 9000 0.00115 

9000 9500 0.00110 

9500 10000 0.00105 

z ~ 
Apdl"d 

Uh/X=5 Uh /X=20 

0.23000 0.45990 

0.00463 0.019117 

0.00135 0.00755 

0.00063 0.00390 

0.00036 0.00235 

0.00024 0.00157 

0.00017 0.00112 

0.00012 0.00084 

9.94E-5 0.00066 

7.98E-5 0.00053 

6.57E-5 0.00043 

5.51E-5 0.00036 

4.70E-5 0.00031 

11. 07E-5 0.00027 

3.56E-5 0.00023 

3.15E-5 0.00021 

2.81E-5 0.00018 

2.53E-5 0.00016 

2.29E-5 0.00015· 

2.09E-5 0.00013 

-hr/X 

(rad. ) 

--------

-0.006666 

-0.0011000 

-0.002857 

-0.002222 

-0.001818 

-0.001538 

-0.001333 

-0.001176 

-0.001052 

-0.000952 

-0.000869 

-0.000800 

-0.000740 

-0.000689 

-0.000645 

-0.000606 

-0.000570 

-0.000542 

-0.000512 
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Chapter 3 

L.:Lk_~.:Lhc>c>d 

Est.:Lrna.tc>:J::" 

3-1 Introduction 

The difficulty in trackin~ low-flyin~ tar~ets usin~ 

conventional trackin~ methods arises from the presence of a 

stron~ surface reflection (speculaI' multipath). White [3-1] 

discussed this problem in considerable detail. Startin~ with 

a classical maximum likelihood analysis of two closely spaced 

tar~ets, he developed two techniques which are capable of 

dealin~ with. this problem. In a more recent paper, Cantrell et 

a1. [3-2] studied the problem by applyin~ a closed form of 

the maximum likelihood estimator to an array divided equally 

into three subapertures (3SA-MLE). They have shown that the 

use of this technique ~ives a performance for resolution of 

close coherent sources (tar~ets) very near to the optimum 

obtainable from the aperture were all the elements sampled 

individually, the loss mountin~ to one or two dBs equivalent 

SNR. The sna~ with the technique is that this ~ood 

,pel'fol'mance is only obtainable for SOUl'ces which al'e close to 

Quadl'ature at the array centre and the performance 

deteriorates rapidly if the relative source phases approach 0 

or TT. The best solution to this problem is to use four 
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subapertures but the cost involved in this are considerable 

since the closed form solution for the 3SA-MLE is excessively 

complex. Mo~over it is desirable to keep the simple 

processin~ of [3-2] if at all possible. 

The technique which has been evolved to handle this 

situation is to divide the aperture into four ~roups but use 

these subapertures in two sets of three, one at each end of 

the array. The reason for this is that if the two si~nals 

are in-phase or anti-phase at the centre of one of the sets 

they cannot be so phased at the centre of the other if the 

source bearin~s are different and one or other of the sets 

will ~ive an acceptable performance. To use this technique a 

method for determinin~ which of the sets has the best chance 

of resolvin~ the sources must be found and this seemed 

impossible until, as a result of simulations it was found 

that if the sources are actually in-phase or anti-phase at 

the set phase centre and the complex amplitudes of the 

sources are computed within the Cantrell-type al~orithm then 

the relative phase will be indicated correctly. Thus by 

processin~ both of the sets and selectin~ the one which has 

the most promisin~ indicated si~nal phases a ~ood performance 

mi~ht be expected. 

The main purpose of this chapter is to explore this 

possibility in detail, startin~ with. a complete study of the 

3SA~MLE for different values of Ps' S/N, and an~ular distance 

between the two tar~ets. The effect 'Of the tar~et's type and 

the accuracy in estimatin~ the phase difference between the 

two .i~nals is presented in detail. 
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3-2 The maximum likelihood fo~mulation fo~ two 

target and th~ee sUbape~tu~ea 

In o~der to keep ou~ discussion self-contained, and to 

-make it easier to int~oduce some new ~ema~ks about solvin~ 

the p~oblem of inphase and anti-phase si~nals, we b~iefly 

~eview the th~ee subape~tu~es method by Cant~ell et al.[3-2]. 

In this methOd a 21 element, 

(elements spacin~ is A/2) 

equally spaced l:inea~ a~~av 

is divided equally into th~ee 

subape~tu~es (each of 7 elements). Assumin~ a unifo~m 

amplitude wei~htin~ is used, the subape~tu~e patte~n can be 

app~oximated by: 

(3-1) 

whe~e d is the subape~tu~e spacin~ as shown in fi~u~e 3-1, e p 

is the polntin~ an~le of the beams ~elative to the 

ho~izon, and ~=sin(e)-sin(ep). 

In the p~esence of a cohe~ent multipath (specula~ 

~eflection) the output si~nals S1' S2 and S3 f~om the th~ee 

subape~tu~e8 can be ~ep~esented by: 

(3-2) 
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<:3-3) 

(3-4) 

( 3-5) 

( 3-6) 

sin(et ) - et and sin(9r ) ~ er for amall anltles is 

assumed in (3-5) and (3-6) respectivelll. 

G1 and G2 are the subaperture Itains in the direction 

of the tarltet and the speculaI' multipath respectively. 

a1 and a2 are the complex amplitudes of the.direct 

siltn.l and its coherent lIIultipath respectively (a2=ps a1)' 

et and er are the tarltet and multipath anltles 

measured from the horizon. 

The reference phase center is taken at the centre of 

the arrall (at the m1d<Jle subaperture). 

n1' n2 and n3 are the Gaussian complex noise samples 

l 
with zero mean and variance of a· 

In order to present (3-2) in a vector form we make the 

followinlt simplification: 

where i=1,2 
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and the vecto~ fo~m 

s = W A + N 

s = S2 W = A = 

A2 

Whe~e T ~ep~esents the t~anspose. and the coefficients wki 

pep~esent. the phase p~o~~ession alon~ the ap~ay fo~ each 

an~le of a~rival at the cente~ of each subapertupe. 

(3-7) 

k = 1.2.3 and i=1.2 

whe~e in the mat~ix W the fi~st column contain.:>" the phase 

p~o~pession of the fi~st sou~ce (tap~et). and the second 

column pep~esentsthe phase p~o~~ession fo~ the second sou~ce 

(specula~ multipath). 

(3-8) 

(3-9) 
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Since et. er' w1 and w2 are related to each other 

throu~h (3-8) and (3-9). then solvin~ tor the beat estimate 

ot w1 and w2 is sutticient. 

Knowin~ that the complex noise vector N is a Gauseian 

l'andom process, then minimizinc the square el'l'or ie 

equivalent to maximizin~ the likelihood tunction [3-2). 

L = (S - W A)* (S - W A) (3-10) 

where * repl'esents the complex conju~ate tl'anspoee. It W is 

known. then the value ot A which minimizes (3-10) is ~iven by 

[3-2] as f'ollowl 

A = (W* W)-1 W* S (3-11 ) 

by expandin~ the tel'm in (3-11) we ~etl 

.. ,,2 ,. ,. ,,2 .. T 
A1 2wl-w1w2-w2 2w2-w2w1-w1 S1 

=1/G 
., .. 

'" 
,. 

(3- 12) A- 2-w1w2-w2wl 2-wl w2-w2wl S2 

'" 2 2 .. 
A2 2wl-w1w2-w2 2W2 - wlw2-wl s3 
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L can be w~itten as 1'ollow 1'~om [3-2]. 

3 
L=(1/a2 ) E 1'~ 

k=l 

(3-13) 

(3-14 ) 

(3-15) 

b~ substituting (3-12) into (3-14) and (3-15). then the 

sQua~e e~~o~ can be ~educed to the 1'ollowing simple 

exp~ession. 

(3-16) 

Figu~e 3-2 shows the combining netwo~k which p~oduce Land 

1'igu~e 3-3 shows the combined th~ee subape~tu~e beam patte~n 

associated with it. As can be seen 1'~om 1'igu~e 3-3. two 

nulls a~e p~oduced in the di~ection 01' et and e~ (this is 

.imila~ to the no~mal monoPul.se pe~1'o~mance in case one 

ta~get is p~esent). ConseQuentl~. i1' the values 01' w1 and w2 

which make L small can be dete~mined then two nulls will be 

p~oduced at both angles 01' a~~ival. et and e~. 

Close examination 01' L will show that its denominato~ 

~ep~esents the noise powe~ output 1'~om the combining netwo~k 

in the absence 01' signal. while its nume~ato~ ~ep~esents the 

signal output powe~ in the absence 01' noise. 

In o~de~ to simpli1'y the discussion. let us ~ep~esent 

the di~ect angle et and the multipath one e~ in te~ms 01' a 
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~izon 52 "0 

~-+ 

53 "0 

2 2 
L =1 rlj(2+lw1+W21 ) 

f=51-(W1 + W2 )52 +W1W25 

Fil/:ure 3-2 Circuit implementation of the three-subapertures 

MLE and two sources. 
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400,-------------------------------------------~ 

300 

200 

100 

e,~ 

O~------------~--~----~--~------------~ -0.3 -0.1 0.1 0.3 
angle of arrival (radians) 

Figure 3-3 : The antenna pattern for the circuit implementation 

in figure 3-2 of the 3SA-MLE, where the two nulls 

at +O~04 radi~ns represent the angular po~itions 

of the two sources 
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bisect inK anKle (9B ) and an anKula~ distance anKle (90 ) f~om 

the bisecto~. 

9 t = e B + eo 

e~= 9 B - eo 

conseQuentl~ 

and the SQua~e e~~o~ L becomes as follow: 

* 2 2 * 2 
Lz IS 1 -WB(WO+WO)S2+WB S31 /(2·l wo+wol) 

(3-17) 

(3-18) 

(3-19) 

(3-20) 

(3-21) 

The problem is to minimize L with ~espect to the 

followinK const~aints: 

* 
WOWO=l 

(3-22) 

(3-23) 

Gordon [3-31 introduces additional constraints b~ considerinK 

the reflection coefficient of the su~face to be less than one. 

The purpose of this is to improve the alKo~ithm pe~tormance 

when the two eiKnal. are inphase and the siKnal -to-noise 

ratio is maximum. 

In the followinK. the MLE solution fo~ the two .tarKets 

and three subapertures Keometr~ is shown for the s~mmetric 

and nons¥mmetric cases respectiv~ll~. 
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3-2.1 SYMMetric case solution: 

In this case wB is known a priori and the critical 

points of wD (the points", of zero slope of L satisfyina: the 

4t condition wDwD=l) are a:iven by.the followina: from [3-2]: 

WD = 1 

wD = -1 

wD = V/2 :;: j/1 
'1 

(V/2) 

(3-2U) 

(3-25) 

(3-26) 

where V is any root to the followina: equation which satisfies 

the condition 

V<2 

(3-27) 

(3-28) 

The value of Lmust be evaluated for each critical 

point of.wD and the one providina: the absolute minimum value 

of L a:ives the best estimate of the ana:le of arrival. 

(3-29) 

There are two special cases which occur with 

probability zero. The first occurs when S2=0 and the 
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minimum value ot L is attained at both values WO=l and wO=-l. 

The second special case occurs when the imaKinary part ot Rt 

is zero, the real part is less than two, 8 2 is not zero, and 

L can be made zero by settinK V = RI" This case occurs when 

there is no noise added to the received siKnals. More 

details ot the minimization process tor the tunction L is 

~iven in [3-2] and appendix A3. 

3-2.2 The nonsymmetric case solution: 

In this case wB and Wo are not known and we" have to 

estimate both ot them. The solution is ~ivenin [3-2] by: 

(3-30) 

when the absolute value ot U is less than or equal to two, 

then the values ot Wo and wB which minimize L subject to the 

* * constraints WOWO=l and wawB=l are as tollow: 

(3-31) 

(3-32) 

when the absolute value of U is biK~er than two then the 

solution will be: 

Wo = 1 + j0 (3-33) 
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and wB is one of the followine Qua~tic equation ~oots 

(3-34) 

where: 

(3-35) 

(3-36) 

A detailed discussion is eiven in appendix B3 and a 

simulation result for the symmetric and nonsymmetric cases 

are shown in a later section to demonstrate the performance 

of this aleorithm (3SA-MLE) accordine to S/R. reflection 

coefficient. and the nonsymmetry condition. Also, its 

performance in the presence of diffuse multipath is simulated 

accordine to the theory eiven in chapter 2; and compared with 

other aleorithms performances in chapter 6. 
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3-3 The tour subapertures technique 

Simulation results in tieures 3-8, 3-14, and reterence 

[3-2) have shown that the eood pertormance ot the 3SA-MLE is 

only obtainable when the phase ditterence (~) between the two 

coherent sources (tareet and imaee) at the centre ot the 

aperture is close to quadrature (TI/4 to 3TI/4) and declines 

very rapidly when ~ approaches 0 or TI (only TI in the 

symmetric case). It is shown in tieure 3-8 that the 

pertormance accuracy is very hieh when ~-0 tor the symmetric 

casei however this condition is not always possible and the 

eeneral case is the nonsymmetric one. One way ot improvine 

the pertormance at ~ equal zero or TI at the array centre is 

to chanee these values to others as close as possible to 

Quadrature where the best estimate ot the anele occurs. This 

is done by dividine the array into tour subarravs 

(subapertures) usine them in two sets of three. one at each 

end ot the array as shown in tieure 3-4. The tirst set (AP1) 

outputs are sl' s2' 

are s2' s3' and s4' 

into two separate 

and s31 and the second set (AP2) outputs 

The idea behind dividine the aperture 

sets in processin~ is to enable us to 

compare between the values of ~. at the centre of each set and 

chose the one closer to quadrature. This is done by 

processine both sets ot apertures accordine to the 3SA-MLE by 

Cantrell et al. [3-2) in parallel. The worst pertormance ot 

the tour subapertures technique (4SA-MLE) is when ~ equals 0 

or TI at the centre ot the tour subapertures where the phase 

ditference at the centre ot both sets is equal. In the 
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Filture 3-4 The Iteometry of four-subapertures array divided 

into two sets of three (APl & AP2). 
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tollowinK. a mathematical and operational analysis tor the 

tour subapertures technique is carried out. 

Let us assume that the phase centre is at the middle ot 

the tour subapertures array. The output ot each subaperture 

is Kiven by the tollowinK: 

(3-37) 

where m=1,4 

By applyinK the 3SA-MLE solution in section 3-2 on both ot 

APl and AP2 separatelY we Ket. 

tor APl 

3 % .~ (:2)~ \w~ 

S a , A = 
.h 1 

, W = (Wl) (,:l 

}, Y2-w 2- w2 1 

and the cost tunction L can be calculated accordln~ to (3-14) 

and (3-15) and Kiven by: 

L= (3-38) 

and tor AP2 
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~ y. 
S2 A1 (w~)l (W*2t 

~ x S a S3 A = W = ~2 W2 2 1 

Sll A2 
~/2. 

W1 
:;" 

W2 2 

and the cost function L is as in (3-38) except that s2' s3' 

'and s4 must replace sl' s2' and s3 respectively and is ~iven 

by: 

2 * 2 
I /( 2+ IWD+wO I) (3-39) 

where the svmmetric and nonsymmetric sources case:., studies 

for AP1 and AP2 are the same as in 3-2.1 and 3-2:2 and will 

not be repeated here. The phase difference ~ calculation 

procedure at the centres of AP1 and AP2 can be done as 

follows: 

a- Minimize the cost function L in (3-38) for AP1 and in 

(3-39) for AP2 independently accordin~ to the constraints 

~iven in section 3-2 for the case of interest (1. e 

svmmetric or nonsymmetric) and chose the absolute 

minimum which ~ives the best an~le estimate for each 

set. 

b- The values of w1 and w2 can be calculated for each set 

independently from the correspondin~ wB and wD throu~h 

(3-19) and (3-20) respectively. 

c- The values of a1and a2 for both of AP1 and AP2 can be 
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easilv calculeted b~ substitutins the estimated values 

or w1 and w2 in anvtwo or the input equations in (3-37) 

d- The calculated values or a1 and a2 ror both or AP1 and 

AP2 are complex variables which can be represented bV 

amplitude and phase as rollowsl 

a1=a1r+ ja1j= la1Iexp(j~1) 

a2=a2r+ ja2j= la2Iexp{j~2) 

( 3- IUl) 

(3-111) 

where the 8ubscripts rand j are to represent the real and 

imasinarv parts or a1 and a2 respectivelv; also ~1 and ~2 are 

the associated phases. B~ calculatins the phase di~~erence 

(~=~1-~2) ror both orAP1 and AP2 at their local centres 

separatelv and considerins the closest one to Quadrature (the 
a 

closest to 0 in the svmmetric case), then the correspond ins 

aperture (i.e APl or AP2) would sive the best ansle estimate. 

Fi~ures 3-5 and 3-6 show illustratin~ block diasram ror 

these . procedures ror the svmmetric and .nonsvmmetric cases 

respectivelv. 

In ract, it is not necessary .to ~o throu~h the previous 

lensthv processin~ to the end i~ the tarcet and its imase are 

svmmetric, and a simpler method or solution does exist. For 

the svmmetric case our main concern is when the two coherent 

sicnals are in phase opposition at the centre or the aperture 

where destructive interrerence takes place and the overall 

aisnal amplitude at tbe central subaperture is verv small 

(especiall~ when the amplitudes o~ the two sisnals are close) 

in comparison with that ot the other two subapertures at its 
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4-subaperture 

Sampling network for the 'inputs from the 
four-subapertures 

//~~ 
Calculation of et and er Calculation of et and er 
according to the 3SA-MLE according to the 3SA-MLE 
from set AP1 from set AP2 

. 

Ca I cu I ate llt. a~. % • and Calculate al' a2' % • and 
~ from set AP1 and limit ~ from set AP2 and limit o 0 o 0 
~ to 0~ 180 ~ to 0~ 180 
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The accurate angle 
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Fig. 3-5 

Is from APl estimate Is from AP2., 
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Block diagram represents the four-subapertures 
processing technique for the symmetric case. 
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.1 .1 4-subaperture 

Sampl ing network for the inputs from the 
four-subapertures 

I /0<~~ 
Calculation of et and er Calculation of et and er 
according to the 3SA-MLE according to the 3SA-MLE 
from set APl from set AP2 

Calculate a1 • aZ' R . and Calculate a~ . az. R . and 
tjJ from set APl and Sllmlt 1/1 from set AP2 andSllmlt ,. 0 

tjJ to 0·" 180' ojI to 0" 180 

-------------- ------------------------------ ---------------I . 
I 

I OAP1= ojI - OAP2= ojI - 90 

s 

--I 

I 
I I 9'1 I I I L ____________________________ _ _____________________________ J 

The accurate angle 
estimate Is from AP1 

The accurate angle 
estimate is from AP2 

Flg.·3-6 

No Yes 
L.. _____ -< OAP 1) OAP 2 '>-___ -'--' 

STOP 

Block diagram represent. the four-subapertures 
processing technique for the nonsymmetric case. 
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sides. So, b:v oOlllparine the ampli-tude o~ the oentral 

subaperture o~ AP1 with that o~ the oentral 

subaperture o~ AP2 (Is 31) and oonsiderine the aperture (i. e 

APl or AP2) whioh eivesthe hieher _plitude then it would be 

the one whioh eives better anele estimation too. Fieure 3-7 

shows a blook diaeralll presentation ~orthis oase whioh saves 

muoh unnecessary work load. 

A new simple prooedure to ~ind out whether the two 

ooherent sienals ('rom the tareet and its illlalte are in-phase 

or phase opposition is shown in o-hapter " as a part o~ new 

si-mple triltonometrio method to solve the mul tipath problelll. 

3-3.1 The phase shi~t ~ormulation 

The eeOlftetr:v o~ a linear-array and two souroes is shown 

in ~ieure 3-21. The element. spaoine is a hal~ waveleneth 

and the_ phase reference is taken -at tne edee element ~or 

oonvenienoe. By movinc alonlt the arrav the phase di~~erenoe 

between the two incident sienals ('I') will ohanlte -as a 

~unotion o~ et and er and the distanoe moved (the distance 

moved is nX/2 ; where n-1,NI and N is the number o~ elements 

in the arra;J). The ohanee in 'I' oan easily be ~ound by 

aaloulatine the phase lae ~or eaoh sou roe as follows: 

For the first source: 

(3-42) 

For the seoond souroe: 
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4-subapertures 

Sampling network for the Inputs from the 
four-subapertures 

Calculate the absolute values 
of 52 and 53 separately. 

No Yes 

The accurate angle 
stlmate Is from set APl 

The accurate angle 
estimate Is from set AP2 

Fig. 3-7 

STOP 

Block diagram represents the four'-subapertures 
processing technique for the symmetric case using 
the amplitudes comparison method. 
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(3-43) 

where ~t0 and ~r0 are the reference phases for the first and 

second source respectively and ~t1' ~r1 are the new ones. 

By subtract in~ (3-43) from (3-42) and ma·kin~ the Pl"oper 

cancellations we ~et the new phase diffel"ence. 

and the chan~e in the value of ~ is 6~ 

6~=~t1-~l"1-~t0+~l"0 

6~=nJf(et-el") 

(3-44) 

(3-45) 

(3-46) 

by l"eplacin~ the values of et and el" by eQuivelents fl"om 

(3-17) and (3-18) l"espectively we ~et the followin~. 

(3-47) 

whel"e sin(et)=et and sin(er)=er are assumed in (3-46) for 

small incidence an~les. 

One can see fl"om (3-47) that 6~ depends on two factol"s. 

the an~ular distance from the bisectol" eO and the distance 

moved alon~ the arrav in terms of the element number. Table 

3-1·shoW8 the values of 6~ as a function of n for different 

values of eo' In this table. the values of eO are taken as 

0.5. 0.25. 0.125 BW (BW is the threa dBs beamwidths of the 21 

elements linear arrav mentioned above). 
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BU eloselu examininK the tour subapertures technique 

tor the nonsUlIIIBetric sourees case (the Keneral case) 

aceordinK to table 3-i, one ean see that if ~ is 0 or H at 

the middle ot the arrau then a Kood resolution can be 

expected if 9 0 is elose to I'" 5 BW and deteriorates when eO 

Kets smaller. If ~ is 0 or H at the middle of AP1 or AP2 

then the resolution is elose to optimum when eO is close to 

0.5 BW and Kood when it is 0.25 BW and deteriorates for 

smaller values of eO' If 'I' is 0 or n at the eenter of the 

external edKe sub.perture of AP1 or AP2 then the resolution 

is Kood tor eO close to 0.5 or 0.125 BW and elose to optimum 

when eO is close to 0.25 BW. Similar results ean be easilu 

shown for the summetrie ease. However, these improvements 

are obvious in the simulation results in the next seetion. 

Table 3-1 

The phase shift re~lationship as a funetion of n and eO' 

n 1I'1' (radians) 

eo =0.5BW eO=0.25BW eO=0.125BW 

3.5 0.9236 0.4618 0.2309 

7.0 1. 8472 0.9236 0.4618 

14 3.6945 1.8472 0.9236 
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3-4 Simulation results and discussion 

All the simulations have been made using; three (or 

four) subapertures of seven elements each, interelement 

spacing being "/2. Gaussian noise of zero mean and a2 

variance was added to the signals and one thousand trials 

were made to find the averag;e errors in the angle estimation 

at each g;iven phase difference. The root mean square (RMS) 

error was calculated as follows: 

~error~ +error~) 
RMS ang;le-of-arrival error~ 

2 X number of tri.ls 

A A 
where et and er are the estimated angles of arrival for the 

direct signal and its coherent multipath. The error has also 

been normalized to the 3dB beamwidth of the> whole array 

calculated as follows [3-4]: 

3dB beamwidth (BW) ~ 102/N (in deg;rees) 

where, N is the number of elements in the array (interelement 

spacing; is "/2). The signal to noise ratio (S/N) is 

calculated for the direct sig;nal only, as received by the 



B2 

main beam ot the whole a~~ay and de~ined ~~om [3-2] as 

tollow •• 

Fo~ th~ee-subape~tu~esl 

and to~ tour-subape~tures: 

There are two practical methods ~or sepa~atin~ the direct 

an~le bea~in~ ~rom the cohe~ent multipath one. The ~i~st is 

by calculatin~ the amplitudes o~ the two si~nals. where the 

an~le associated with the hi~he~ amplitude ~ep~esents the 

direct an~le o~ ar~ival and the one associated with the 

smalle~ amplitude rep~esents the multipath an~le o~ a~~ival. 

This method adds ext~a unnecessa~y load to the system. also 

it is very c~itical when the two si~nals amplitudes a~e ve~y 

close. The other way is to separate the two an~les accordin~ 

to thei~ si~n. i.e the positive an~le ~epresents the direct 

an~le o~ ar~ival and the ne~ative an~le rep~esents the 

multipath one (in case o~ con~usion. the most positive one 

relative to the ho~izon is taken to be the di~ect an~le and 

the opposite ~o~ the multipath one). This method depends on 

the ~act that the tar~et is always"above the sur~ace and has 

the hi~he~ an~le above the ho~izon. In the simulation 

pe~~o~med ~or this study o~ a low-~lyin~ tar~et over a smooth 

su~~ace, the second method was chosen, since it is mo~e 

likely to be used in a p~actical system. 



The tareet' , model used in this simulation is Swerline 

case 5 type (SW.5). where the amplitude of the received 

sienal is constant from pulse to pulse (from snap-shot to 

snap-shot. in the case that one snap-shot per pulse is taken). 

For ·comparison. a sienal with a fluctuatine amplitude 

accordine to Swerline case 2 tareet type (SW.2) is 

considered too. where the amplitude of the received sienal 

chanees randomly from pulse to pulse. It is eenerated in 

simulation by takine the real and imaeinary parts of the two 

sienals from a Gaussian sequence with zero mean and eiven 

variance [3-51. A noisy sienal is eenerated usine (3-2) for 

the 3SA-MLE and (3-37) for the 4SA-MLE accordine to the 

tareet's models above. and the solutions were computed for 

the symmetric and non symmetric cases for the three and four 

subapertures methods. The phase difference (~) is always 

taken to be multiples of o 
22.5 deerees in the ranee from 0 to 

• 180. From now on the absolute value of the speculaI' 

reflection will be refered to as p~. 

A histoeram of simulation results is used to demonstrate 

the performance of the 3SA-MLE and 4SA-MLE at some cases. 

where the rms anele-of-arrival (+beamwidth) is divided into 

20 zones of accuracy. from 0.0-0.05 •••••.•• 0.9-0.95. >0.95. 

3-4.1 The symmetric case solution 

Fieure 3-8 shows the simulation results of the 3SA-MLE 

for a tareet with 9 B=0. S/N=30 dB. PS=0.9 and 

90=0.5.0.25.0.125 BW. SW.5 tareet' type 
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(nonfluctuatin~ amplitude). For comparison the correspondin~ 

result shown for SW.2 tar~et type (fluctuatin~ 

amplitude) only for the case 9 0 =0.25 BW. In comparin~ the 

solution usin~ SW.5 tar~et's type to that usin~ SW.2. we find 

that the first is much more accurate than the second over all 

values of ~ with avera~e 

enhancement of 0.06. The. rms 

o 

rms an~le-of-arrival error 

o 
error is lar~er when ~=180 and 

very small when ~=0. also it increases when 9 0 decreases. 

Cantrel et.al. [3-2] show that the resolution obtained is 

very close to the optimum obtainable from the array were all 

elements· sampled individually and it produces smaller error 

than the correspondin~ Cramer-Rao bounds (this is because the 

MLE is sli~htlY biased). Fi~ure 3-9 presents the S/N 

performance for SW.5 si~nal· type with 9 B=0. 9 0 =0.5 BW. 

Ps=0.9. and S/N= 30.20.10 dB. In ~eneral. one concludes 

that the rms error increases as the S/N decreases. Fi~ure 

3-10 presents the performance with different values of Ps 

(i.e with different relative power between the two coherent 

sources) • where 9 0 =0.25 BW. S/N=30 dB. and 

P S =0. 9. 0. 5. ~L 1. In .~eneral. when Ps decreases the 

performance ~ets better when the absolute value of ~ is close 

• to the out of phase case (~enerallY when ~>90. depends on ps) 

and a little worse elsewhere. 
o 

The improvement at ~=180 is 

very substantial where the rms error drops from 0.24 to ;lust 

0.066 when Ps chan~es from 0.9 to 0.1. he main reason 

behind this improvement is that when the two si~nals are 

in anti-phase (or close) and their relative amplitudes are close 

(such as when Ps =0.9) then destructive interference occurs, 
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leadinc to verv low S/N. But when the relative amplitudes are 

not close (such as when Ps=0.5 or 0.1) then the destructive 

interference is less pronounced~leadinc to hicher S/N and in 

turn to better accuracv. The increase in the rms error at 

small 'I' when Ps =0.5,0.1 is verv small where it rises from 

0.028 at ps=0.9 to 0.053 at ps~.l which is very neclicible 

in comparison with the improvement obtained when 'I' is close 

o 0 

to 180 (cenerallv 'I' >90). 

Betore discussinc the new tour-subapertures method 

results, we examine the case ot the imacinarv ancleO-J] 

occurrence (i.e when 9 t =9r ) and the accuracy in estimatinc 

the phase ditferene fl'om the estimated ancles ot arrival of 

the tarcet and its coherent multipath. Table 3-2 shows 

computer simulation results for the frequency of occur-rences 

of the imacinary ancle (lm-anc) and when the absolute err-or 

of the estimated value ot 'I' is createI' than a clven value 
o 

(assumed.here to be 10 ) from its true one (ph-div), in 1000 

trials for 9 B=0, S/N=30 dB, ps=0.9, and 90=0.5,0.25.0.125 BW 

tOI' SW.5 tarcet's type (and SW.2 tarcet'.\ type just at 

9 0 =0.25 BW tor comparison). The imacinary ancle occurrence 
o 

is zero over- all values of 'I' when 9 0 =0.5 BW except at '1'=180 

where it ocoures 203 times whlchmicht explains the bad 

performanoe at this point. When eO decreases the llll-anc 

oecur-rence inoreases over all values ot 'I' leadinc to 

decra~ation in the ancle estimation accuracy as shown in 

tisure 3-8. The estimatad value ot 'I' is worst when the two 

sicnals are olose to phase opposition as can be seen from the 

table (mainly because of the decrease in the S/N) with one 
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Table 3-2 The ima~inaru an~le and erroneous estimated phase 

• difference (>10 deviation from the true value) occurrences in 

the summetric 3SA-MLE for S/N=30 dB. ps=0.9. 

for 1000 trials at each phase shown. 

For comparison the results for SW.2 tar~et's tupe is shown when 

9 0 =0.25 BW. 

Phase 0.5 BW 0.25 BW 0.125 BW 

Im-an~. Ph-div. IM-an~ Ph-div. IM-an~. Ph-div. 

SW.5 SW.5 SW.5 SW.2 SW.5 SW.2 Sw.5 SW.5 

0.0 0 0 0 45 10 195 122 213 

22.5 0 0 0 47 35 269 134 431 

45.0 0 0 1 51 120 376 154 638 

67.5 0 1 1 61 229 451 184 718 

90.0 0 1 1 81 312 522 225 792 

112.5 0 5 5 99 366 611 263 813 

135.0 0 5 40 172 395 613 296 821 

157.5 0 11 179 284 41.5 649 407 826 

180.0 203 0 422 416 18 181 482 112 

. 
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o 
exception at ~-180 where the iM8~inary an~le occurs very 

t'requently. The reason behind this exception is that when 

an ima~inary an~le occurs) a test is carried out to t'ind 

whether the two siltnals are,close to in-phase or anti-phase 

conditions. The-test Condition ,'s that whenever the two 

siltnals are anti-phase at the centre ot' the array, then \S2\ < \S31 

and \S2\ < \Sl\ (the Opposi12e occurs when the two si~nals al!'e 

in phase altreement at the array's centre). Thus, dependlnlt 

o 
on the above conditions the value ot' ~ is set to either 0 or 

a 
180 whenever the imaltinary anltle occurs,leadinlt to hilth 

aCCUl!'acy in estimatinlt the value ot',~ when the two siltnals 

are anti-phase in partioular. The 

t'reQuency ot' occurrence ot ph-div increases as 6 0 decreases, 

as can be seen t'rom the table. In comparinlt with the SW.2 

tarltet type t'or 6 0 =0.25 BW,one conclUdes that the t'reQuen~y 

ot' occurrences ot' the imaltinary anltle and the erroneous 

values ot'the estimated 'I' is much hilther t'or the second type. 

Th i S.- explains the increase in the rms error shown in 

tilture 3-8. In t'ilture 3-11 a histoltram is shown t'or both 

types where the rms error ot the SW.5 tarltet type is shown 

to be within 
o 

the ranlte 0-0.05 tor 78 /. ot' the time and 

0.05-0.1 t'or 18 % while t'or the second tarlte't" type 1 t 

0/ /j o~ drops to 55 0 and 2 ~ l!'espectively. Bes1des. one can see the 

t'requent occurrence ot' the 1malt1narv anltle 1n the second 

case. In conclusion. the biltlter the anltular seperation. and 

the smaller the phase d1tt'erence between the two tarltets. the 

better the accuracy in estimatinlt the value ot' ~. and less 
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Figure 3- 11 :Hlstogram shows the perFormance of the symmetric 
3SA-MLE For Swerl Ing cases 2· and 5 target·s type , 
9B=0. 90=0.25 BI;!. S/N=30 dB. ps=0.9. '1'=90. 



Acco~dine to the discussion above and the block diaeram 

in ~ieu~e 3-5 a compute~ simulation 1s car~ied out to 

determine the effectiveness of the 4SA-MLE in improvine the 

performance of the symmetric case of the 3SA-MLE when the two 

tareets are in (or close to) phase opposition. Fieure 3-12 

shows the simulation results of the symmetric 4SA-MLE for 

9 B=0, Ps=0.9 , S/N=30 dB, and 9 0 =0.5,0.25,0.125 BW, usine 

SW.5 tareet's type. For comparison 3SA-MLE is shown only for 

9 0 =0.25 BW (27 elements are used insted of 28 for the 4SA-MLE 

to be able to divide into tht>ee-equal-subapertures). In 

compar1ne each curve with its correspondent in fieure 3-8 

(keepine in mind that we use just 3/4 o~ the total array's 

elements in the four-suabapertures method, while the rms 

error is normalized to 3dB beamwidth of the whole array) one 

can see a bie reduction in the rmser~o~ when ~is close ~o 
o 

180 in eene~al and in particular when 9 0 is laree where the 

accuracy inc~eases sha~ply. A little deeredation at small 

values of ~ is shown mainly related to the normalization 

method and the lower S/N per subaperture (1.2 dB less), and 

• the deviation of the new chosen value of ~ from 0. In 

compa~ine the result of 3SA-MLE (usine 27 elements) with its 

co~respondent 4SA-MLE ones (usine 28 elements) for 9 0 =0.25 BW 

as shown on the same fieure, a bie improvement is shown when 

'I' is close to anti-phase· condition and a little deeredation 

• 
elsewhe~e (~ms er~o~ inc~eases by 0.018 at 'I'=0). The main 

reason fo~ this deeredation is the hiehe~ S/N pe~ subaperture 

fo~ the 3SA-MLE case (-1 dB) in comparison with the 4SA-MLE 

ones. Fieu~e 3-13 shows a histoe~am of results fo~ 9 0 =0.25 BW 
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o 
PS=0.9. S/"=30 dB. 8 B=0, and '1'=180 f!or the 3SA-MLI!: and the 

4SA-MLI!:. where the rms error (+beamwidth) apears to be within 

the ran~e 0-0.1 f!or 52 /. of! the time f!or the 4SA-MLE, while 

• it drops to 20 7. f!or the 3SA-MLE. Also. one can see the hi~h 

occurrence of! imaeinary and erroneous aneles (44 ~ of! time) 

f!or the 3SA-MLE in oomparison with that of! the 4SA-MLE ones 

(9 ,6 of! time) 

In the above f!our-subaperture method we used the 

estimated phase dif!f!erence to decide which set eives the best 

an~le estimation. This technique required parallel processin~ 

f!or two sets of three subapertures (APl and AP2). which 

double the processine load and increases the cost of! the 

system as we have seen in section 3-3 where a simpler System 

which was su~~ested dependin~ on amplitude comparison of! the 

input sienals f!rom the two subaperture,s in the middle of the 

four-subapertures' array. Here, ti~ure 3-14 shows the 

simulation resul t8 for the 4SA'-MLI!: (empli tude comparison 

method) accordin~ to the block dia~ram shown in ti~ure 3-7 

S/N=30 dB. Ps=0.9. and 90=0.5.0.25.0.125,BW. In 

comparin~ these results with their correspondents in f!i~ure 

3-12 one can see that the rms error is the same tor all 

" values of! 'f' when 8 0 =0.5.0.25 BW with the exception at '1'=180 

where this method shows very little increase in the rms error 

(rms error increases by 0.003 for 8 0 =0.5 BW and 0.02 for 

8 D=0.25 BW). When 80=0.125 BW this method appears to work 

o ~ 

better than the previous one when 'f' >90 and worse when 'f' <90. 

• • Both methods 'shows the same accuracy when '1'=0 or 180. 
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3-4.2 The nons¥mmetric case solution 

FiKure 3-15 shows the simulation results of the 3SA-MLE 

for a with 9 B=0, PS=0.9, S/N=30 dB, and 

BW, usinK SW.5 tar~et' type (for 

comparison the correspondinK results are shown for the SW.2 

tar~et type only when 96=0.25 BW). In comparin~ the 

solutions, one finds that the rms error increases as 9 0 

decreases. and the worst estimation occurs when the two 
o • 

sources are in-phase or anti-phase (~-0 or 180) or close to 

either as can be seen from the curves. The best accuracy is 

obtained when the two sources are in phase Quadrature for 

all values of 9 0 _ except when 90=0.125 BW where the optimum 
o 

accuracy is obtained at ~=112. 

9 0 =0.25 BW for the SW.5 tarKet 

The accuracy obtained when 

type is much hiKher than that 

for the SW.2 tar~et type, where the rms error increases by 

D 
0.07 for the second at ~=90. Cantrellet.al, [3-2] show that 

the resolution obtained is very close to the optimum 

obtainable from the same array were all the elements sampled 

individuallY and it produces smaller rms error than that of 

the correspondin~ Cramer-Rao bounds (3-6,71. FiKure 3-16 

shows the S/N performance of the 3SA-MLE for 9 B=0, 9 0 =0.5 BW, 

PS=0.9, and S/N=30,20,10 dB, where the rms error is shown 

to increase as the S/N decreases over all values of~. 

FiKure 3-17 presents the performance of the 3SA-MLE for 

different values of the specular reflection coefficient for 

9 B=0, 9 0 =0.25 BW, 'S/N=30 dB, and Ps=0.9,0.5,0.1, In ~eneral, 

when Ps decreases the rms error increases, especially when Ps 
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is very small (0.1). In fiKure 3-18 the rms error in 

estimatinK the direct anKle and the multipath one are 

calculated separately for Ps=0.1, S/N=30 dB, 9 0 =0.25 BW, 

9 B=0, where the rms error for the first is shown to be much 

less that for the second over all values of V. The averaKe 

rma error for the first is about 0.2 in comparison with 0.38 

for the second over all values of V. The reason is the 

individual S/N of each source which is very hiCh for the 

first in comparison with the second which provides a shallow 

null (minimum L) in the pattern leadinc to hicher error. 

As we have seen from the results above, the performance 

of the nonsymmetric 3SA-MLE ia very poor when the tarcet and 

its coherentmultipath are in-phase or anti-phase. In 
, 

section 3-3 a new 4SA-MLE method is introduced to solve this 

problem and improve the performance in these two recion~. 

Before showinc the simul.ation results for this method we 

• 
examine the case of the imaKinary anKle occurrence and the 

accuracy obtained in estimatinc the phase difference V from 

the estimated ancles of ar-rival of the two sources. Table 

3-'3 shows computer simulation results for the frequency of 

occurrences of the ImaKinary an~le (Im-anK) and when the 

absolute error of the estimated value of V is Kreater than a 
o 

Kiven value (taken here to be 10) from its true one (ph-div), 

for 9 B=0, S/N=30 dB • PS=0.9, and 90=0.5.0.25.0.125 BW for 

SW.5 tarcet's-type (and SW.2 tarKet's type just when 9 0 =0.25 

BW for comparison). The imaKinary an~le occurrence is zero 

o 
over all values of V when 9 0 =0.5 sw, except at V=18e where it 

occurs 402 times out of 100 •• which miKht explain the bad 
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Figure 3-18 : RMS error of nonsymmetric 3SA-MLE as a function 

of phase difference between the two signals for 

6S=0.0, %=0.25 BW, S/N= 30 dB, fs~O.l 
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Table 3-3 The imaeinary an~le and erroneoUs estimated phase 

o 
difference (>10 deviation from the true value) occurrences in 

the nonsymmetric 3SA-MLE for 9 B=0. S/N=30 dB. PS=0.9. 

9D=0.5.0.25.0.125 BW. for 1000 trials at each phase shown. 

For comparison the results for SW.2 tareet's type is shown when 

Phase 0.5 BW 0.25 BW 0.125 BW 

. 

Im-ane. Ph-div. IM-ane Ph-div. IM-an~. Ph-div. 

SW.5 SW.5 SW.5 SW.2 SW.5 SW.2 SW.5 SW.5 

0.0 0 753 0 8 741 819 9 886 

22.5 0 0 0 9 128 417 33 6'83 

45.0 0 0 0 11 133 399 60 614 

67.5 0 1 0 24 221 455 99 667 

90.0 0 2 1 45 314 522 157 735 

112.5 0 5 9 75 365 572 224 801 , 

135.0 0 11 35 I 169 438 606 298 842 

157.5 0 19 195 287 445 632 402 856 I , 
I 

180.0 402 1 397 388 23 164 385 143 
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per~ormance at this point. When eO decreases the ima~inary 

an~le occurrence increases over all values of ~ as can be 

seen ~rom the table. The occurrence of the ima~inary an~le 

o 
at ~=0 is the smallest, but it does not mean that the 

estimated an~le is accurate, in fact it is very erroneous as 

can be seen from ~i~ure 3-15. The estimated value o~ ~ is 

the worst when the two sources are in phase a~reement. while 

it is very accurate when they are in phase opposition as can 

be seen from table 3-3. The reason beyond this hi~h accuracy 

• 
(when ~=180) is that • when an ima~inary an~le occurs a test 

is carried out to find whether the two si~nals are close to 

in-phase or anti-phase conditions dependin~ on the same 

facts explained in, section 3-/1.1. Also. this explains the 

poor estimation of the value of ~ when its true value is 

zero and where the ima~inary an~le occurrence is very small. 

The ~requency of occurrence of the lma~inary an~le and the 

erroneous values of the estimated ~ for the SW.2 tar~et type 

is hi~her than that for SW.5 type as can be seen ~rom the 

table for 9 0 =0.25 BW. 

Accordin~ to the above discussion and the block 

dia~ram in ~i~ure 3-6 a computer simulation is carried out to 

express the effectiveness of the, /lSA-MLE me'thod 'to improve 

• 
the nonsymmetric case of the 3SA-MLE performance when ~=0 or 

• 180. Fi~ure 3-19 shows these results for eB=0. S/N=30 dB. 

PS=0.9. eD= 0.5. 0.25. 0.125 BW. usin~ SW.5 tar~et's type. 

For comparison 3SA-MLE ls shown only for 9 0 =0.25 BW (27 

elements are used insted of 28) . By comparln~ each curve 

with its correspondent in fl~ure 3-15 (keepin~ in mind that 
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we use just 3/4 of the total elements of the array for the 

4SA-MLE method, while the rms error is normalized to the 3dB 

beamwidth of the whole array) one can see a lar~e reduction 

in the rms error for 9 0 =0.5, 
o 0 

0.25 BW when ~=0 or 180 (or 

close to any of them) and only a very small increase when ~ 

is close to quadrature (mainly related to smaller S/N per 

subaperture, the 3dB normalization. and the deviation of the 

new chosen value of ~ from the quadrature). The rms error 

appears to be worse for 9 0 =0.125 BW. which is mainly related 

to the inaccurate esti'mation of the phase difference 'I' which 

the performance of the new method depends on. In comparin~ 

the 3SA-MLE (27 elements) and the 4SA-MLE one for 9 0 =0.25 BW 

a bi~ improvement can be seen when the phase difference 

o 0 
between the two sources is close to 0 or 180 and a little 

de~redation when it is close to quadrature for the same 

reasons explained above. Fi~ure 3-20 shows a histo~ram of 

results for 9 0 =0.25 BW. 9 B=0, Ps=0.9, 
I> • 

S/N=30 dB. and ~=0.180 

for the three and four subapertures method. where the rms 

error (+beamwidth) for the first is within the ranKe 0-0.1 

• for 18 ~ of the 
. ~ 

time when 'I'~0 and 8 ~ when ~=180, while it . ~ 

rises to 45 70 and 44 ~ for the second respectively. Thus. 

one can conclude that the four-subapertures method for 

solvinK the in-phase and anti-phase problem (just the 

anti-phase for the symmetric case) is very effective, but it 

does introduce extra work load in the nonsymmetric solution 

case. Therefore a new way is needed to reduce this work 

load, if possible; which will be shown as a part of a new 

alKorithm in the next chapter. 
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APPENDIX A3 

The Critica~ Points For The Symmetric Solution 

Let f(x,y) be an analytic function in the two variables 

x,y and consider findin~ the extreme values of f(WO'W;). 

* Where Wo varies subject to the constraint wowO =1 

Wo = exp(i9) w; = exp(-i9) 

where 9 is a variable. 

By takin~ the derivative of f with respect to 9 we set: 

(A3-1) 

By solvin~ equation (A3-1), the critical points of f(WO,JO) 

* subject to the constraint wOwo =1 can be found: 

(A3-2) 

Now, let us apply (A3-2) to the cost function L in (3-21) . 

(A3-3) 

(A3-1I) 
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and wB is known fo~ the symmet~ic case. 

F~om (A3-4) the c~itical points a~e ~iven by the values ot 

* wO' Wo which obey the followin~ two ~elations 

3L/3V = 0 

(A3-S) 

(A3-6) 

" The ~elation in (A3-S) is possible only in case wO=wD=+l 

and by p~oceedin~ in (A3-6) we find. 

3L/3V=V+2Vt:.-2=0 

where: 

(A3-7) 
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APPENDIX B3 

The C~itical Points Fo~ The Nonsymmet~ic Solution 

The cost function L to be minimized is ~iven by the 

followin~: 

L= IS 1-q 1f + IS2-qi+ I S3-q l (B3-1) 

whe~el 

k=1.2.3 (B3-2) 

Let us conside~ makin~ the value of L equal ze~o with ~eal 

an~les.makin~ the followin~ assumptions: 

(B3-3) 

(B3-1I) 

F~om (B3-2) and (B3-1I) we find 

(B3-5) 

Howeve~. L can be made to vanish to ze~o by puttin~ q1=Sl' . 

(B3-6) 
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to solve (B3-6) ror" lJ. we take its conjulI:ate and the 

rollowinll: two equations 

(B3-1) 

(B3-8) 

Equations (B3-1) and (B3-8) represent a linear system inl' 

* and lJl aolvinll: ror lJ 

where U is shown in (3-30). On realisinll: that W1 and w2 are 

the roots or the rollowinll: equation: 

(B3-9) 

the values or wl and w2 can be calculated rrom lJ by solvinll: 

(B3-9) 

(B3-10) 

(B3-11 ) 

As one can see rrom (B3-10) and (B3-11) the absolute values 

or wl and ""2 are equal to one only ir lJ ;;'1/2 (or 

equivalently·lul;;'2). 

The values or wB and Wo can be obtained easily rrom the 

next two equations: 



Now. let us look at the case when ~<1/2. The proof for 

tindin~ the values of w1 and w2 which minimize the cost 

function L is too len~thY and the result are ~iven in [3-2]. 

The value of L is minimized when w1=w2 or equivalently when 

In this case the cost function is reduced to 

* and the explicit presentation of L as a function of wB and wB 

is ~iven by. 

and accordin~ to appendix A3 the critical value. of wB 

subject to the ~iven constraints are the solution to the 

tollowin~ equation 

(B3-12) 

strai~htforward calculation shows that (B3-12) reduces to the 

torm ~iven in (3-34). 
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Chapter 4 

Hi2h 

4-1 Introduction 

The trackinK of a 10w-flyinK tarKet in the presence of 

stronK reflection from the underlyinK smooth surface is a 

problem area of considerable interest in radar. The simplest 

closed-form solution so far is the three-subaperture maximum 

likelihood method discussed in the previous chapter. which it 

involves the solution of a quartic equation for the 

nonsymmetric case and a quadratic equation for the symmetric 

case. Also. a new four-subapertures technique (which depends 

on estimatinK the value of the phase difference between the 

two sources at the array centre) to improve the performance 

accuracy when the two sources are close to an in-phase or 

anti-phase condition is presented with extensive discussion 

and simulation results. 

In this chapter a new simple three-subapertures 

triKonometric method (3SA-TRM) to solve the coherent 

multipath problem is presented. It has a similar performance 

to the 3SA-MLE in Keneral and is simpler in practical 

implementation. A simple new procedure to find out whether 

the two coherent siKnals are close to an in-phase or 
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anti-phase condition is derived and applied to the 

tour-subapertures technique discussed in the previous 

chapter. The advanta~es ot this procedure in savin~ time and 

I'educin~ work load are discussed and, simulation results are 

shown. Additionally. new t1lree~ and tour subapertures 

techniques ( symm. and nonsymm •• 3&4SA-TRM) improve the 

peI'tormance ot this 
o 0 

al~orithm when ~.0 or 180. These 

preserve the accuracy obtainable when usin~ the tull 

aperture, divided into three-subapertures only, both when ~ 

is close to quadrature and when ~ is close to zero tor the 

nonsymmetric and symmetric cases respectivly. Simulation 

I'esults are shown. 

The overall emphasis will be mainly on comparin~ the 

peI'formance of this new method (3SA-TRM) with the 3SA-MLE 

method and showin~ its advanta~es. 

4-2 Trigonometric solution formulation 

Assume the same linear array, divided into three-

subapertures, used in the previous chapter (section 3-2) with 

the same radaI'-tar~et ~eometry and its associated an~ular 

I'elations shown in fi~ure 3-1. The outputs of the three-

subapertures will be the same as those shown in equation 

(3-2) and are I'epeated here for convenience as follows: 

(4-1) 

(4-2) 

(4-3) 
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The description of each term in the above equations is shown 

in chapter 3 and will not be repeated here. 

The noise terms (n1' n2' n3) in the above equations 

will now be ne~lected and a solution for eB and eo found. 

Takin~ the sum of equation (4-1) and (4-3) and dividin~ by 

equation (4-2) ~ivesl 

(4-4) 

Then by subtractin~ equation (4-3) from (4-1) and dividin~ by 

(4-2) we ~et the followin~: 

(4-5) 

By substitutin~ the values of Zl and Z2 into equations (4-4) 

and (4-5) by their equivalents in terms of eB and eo (see. 

equations (3-5). (3-6). (3-17). (3-18) in chap.3) and after 

simplification we ~et: 

(4-6) 

(4-7) 

where w~2TTd/>' 
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In equations (4-6) and (4-7) there is an identical underlined 

term which simplifies as follows: 

(4-8) 

lettin~ the phase difference ~E~2-~1' and K=(la2\G2/lal\G1) 

~ivesl 

(4-9) 

Now substitute equation (4-9) into equations (4-6) and 

(4-7) and find the real and ima~lnar~ parts. 

-j2K sin(~»)/(1+K2+2K cos(~»} (4-10) 

5 1 +5 3 
Real ( )=2 cos(w9B) cos(w90)-2 sin(w9B) Sin(weo )[(1-K2 ) 

52 

(4-11) 

5 1 +5 3 
Ima~ ( )= 4K sin(~) [sin(w9B ) sin(w90 »)/[l+K2 +2K cos(~») 

52 
(4-12) 

= j2 sin(w9B) cos(w90)+j2 cos(w9B} sin(w90 ){[(1-K2 ) 

(4-13) 
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(11-1./1) 

Sl-S 3 2 
Ima~ ( )= 2sin(w9B ) coS(w90)+2(1-K )[cos(w9B ) sin(w90 )]/ 

S2 

(11-15) 

Care~ullv examinin~ equations (4-12) and (11-111) it is 

seen that there is only one di~~erence: in equation (11-12) we 

have sin(w9B) insted o~ cos(w9B) in (11-111). Oividin~ these 

two equations ~ives: 

(11-16) 

From equation (11-16) it can be seen that the 

calculation o~ 9 B is independent o~ the phase di~~erence (~) 

between the direct si~nal and its coherent multipath except 

• at ~=". ,,0 or lS" where the undetermined solution occurs 

-1 
(9 B=tan ("/"). in case no noise exist). 

Inspectin~ the second term o~ equation (11-11). it is 

seen to involve the multiplication o~ two sines ~or small 

an~les (9B• 9 0 ) and the value o~ (1_K 2 ) which is very small 

when the specular re~lection coe~~icient o~ the smooth 

sur~ace is lar~e. There~ore. its e~~ect on the equation is 

very small and (11-11) can be approximated by: 

(11-17) 
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On substitutinK the value oe e B e~OM equation (4-16) in 

equation (4-17) the anKle eO can be calculated easily and in 

tu~n et & 9 r the anKles oe a~rival in the elevation plane eo~ 

the di~ect siKnal and its cohe~ent multipath. 

(4-18) 

When noise is p~esent the solutions are pertu~bed but 

ie the siKnals can. as is no~mally the case. still be 

rep~esented as the sum oe two plane waves then the p~ecedinK 

solution continues to Kive the best maximuM likelihood 

bea~inK estimates as will be shown e~om the simulation 

results in the cominK section. 

Now. let us investiKate the solutions eo~ the symmet~ic 

and nonsymmet~ic cases sepa~ately acco~dinK to thei~ 

deeinitions in chapte~ 3. The phase dieee~ence (~) status 

indicato~ and the ~ou~-subapertures technique will be 

discussed too. 

4-2.1 The symmetric case solution 

In this case the ta~Ket and its imaKe a~e symmet~icallY 

located about the cent~e o~ the elevation pattern o~ the 

antenna and e B is Known (~o~ a b~oad-side beam ~~om a 

vertical array 9 B=0). To calculate 9 0 , substitute the known 

value oe aB in equation (4-18). When 9 B=0 then e t = 9 0 and 

8 r =-9o and f~om equation (4-18) we ~etl 
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(4-19) 

In comparin~ this simple eQuation, where eo can be 

easily calculated from a look-up table, with its eQuivalent 

of the 3SA-MLE method (in chap.3) in which a Quadratic 

eQuation is reQuired to be solved ~ one concludes that this 

method is simpler to implement in practical system and it is 

faster in calculation. 

4-2.2 The nonsymmetric case solution 

In thia case eB is not known a priori unlike the 

symmetric case above and it has to be estimated from eQuation 

(4-16). It can be seen that the value of eB does not depend 

on .the reflection coefficient of the surface except when 

p a =0.0, where the undetermined solution of (0/0) occurs. 

Alao, eB does not theoretically depend on the phase 

difference between the two signals (no noise being added to 

the signals) except when the phase difference is either zero 

or 180 degrees when the undetermined solution of (0/0) occurs 

a~ain. Besides, the calculation of eo from (4-18) shows that 

it depends on eB and by lookin~ at the second term of 

eQuation (4-11) one finds that eO depends on the reflection 

coefficient of the surface through K and the estimate of eo 

"becomes biased when the absolute value of Ps ~ets very small. 

In comparing this simple nonsymmetric solution, which 

involves findin~ the values of eB and eo from.a look-up 
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table, with its equivalent of the 3SA-MLE method which 

involves the solution of a Quartic equation. one easily 

concludes that this method is simpler to implement in a real 

system and it is faster in execution. The performance 

accuracy of this method (symmetric and nonsymmetric cases) is 

found to be similar to that of the 3SA-MLE in eeneral with 

some extra advantaees as will be seen in the next section. 

4-2.3 The phase difference status indicator 

When the direct sienal and its coherent multipath are 
o • 

in-phase (~=0) or anti-phase (~=180) at the centre of the 

array the accuracy in estimatine the elevation an~le is found 

to be • poor (just when ~=180 for the symmetric case) as will 

be shown from the simulation results in the next section. 

Therefore, it is very useful to be able to decide if the two 

si~nals are actually in-phase or anti-phase in order to 

detect eross error in estimatin~ the angle and if all 

possible to avoid it. A simple technique can be used from 

equation (4-14) by lookin~ at the value of the real part of 

• 0 
This value approaches zero whenever ~=0 or 180 

(the same·can be seen from equation (4-12) but its use is 

limited to the non-zero values of 9 B). In practice, the 

absolute value of the numerator of equation (4-'-14) must be 

used only to avoid the effect of cos(~) in the denominator, 

where its chan~e of si~n leads to undesirable chan~es in the 

denominator overall value. The absolute value of the 

o 0 

denominator is lar~estwhen ~-0 (or multiples of 360 ) and 
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"" . sma11est when ~=180 (or 180 + mu1tip1es of 360), for a 

Itiven va1ues of Ps, e B, an<l eO' whl1e the abs01ute value of 

• .. 
the numerator the 1arltest when ~=90 (or 90 + ·11001 tip1es of 

• " 180
0 

180) an<l sma11est whenever ~=0 or ( or mu1tip1es of 

• 180) • 

This metho<l wi11 be use<l in a four-subaperture 

technique (IISA-TRM) simi1ar to that <liscusse<l in chapter 3 

and in a new mutua1 three and four-subapertures technique 

(3&4SA-TRM) to Itet the optimum possib1e estimation accuracy. 

4-2.4 The four-subapertures techniques 

In the previous chapter we discussed the 

four-subapertures technique to so1ve the in-phase and 

anti-phase estimation accuracy problem with the 3SA-MLE. 

This technique depends on estimatinlt the phase difference 

value (~) from the estimated anlt1es of arriva1s (see,section 

3-3) • The procedure was 1enltthy in processing and cost1y in 

terms of practica1 imp1ementation, 41so it sacrifices some 

accuracy when ~ is c10se to Quadrature (c10se to zero for the 

symmetric case) bY not usinlt a11 of the availab1e e1ements in 

the array. This method can be equa11y app1ied here by 

f0110winlt the same steps shown in section 3-3, .the on1y 

difference is that the 8stimationof et and er must be done 

by usinlt 3SA-TRM insted 3SA-MLE. 

In the above SUb-section a new method is shown which 

a110w us to choose the best aperture set (APl or AP2, see 

filture 3-4 in chap.3) riltht from the start and before the 



bearin~ estimation process be~ins. Pi~ure 4-1 shows a block 

dia~ram of the four-subapertures processin~ technique usin~ 

the new in-phase and anti-phase procedure (4SA-TRM) which can 

be sumarized by the fol1owin~ steps: 

a- Calculate the absolute values (sys1 and sys2) of the 

numerators of the real parts of (Sl-S3)/S2 and 

b- Compare sys1 with sys2 and choose the aperture (APl 

or AP2) associated with the hi~her in value. 

c- Continue estimation of the values of et and er by 

usin~ the 3SA-TRM method with samples input from the 

chosen aperture in step b. 

The choice in step b above leads to de~redation in the 

o 
performance of the symmetric case (for ~<90) where the best 

o 
estimate is obtainable when ~=0. This price is needed in 

. . 
order to ~et better performance when ~=180 by usin~ this 

technique unless others are available. In fact another 

technique is already discussed in chapter 3 which depends on 

the amplitudes comparison principles and it is not ~oin~ to 

be repeated here. 

However, a new mutual three and four subapertures 

technique (3&4SA-TRM) is found to improve the performance of 

all types of four-subapertures discussed so far. This 

technique depends on dividin~ the linear array into three and 

four-subapertures in parallel with instantaneous samplln~ as 

shown in fi~ure 4-2. The samples from the four-subapertures 

arran~ement are stored for possible use within the processin~ 

cycle if the in-phase or anti-phase condition occurs (just 
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4-subapertures 
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The accurate angle 
estimate is from set ~Pl 

The accurate angle 
estimate is from set ~P2 
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processing technique for 
symmetric cases. 
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Linear array of 28 elements 
000 000 . . . • 0 

3-subapertures 
4-subapertures 

Sampling network for the Inputs from the 
four-subapertures and three-subapertures 
ind I v I dua I I y. 

---------------- --- ----------.., 

The three-sub apertures form- The four-subapertures form-
ulatlon's samp les. ~ ulatlon's samples. 

r------------r---------------
. 

The calculation of The absolute values of the 

I 151 1,\52 \,\53 \' 

numerators of: 

real .CCS1-S3»)S2)=sysl 

real CCS2-S4)/S3)=sys2 
I 
I 

No 3/ </52/> 15 11 Yes I 
I or 

15 3/> 152/ <Is I I No Yes 
I sys1 < sys2 
I 

t I 
I Proceed In using the I L __ Stop n 

3SA-TRM -~--------------------"'---
to estimate fi's and t90' I 

I 

--------------------
________ J 

~ ~ 
The accurate angle The accurate angle 
estimate Is from APl estimate is from AP2 

Fig. 4-2 Block diagram represents the combined three and 
four subapertures processing technique for the 
nonsymmetrlc and symmetric cases. 

..., 
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anti-phase for the symmetric case). The absolute values of 

and S3 trom the three-subapertures arran~ement 

(inside the doted box I, not to be mixed with the ones inside 

the doted box- 11 for the tour-subapertures) are calculated 

and checked tor possible in-phase or anti-phase occurrence 

(just anti-phase tor the symmetic case), dependin~ on the 

tact that when the two received si~nals are in-phase at the 

, aftd the opposite tor 

anti-phase si~nals. It it is found that the two si~nals are 

not close to in-phase or anti-phase (just anti-phase tor the 

symmetric case) then the solution will continue usin~ the 

3SA-TRM method with tull array capacity as shown in fi~ure 

4-2, otherwise the stored samples from the four-subapertures 

arran~ement will be enabled and the four-subapertures 

processin~ technique (4SA-TRM) proceeds accordin~ to steps 

a, b, and c -listed earlier in this subsection, and as shown 

inside the doted box 11 in fi~ure 4-2. 

In tact there is easier way to implement the 3&4SA-TRM 

technique for the symmetric case solution by usin~ amplitude 

comparison only. This can be done easily by replacing the 

dotted bo~ 11 in fi~ure 4-2 by the dotted one in fi~ure 4-3 

(keepin~ in mind that Sl' S2' and S3 in bOX I are different 

from those in box 11). The four-subapertures amplitudes 

comparison for the symmetric case is discussed in the 

previous chapter and not ~oin~ to be repeated. here. All the 

techniques usin~ four-subapertures are equally applied to 

the 3SA-MLE method discussed in chapter 3 and vis versa. 

The next section presents the simulation results for the 

3SA-TRM, 4SA-TRM, and 3&4SA-TRM with extended descussion. 
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4-3 Simulation results and discussion 

All the simulations have been made usin~ three (or 

four) subapertures of seven elements each, except for the 

mutual 3&4SA-TRM technique where the number of elements in 

each subaperture for the three-subapertures arranzement is 

nine insted of seven. Interelement spacin~ is ~/2. Gaussian 

noise of zero mean and a 2 variance was added to the siznals 

and one thousand trials were made to find the avera~e errors 

in the an~le estimation at each ~iven phase difference. The 

rms error, 3dB beamwidth, and S/N were calculated as shown in 

chapter 3 (sec. 3-4). 

The tar~et . model used in this simUlation is Swerlin~ , 

case 5 type (SW.5), and for comparison purposes Swerlin~ case 

2 (SW.2) type is used too. A noisy si~nal is 

~enerated for the 3SA-TRM and 4SA-TRM accordin~ to the 

tarzet 1 models above and in the same wav used for the 

3SA-MLE and 4SA-MLE shown in chapter 3. The solutions were 

computed for the symmetric and nons¥mmetric cases for all the 

techniques discussed so far in this chapter. The phase 

difference (~) is always taken to be multiples of 22.5 

dezrees in the ran~e from 0" to 
o 

180. A histo~ram of 

simulation res~lts is used to demonstrate the performance of 

the 3SA-TRM and 4SA-TRM at some cases. where the rms 

anzle-of-arrival (+beamwidth) is divided into 20 zones of 

accuracy. from 0.0-0.05 ••••.•.. 0.9-0.95. >0.95. 
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U-3.1 The symmetric case solution 

Fi~ure 4-4 shows the simulation results ot the 3SA-TRM 

tor a tar~et with 9 B=0. S/N=30 c1B. ps=0.9 anc1 

BW. usine SW.5 tar~et type. For 

comparison the corresponc1in~ result is shown for SW.2 

tar~et type only tor the case 9 0 =0.25 BW. In comparin~ the 

solution usin~-SW.5 tar~et type to that usin~ SW.2. we tinc1 

that the tirst is much more accurate than the seconc1 over all 

values ot Y with avera~e rms an~le-of-arrival error 

enhancement ot 0.06. The rms error is " lar~e when Y=180·and 

o 
very small when Y=0. also it increases when 9 0 c1ecreases. In 

comparin~ these curves with their corresponc1ents in the 

3SA-MLE in fi~ure 3-8 (chap.3) one concluc1es that the 

estimation accuracy obtainable is very much alike over all 

values 01' Y anc1 9 0 with very small c1eviations when Y is close 

to the antiphase conc1ition (this is more obvious tor SW.2 

tar~et') type). Besic1es. fi~ure 4-5 shows a histo~ram 01' 

simulation results for the symmetric 3SA-TRM tor the above 

two target's types. when 9 0 =0.25 BW. 9 B=0. S/N=30 c1B. p s =0.9. 

Y=90 c1e~rees. where the rms error ot the SW.5 type is shown 

to be within the ran~e 0.0-0.05 .for • 78 7. 01' the time and 

• 0.05-0.1 tor 18~, while tor the seconc1 tar~et type it 

c1rops to 63 y 
• , D 

anc1 31 /. respectively. In comparin~ these 

re~ults with their corresponc1ents in fi~ure 3-11 (chap.3) one 

can see that the performance is very much the same for the 

first while some improvement in accuracy is shown for the 

second. Fi~ure 4-6 presents the S/N performance tor SW.5 
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tar~et's tupe with 9 B=9. 9 0 =0.5 BW. ps=0.9. and S/N= 30.20.10 

dB. In ~eneral. one concludes that the rms error increases 

as the S/N decreases. In comparin~ these curves with those 

of fi~ure 3-9 (chap.3) one can see similar accuracy over all 

• values of ~ except when ~e180 where some deviations occurs. 

Fi~ure 4-7 presents the perfo~ance with different values of 

Ps where 9 B=0. 9 0 =0.25 BW. S/N=30 dB. and ps=0.9.0.5.0.1. In 

~eneral. when Ps decreases the performance ~ets better when 

the absolute value of ~ is close to the out of phase case 

o 
(~enerallY when ~>90. depends on ps) and a little worse 

• elsewhere. The improvement at ~=189 is very substantial 

where the rms error drops from 0.26 to just 0.065 when Ps 

chan~es from 9.9 to 9.1. In comparin~ these curves with those 

in fi~ure 3-10 (chap.3) one can see very much similar 

results. • The main reason beyond this improvement when ~5180' 

is the same in both methods (3SA-TRM. 3SA-MLE) and is not 

~oin~ to be repeated here (see sec.3-4.1 in chap.3). 

Before discussin~ the new four-subapertures method 

results. let us examine the case of the ima~inary an~le 

occurrence (i.e when 9 t =9r ) and the accuracy in estimatin~ 

the phase difference from the estimated an~les of arrival of 

the tar~et and its coherent multipath. Table 4-1 shows 

computer simUlation results for the frequency of occurrences 

of the ima~inary an~le (Im-an~) and when the absolute error 

of the estimated value of ~ is ~reater than a ~iven value 
p 

(assumed here to be 10 ) from its true one (ph-div). in 1000 

trials for 9 B=0. S/N=30 dB. Ps=0.9. and 90=0.5.0.25.0.125 BW 

tor SW. 5 tar~et's tupe (and SW.2 tar~et's type just at 
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Table 4-1 The ima~inary an~le and erroneous estimated phase 

" di~~erence (>10 deviation ~rom the true value) occurrences in 

the 8ymmetric 3SA-TRM ~or S/N=30 dB. PS=0.9. 

eo=0.5,0.25,0.125 BW. ~or 1000 trials at each phase shown. 

For comparison the results ~or SW.2 tar~et's tupe is shown when 

eo=0.25 BW. 

Phase 0.5 BW 0.25 BW 0.125 BW 

Im-an~. Ph-div. IM-an~ Ph-dlv. IM-an~. Ph-dlv. 

SW.5 SW.5 SW.5 SW.2 SW.5 SW.2 SW.5 Sw.5 

0.0 0 0 0 38 9 203 120 212 

22.5 0 0 0 110 36 258 132 1125 

45.0 0 0 1 41 120 373 147 635 

67.5 0 1 1 58 227 11115 179 715 

90.0 0 1 1 67 310 525 217 787 

112.5 0 5 11 86 366 605 253 810 

135.0 0 5 37 148 386 616 287 818 

157.5 0 6 156 227 1102 6111 375 822 

180.0 107 0 2811 239 31 235 339 1611 

. 



8 0 =0.25 BW ~or comparison). The ima~inary an~le occurrence 

o 
is zero over all values o~ Y when 8 0 =0.5 BW except at Y=180 

where it occurs 107 times which mi~ht explains the bad 

per~ormance at this point. When 8 0 decreases the Im-an~ 

occurrence increases over all values o~ Y leading to 

degredation in the angle estimation accuracy as shown in 

~igure 4-4. The estimated value o~ Y is ~orst when the two 

8i~nals are close to phase opposition as can be seen ~rom the 

table (mainly because o~ the decrease in the S/N) with one 

• exception at Y=180 where the ima~inary angle occurs very 

~reQuentlY. The reason behind this exception is that when an 

ima~inary angle occurs a test is carried out to ~ind whether 

the two signals are close to in-phase or anti-phase 

conditions depending on the ~act that whenever the two 

signals are anti-phase at the centre o~ the array then 

IS3\>\S2\<\Sl\ and the opposite occurs when the two signals are 

in phase a~reement at the array's centre. Thus. depending on 

o 0 

the above conditions the value o~ Y is set to either 0 or 180 

whenever the imaginary angle occurs leadin~ to high accuracy 

in estimating the value of Y when the two signals are 

anti-phase in particular and elsewhere in general. The 

frequency of occurrence of ph-div increases as 8 0 decreases 

as can be seen from the tabl~. In comparin~ with the SW.2 

target ~ type for 8 0 =0.25 BW one concludes that the frequency 

of occurrences of the ima~inary angle and the erroneous 

values of the estimated Y is much hi~her for the second type 

which explains the increase in the rms error shown in figure 

4-5. where a histogram is shown for both types. In comparing 
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these results with those in table 3-2 (chap.3) one ~inds that 

the imaKinary anKle occurrences us inK this method is sliKhtly 

. 0 

less than that o~ usinK the 3SA-MLE, except at ~s180 where it 

becomes much less. The phase estimation is very much alike 

in both methods over all values o~ eO and ~. Thus, one 

concludes that usinK the ~our-subapertures techniques 

discussed in chapter 3 (by ~ollowinK the same steps in ~iKure 

3-5 a~ter replacinK the 3SA-MLE by 3SA-TRM) will leads to 

very much similar results and is not KoinK to be repeated 

here with the new triKonometric solution. In conclusion, the 

biKKer the anKular seperation, and the smaller the phase 

di~~erence between the two tarKets, the better the accuracy 

in estimatinK the value o~ ~,and the less the occurrence o~ 

AccordinK to the discussion in section 4-2 above and 

the block diaKram in ~iKure 4-1 a computer simulation is 

carried out to determine the e~~ectiveness o~ the 4SA-TRM in 

improvinK the per~ormance o~ the symmetric case o~ the 

3SA-TRM when the two tarKets are in (or close to) phase 

opposition. FiKure 4-8 shows the simulation results o~ the 

symmetric 4SA-TRM ~or S/N=30 dB, and 

eo =0.5,0.25,0.125 BW, usinK SW. 5 tarKet type. For comparison 

3SA-TRM is shown only ~or eO=0.25 BW (27 elements are used 

insted o~ 28 ~or the 4SA-TRM to be able to divide into 

three-eQual-subapertures). In comparinK each curve with its 

correspondent in ~iKure 4-4, keepinK in mind that we use just 

3/4 of the total array's elements in the ~our-suabapertures 

method, while the rms error is normalized to 3dB beamwidth o~ 
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the whole array. one can see a bi~ reduction in the rms error 

when V is close to 
o 

180 in ~eneral and in particular the 

accuracy increases sharply when 8 D is lar~e. A little 

de~redation at small values of V is shown to be mainly 

related to the normalization method and the lower S/N per 

subaperture (1.2 dB less). and the comparison method used 

where the best solution is assumed to be at phase quadrature 

and not at zero phase where the actual best solution occurs 

(see. sec. 4-2.3). In comparin~ the result of 3SA-TRM (usin~ 

27 elements) with its correspondent 4SA-TRM ones (usin~ 28 

elements) for 8 D=0.25 BW as shown on the same fi~ure .• a bi~ 

improvement is shown when V is close to anti-phase condition 

and a little de~redation elsewhere. Rms error increases by 

0.02 
o 0 

at V=0 and is. worst at Y.67.5 where it increases by 

0.031. The main reason for this de~redation is the higher 

S/N per subaperture for the 3SA-TRM case (*1 dB) in 

comparison with the 4SA-TRM ones and the used comparison 

method. By compar1n~ these results with those in fi~ure 3-12 

(chap.3) one can see that the performance of the 3SA-MLE is 

slightly better for all values of V except when 8D=0.125 SW 
o 

where this method shows sli~htly hi~her accuracy when V>90 in 

~eneral. Figure 4-9 shows a histogram results for 8 D=0.25 

• and V=180 for the 3SA-MLE and 

the 4SA-TRM. where the rms error (+beamwidth) appears to be 

within the range 0-0.1 for 55 % of the time for the 4SA-TRM. 

while it drops o 
20 ? for the 3SA-TRM. Also, one can see to 

the high occurrence of ima~1nary and erroneous an~les (44 ~ • 
of the time) for the 3SA-TRM in comparison with that of the 
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4SA-TRM ones (20 % of the times). 

In the above four-subapertures technique we used the 

comparison procedure, between s¥sl and s¥s2, to decide which 

set ~ives the best anele estimation. In fact the amplitude 

comparison technique discussed in the previous chapter is 

more accurate and efficient for the s¥mmetric case solution. 

However it is still not efficient enoueh for some accuracy is 

lost when the two sienals are far from bein~ antiphase. by 

not bein~ able to use all the available elements of the 

array. As discussed in section 4-2.4 a new 3&4SA-TRM 

technique is possible which makes optimum solution obtainable 

over all values of ~ by makin~ use of the full array whenever 

possible. Fieure 4-10 shows simulation results for the 

symmetric 3&4SA-TRM accordine to the block diaeram in fi~ure 

4-2 (in the dotted box I,just the second comparison inQuality 

must be used which represent the anti-phase condition) for 

8 B=0, S/N=30 dB, Ps=0.9, and 90=0.5,0.25,0.125 BW, usine SW.5 

target's type. For comparison 3SA-TRM performance is shown 

onl¥ for 8 0 =0.25 BW (27 elements are used insted of 28). In 

comparine each curve with its correspondent in fieure 4-8, 

where the 4SA-TRM technique is used onl¥, one can see that 

the rms error is the same when ~ close to anti-phase 

condition (4SA-TRM tech. mainly chosen) while a bie 

improvement occurs for low values of ~ where the choice of 

the 3SA-TRM is mainly occurs. By comparin~ the 3SA~TRM and 

the 3&4SA-TRM performance for 8 0 =0.25 BW, one can see a 

neelieible variation in accuracy when the value of ~ is far 

from the anti-phase condition (mainl¥ related to the missine 
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Figure 4-10 :RMS error of symmetric 3&4SA-TRM as a function 

of phase difference between the two signals for 

es =0.0, S/N=30 dB, Ps=0.9. For comparison, 
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element) and a ~reat improvement in accuracy for the 

3&4SA-TRM over the 3SA-TRM when ~ is close to 18o deerees. 

Thus, by usin~ this method one always can ~et the best 

possible solution in estimatine the tareets positions. 

However another 3&4SA-TRM technique usin~ a fully amplitude 

comparison procedure is discussed in section 4-2.4, where its 

block dia~ram can be easily obtained by replacin~ the doted 

box 11 in fieure 4-2 by the one in fi~ure 4-3. Simulation 

results for this technique are shown in fi~ure 4-11 for 9 B=0, 

S/N=30 dB, ps=0.9. 90=O.5,O.25.°.125 BW. For comparison the 

symmetric 3SA-TRM results are shown for 9 0 =o.25 BW only. In 

comparine each curve with its correspondent in fieure 4-10 

one can see identical performance for both techniques over 

all values of ~ and 9 0 , 

In conclusion, by usin~ the 3&4SA-TRM technique an 

optimum use of the array's elements can be used by havine the 

ability to choose between three or four subapertures 

performance accordine to the status of the phase difference 

between the two received sienals. The same can be easily 

applied to the 3SA-MLE discussed in chap.3 and similar 

results are expected. 

4-3.2 The nonsymmetric case solution 

Fieure 4-12 shows the simUlation results of the 3SA-TRM 

for a tar~et with 9 B=0, PS=0.9. S/N=30 

BW, usine SW.5 tareet 

dB. 

type 

and 

(for 

comparison the correspondine results is shown for the SW.2 
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Figure 4-11 :RMS error of symmetric 3&4SA:'" TRM as a function 

of phase difference between the two signals for 

98=0.0. S!N=30 dB. Ps =0.9. For comparison. 

3SA-TRM is shown for 96=0.25 BW. 
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tar~et's type only when 9 0 =0.25 BW). In comparin~ the 

solutions, one finds that the rms error increases as 9 0 

decreases, and the worst estimation occurs when the two 

sources are in-phase 
o • 

or anti-phase (~=0 or 180) or close to 

any of them as can be seen from the curves. The best 

accuracy is obtained when the two sources are in phase 

quadrature for all values 

where the optimum accuracy 

of 9 0 , except 

is obtained 

when 90=0.125 BW 

• at ~=112~ The 

accuracy obtained when 9 0 =0.25 BW for the SW.5 tar~et type is 

much hi~her than that for the SW.2 tar~et type, where the rms 

error increases by 0.07 for the second at ~=90. In comparin~ 

these curves with their correspondents in the nonsymmetric 

3SA-MLE in fi~ure 3-15 (chap.3) one can see that this method 

shows better performance when o 
~~180, while the 3SA-MLE is 

o 
better when ~~0, and both methods shows the same accuracy 

when ~ is close to quadrature. This method shows better 

accuracy with SW.2 tar~et's type over all values of ~ except 

• • at ~~0 or 180 where the 3SA-MLE is better. Fi~ur 4-13 shows 

the S/N performance of the 3SA-TRM for 9 B=0, 

and S/N=30,20,10 dB, where the rms error is shown 

to increase as the S/N decreases over all values of~. In 

comparing these curves with the correspondents of the 

nonsymmetric 3SA-MLE in fi~ure 3-16 (chap.3) one concludes 

• that this method works better with low S/N (but not when ~~0 

• or 180), where the rms error reduction ran~es to 0.055 at 

o 
S/N=10 dB and ~=90 as can be seen from the curves. Fi~ure 

4-14 presents the performance of the 3SA-TRM for different 

values of thespecular reflection coefficient for 9 B=0, 
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Figure 4-15:RMS error of nonsymmetric 3SA-TRM os 0 function 

of phose difference between the two signals for 

9 S=0'0' 9 0=0.5 BW, Ps=0.9 
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Figure 4-14 :RMS error of nonsymmetric 3SA-TRM os 0 function 

of phose difference between the two signals for 

9 S=0.0. 90=0.25 BW. S/N=30 dB 
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9 D=0.25 BW, In ~eneral, when 

Ps decreases the rms error increases especially when Ps is 

very small (0.1). In comparin~ these curves with the 

correspondents of the nonsymmetric 3SA-MLE in fi~ure 3-17 

(chap.3) one can see that both methods shows bad performance 

in ~eneral when Ps is small and this method is worse when 

Further investi~ations show the method works sli~htlY 

better than the 3SA-MLE method.when 9 D=0.5 BW. Fi~ure 4-15 

shows the performance of the nonsymmetric 3SA-TRM with 

different values of the bisectin~ an~le (the non symmetry 

performance) • for BW, S/N=30 dB, Ps="·9. and 

In comparin~ with the 3SA-MLE (the solid 

line) we see that the 3SA-MLE method fails when 9 B=0.34 BW 

while this method still works with very ~ood accuracy untill 

9 B=0.5 BW. Further studies did show that this al~orithm 

(3SA-TRM) will continue to work until one of the received 

si~nals reaches the subaperture beam pattern at point below 

the 3 dB point. while the 3SA-MLE method works with very ~ood 

accuracy until 9B~".3 BW. 

As we have seen from the results above, the performance 

of the non symmetric 3SA-TRM is very poor when the tar~et and 

its coherent multipath are in-phase or anti-phase. In 

section 4-2.4 a new 4SA-TRM method is introduced to solve 

this problem and improve the performance in these two 

re~ions. Before showin~ the simulation results for this 

method we examine the case of the ima~inary an~le occurrence 

and the accuracy obtained in estimatin~ the phase difference 

~ from the estimated an~les of arrival of the two sources. 
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Table /1-2 show. computer simulation results t'or the 

t'requenc¥ at' occurrences at' the imaeinar¥ anele (Im-ane) and 

when the absolute error at' the estimated value at' ~ is 

" ereater than a eiven value (taken here to be 10) t'rom its 

true one (ph-div). t'or eB=0. S/N=30 dB Ps=0.9. and 

BW t'or SW.5 tareet's t¥pe (and SW.2 

tareet's t¥pe just when eD='''25 BW t'or comparison). The 

imaeinar¥ anele occurrence is zero over all values at' ~ when 

• 0 
9 0 =0.5 BW. except at ~=180 and 0 where it occurs 128 and 378 

times out ot' 1000 respectivel¥. which mieht explain the bad 

pert'ormance at these two points. When eO decreases the 

imaeinar¥ anele occurrence increases over all values ot'~ as 

can be seen t'rom the table. The estimated value at' ~ is the 

worst when the two sources are in phase aereament. while it 

is ver¥ accurate when the¥ are in phase opposition t'or 9 0 =0.5 

BW as can be seen tram table /1-2. The reason behind this 

• hieh accurac¥ (when ~~180) is that when an imaeinar¥ anele 

occurs a test is carried out to t'ind whether the two sienals 

are close to in-phase or anti-phase conditions dependine on 

the same t'acts explained in chapter 3 (section 3-4.1); The 

t'requenc¥ at' occurrence at' the imaeinar¥ anele and the 

erroneous values at the estimated ~ t'or the SW.2 tareet t¥pe 

is hieher than that t'or SW.5 t¥pe in eeneral as can be seen 

t'rom the table t'or 9 0=0.25 BW. In comparine these results 

with those at' the nons¥mmetric 3SA-MLE in table 3-3 (chap.3) .. 
one can see similar results with some exception at ~=0 and 

• 180 which can be read on the tables. Thus. t'rom the above 

discussion one concludes that the phase comparison 
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Table 4-2 The ima~inary an~le and erroneous estimated phase 

o 
ditterence (>10 deviation trom the true value) occurrences in 

the nonsymmetric 3SA-TRM tor 9 B=0. S/N=30 dB. ps=0.9. 

9D=0.5.0.25.0.125 BW. tor 1000 trials at each phase shown. 

For comparison the results tor SW.2 tar~et's type is shown when 

9 D=0.25 BW. 

Phase 0.5 BW 0.25 BW 0.125 BW 

Im-an~. Ph-div. IM-an~ Ph-div. IM-an~. Ph-div. 

SW.5 SW.5 SW.5 SW.2 SW.5 SW.2 SW.5 SW.5 

0.0 378 258 613 623 83 164 713 147 

22.5 0 3 55 208 326 537 676 873 

45.0 0 0 2 102 200 508 479 835 

67.5 0 1 1 94 263 493 371 809 

90.0 0 1 1 87 326 533 335 816 

112.5 0 3 5 99 367 605 313 842 

135.0 0 6 39 158 392 615 323 827 

157.5 0 6 162 228 405 641 391 833 

180.0 128 0 324 286 28 263 425 191 
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four-subapertures technique discuused in chapter 3 can be 

equally applied here by followin~ the steps shown in fi~ure 

3-6 and replacin~ the 3SA-MLE by 3SA-TRM. Similal" l"esults 

are expected as lon~ as the three-subapertures performance of 

both methods is vel"~ much the same as we have all"eady seen 

from comparin~ so far. 

Accordin~ to the block dia~ram in fi~ure 4-1 a computer 

simulation is cal"ried out to express the effectiveness of the 

new 4SA-TRM method (by comparin~ sysl with sys2) to improve 

the nonsymmetric case of the 3SA-TRM pel"fol"mance when ~=0·0l" 

o 
180. Fi~ure 4-16 shows these results fOl" 9 B=0. S/N=30 dB. 

PS=0.9. 90=0.5,0.25,0.125 BW. usin~ SW.5 tal"~et type. For 

compal"ison 3SA-TRM is shown only fOl" 9 0 =O.25 BW (27 elements 

al"e used insted of 28). B~ compal"in~ each CUl"ve with its 

cOl"l"espondent in fi~ul"e 4-12 (keepin~ in mind that we use 

just 3/4 of the total elements of the array fOl" the 4SA-MLE 

method. while the rms error is normalized to the 3dB 

beamwidth of the whole arl"ay) one can see a lal"~e reduction 

in the rms erl"or fOl" 9 0 =O.5,O.25 BW when • ~=0 or 180· (or 

close) and only a vel"Y small incl"ease when ~ is close to 

quadrature. This is mainly l"elated to smaller S/N per 

subapel"ture" the 3dB beamwidth normalization. and the 

deviation of the new chosen value Of ~ from the Quadratul"e in 

terms of the new compal"in~ method between sysl and sys2 and 

its accuracy. Incomparin~ the4SA-TRM with the 3SA-TRM (27 

elements) fOl" 9 0 =O.25 BW a bi~ impl"ovement can be seen when 

" the phase diffel"ence between the two SOUl"ces is close to ° Ol" 

o 
180 and a little de~l"edation when it is close to quadratul"e 
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Figure 4-16 :RMS error of nonsymmetric 4SA-TRM as a function 

of phase difference between the two signals for 

9 S=0.O, S/N=30 dB, Ps =0.9. For comparison, 

3SA-TRM is shown foreO =0.25 BW 
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tor the same reason expla~ne4 above. F~~ure 4-17 shows a 

h~sto~ram ot results tor 9 D=0.25 BW. 9 B=0. Ps=0.9. S/N=30 dB. . " and ~=0,180 tor the. 3SA-TRM and 4SA-TRM methods. where the 

rms error (+beamw~dth) tor the tirst is within the ran~e 

0-0.1 tor 38 ~ ot • the time 

while it r~ses to 66 ~ and 48 

• D 
ID './ ID 8 when T=0 and 20 ~ when T~l 0, 

~ tor the second respect~velY . • 
Thus one can conclude that the new tour-subapertures method 

tor solvin~ the in-phase and ant~-phase problem by comparin~ 

between sys1 and sys2 (just the ant~-phase tor the symmetr~c 

ease) is very ettective. and ~t reduces the needed work load 

and hardware ~n compar~son with the phase compar~son 

tour-subapertures techn~Que d~scussed in chapter 3 (the 

4SA-MLE) but ~t is sl~~htlY worse tor the symmetric case and 

better tor the nonsymmetr~c one. 

Whatever ~mproveD1ent obtained usin~ the 

tour-subapertures techniques (4SA-TRM) tor the in-phase and 

ant~-phase si~nal condit~ons. turther improvement ~s 

obtainable by us~n~ the nonsymmetric 3&4SA-TRM method. 

Fi~ure 4-2 shows the block d~a~ram ot this method and ti~ure 

4-18 shows the simulation results accordin~lY tor 9 B=0. 

S/N=30 dB. Ps =0.9. 9 D=0.5. 0.25. 0.125 BW (the 3SA-TRM method 

is shown usin~ 27 elements on the same t1~ure tor 9 D=0.25 BW 

only tor comparison purposes). In comparin~ these curves 

with those ot the 4SA-TRM ~n t~~ure 4-16 one can see a ~reat 

improvement in pertormance when ~ ~s close to the Quadrature 

o " condition (30<~<140) and also tor 9 D=0.125 BW in part~cular 

<> " over all values ot ~ except at ~~0 and 180. Also. by 

compar~n~ the 3SA-TRM and 3&4SA-TRM tor 9 D=0.25 BW on ti~ure 

4-18 one can See that the two curves are very similar w~th 
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neslisible di~ferences (mainl~ related to the missins 

element, 27 instead of 28) over all values of ~ except when 
Q 0 ~ 0 

30>~>140, and a biS improvement occurs when 30>~>140. The 

main reason be~ond this improvement is as explained for the 

s~mmetric case of the 3&4SA-TRM above. 

The lessons learned from this chapter can be summarised 

b~ the followins points: 

a- this trisonometric solution (3SA-TRM) sives ver~ 

much the same results obtained b~ the 3SA-MLE for 

both s~mmetric and nons~etric cases. 

b- The 3SA-TRM is faster in process ins and simpler to 

implement in a practical s~stem. 

c- The new four-subapertures technique is simpler than 

the one presented in chapter 3 and saves much time 

in processins while it sives similar results with 

few exceptions. 

d- The new 3&4SA-TRM technique for the s~mmetric and 

nons~mmetric cases is the most promisins technique 

for reducins the rms error in estimatins the ansles 
o 0 

ver~ sisnificantl~ at ~.0 or 180 and preservins 

the accuracy obtainable b~ using 3SA-TRM elsewhere. 

e- The 3&4SA-TRM amplitude comparison technique for the 

s~mmetric case is the most efficient one of all 

presented techniques and very viable for practical 

implementation. 

f- All the techniques used with the new method to solve 

the in-phase and anti-phase Problems are applicable 

to the method mentioned in chapter 3 and vi se-versa. 
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Chapter 5 

Th_ M_~i~~~ Ent~~p~ M_th~d 

Ar>.d 

M~n~p~:L.e49 Ra.d_~ 

5~1 Introduction 

Modern spectral estimation techniques for time-series 

as documented by Childers [5-1]. and the maximum entropy 

method (MEM) in particular. have recently received much 

attention in the literature because of their ability to 

resolve closely-spaced spectral elements. The MEM was first 

su~sested by Bur~ [5-2] and later extensively investisated 

and discussed in many papers and text books [5-3 ... 5-4, 5-5]. 

Van de Bos [5-6] shows that the MEM is equivalent to 

least-squares fittine of an all-pole (autore~ressive) model 

to the available data. Haykin and Kesler [5-7] show the 

complex form of the MEM and Andersen [5-8] ~ives a fast and 

simple procedure to calculate the filter coefficients of 

equal spaced data accordine to the Bure method in [5-1]. A 

discussion about how to choose the order of the filter and 

its effect on the resultin~ performance is shown in Kay et 

al. [5-9] and Childers [5-1]. 

the MEM spectral analysis 

McDonou~h [5-10] shows that 

used in the processin~ of 

time-series"data is equally applicable to the wavenumber 
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analusis of si~nals received bU a spatiallu distributed 

linear array of sensors. Kesler and Haykin [5-11] show that 

the MEM provides a rather useful method for obtainin~ a 

short-term estimate of the spectral densitu of radar clutter. 

The advant~es and disadvanta~es of this method are 

invest1~ated in the above references and manu others and will 

not be discussed here a~ain. 

In ~eneral. time-series estimation techniques are onlu 

applicable when the underluin~ proces is stationaru. If it 

is not. such as in the case of a low-fluin~ tar~et over a 

smooth surface where the direct and reflected si~nals are 

coherent. then the resultin~wavenumber spectral estimate 

will not be meanin~ful unless the two· si~nals are in phase 

Quadrature [5-12]. Because this is not the case one can 

conclude that these sorts of al~orithms are inappropriate for 

solvin~ such problems. However Evans [5-13. 5-111] shows 

results from a field test on the performance of the MEM. 

where it worked veru well over an irre~ular surface. but he 

did not discuss the scale of irre~ularities. 

The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the MEM in 

~eneral and to show its performance in solvin~ the specular 

multipath problem bu usin~ the same three-subapertures linear 

array presented in the previous two chapters. Also. a brief 

look at the principles and performance of the 

phase-comparison monopulse radar will be ~iven. The effect of 

the surface rou~hness on the performances of the 

three-subapertures MLE. TRM. MEM. and the phase-comparison 

monopulse radar will be discussed and compared in chapter 6. 
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5-2 The maximum entrop¥ rormulation 

The MEM spectrum estimate ror wavenumber spectral 

estimation can be ~iven by the rollowin~ equation (S-Uj. 

where, Z=exp(j2ITd sin(e)/X, 

all-pole rilter, M is the 

(5-1) 

CM,m is the m-th parameter or 

2 numbers or poles, a w is 

the 

the 

variance or the white noise input, p(9) is the power density 

in the an~ular direction e, and d is the subaperture spacin~ 

as shown in ri~ure 3-1 (in chap.3), or the interelement 

spacin~ in case that individual elements are considered. 

Usin~ the three subapertures technique mentioned in the 

previous two chapters, the above equation can be rewritten as 

rollows ror the two pole-rilter case. 

(5-2) 

There are two practical methods ror locatin~ the peak 

position in the spectrum. The rirst is by calculatin~ the 

roots or the characteristic equation or the prediction error 

rilter (the Quadrature equation in the denominator or the 

equation above ror.the three subaperture case), then rindin~ 

the an~les or the roots which correspond to each incident 

plane wave •• This method becomes very len~thy and dirficult 

to solve when the number of poles is hi~h. The other method 

is to find the wavenuaber spectrum and search for its peaks. 
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In the simulation performed for this studu of alow-fluin~ 

tarset over asmooth surface (rou~h surface in the next 

chapter) • the second method was chosen. since it is more 

likelu to be used in practical sustem. 

5-2.1 Burs method [5-7] 

To use the MEM spectral estimate above we need a 

procedure to estimate its parameters CM, 2'. . ••••• 

CM• M) and there are several procedures to e·stimate these from 

N data samples [5-5.5-9]. The most popular procedure is 

known as the Burs method. This method depends on minimizin~ 

the sum of the forward and backward prediction error power of 

an all-pole filter (see fi~ure 5-1). subject to the 

constraint that all the parameters (from 1 to M) satisfu the 

Levinson recursion (5-Un· to ensure the stabili tu of the 

filter (the poles inside the unit circle) [5-9]. 

Assumins a wide sense stationaru process and.startins 

with M=0. then the power P1 is the autocorrelation for zero 

las. and siven bu. 

(5-3) 

where Si is the i-th sample from the i-th element (or 

subaperture) and N is the total number of elements or 

subapertur-es. For M=l. then the lena:th of the prediction 

error filter is two and the error power P2 defined bu the 

averase sum of the result ins powers of the forward and 
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/ It 
backward filterinK (P2 , and P2 ) re.pectivel~. 

(5-11) 

(5-6) 

(5-7) 

If the mean power P2 1s minimised b~ takinK its partial 

derivative with respect to Cll and settinK it to zero, 

(ap2/acl1 )=0, then the power at the output is minimized 

whenever Cll takes the followinK value. 

(5-8) 

and the real value of P2 1s Kiven b~ the followinK, from its 

equivalent correlation matrix. 

:I. 
'P2= (l-IClll )Pl (5-9) 

The above procedure can be extended to hiKher order 

filters, where the parameter CMm for a filter of order M+l 

can be defined b~ the followinK Keneral equation: 
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• CMm = CM-l.m +CMM CM- 1 • M- m (5-10) 

where, m=1.2 •.....• M. 

and the correspondine output power is eiven bV: 

(5-11) 

From the above equation and since CMM < 1 • one can 

conclude which means that the error 

decreases bv increaaine the order of the filter. This is 

controlled bv man v factors which compromise between hieh 

resolution and fewer spurious peaks and there are manv 

approaches and sueeestions in the literature for estimatin~ 

the filter order. One intuitive approach is to increase the 

order until the calculated power of the prediction error 

reaches a minimum. Ulrvch et. al. in [5-9] sueeested an 

order choice within the ran~e N/3 to N/2 for the case of a 

short data sequence. For the three-subapertures arran~ement 
. . 

of a linear arrav with two incident plane waves (direct and 

reflected sienals) the minimum numbers of poles must be two 

which represent the maximum order of the filter. 

5-3 The phase comparison monopulse 

Various methods of precision sin~le tar~et trackin~ 

have been developed and used in the past. These methods are 

mainlv based on either simUltaneous or sequential lobi ne 
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techniques which ~eQui~e a minimum numbe~ ot echo pulses (at 

least th~e. pulses) to extract the e~ror sienals which a~e 

normallv used to actuate a servo-control svstem to position 

the antenna. Durine the measurement time, the amplitudes ot 

the received echos must stay constant (non-tluctuatine 

amplitude) otherwise a severe deeredation in the trackine 

accuracv mieht occur [5-15, 5-16]. 

The amplitude tluctuations ot the received echo pulses 

will have no ettect on the accuracv ot the trackine svstem it 

the aneular measurement procedure depends on the basis ot 

extractin~ the er~or si~nals t~om one pulse ~athe~ than many. 

One ot the most popula~ method is monopulse trackine which is , 

mainly divided into the tollowine two types: tirst, the 

amplitude-compa~ison monopulse which employs two ove~lappin~ 

antenna beams to obtain. the aneula~ e~ror sienal in one 

plane, and the second is the phase-comparison monopulse (o~ 

inte~te~omete~ ~adar) Which employs two parallel antenna 

beams to obtain the sienal e~ror in one plane (in both cases 

the minimum number ot beams ~eQuired tor elevation an~ 

azimuth anele trackine are th~ee, but normally tou~ beams are 

used). Also, the phase and amplitude comparison monopulse 

teatu~es can be used jointly in one system to p~ovide aneula~ 

trackine in azimuth and elevation by usin~ onlv two beams 

~athe~ than minimum ot th~ee required tor each type 

individualy [5-15]. 

The tailure ot the monopulse ~ada~ in trackine a 

low-flyine tareet over a smooth surface is very widely 

studied in the lite~atu~e (see chapte~ 1). In a comparison 
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study between phase and amplitude processors ror amplitude 

monopulse systems. SinskY and Lew [5-17] have shown that 

when the S/N is hi&h the obtainable perrormance accuracies 

are comparableror both processors except ror tar&et an&les 

very close to boresi&ht where the second outperforms the 

first by 3dB si&nal to noi8e ratio equivalent. Also they 

expect the phase processor monopulse to operate with hi&her 

accuracy than the amplitude proce8sor one in a noncoherent 

multipath environment. 

In ri&ure 5-2 the &eometry of two plane waves (i.e 

direct and its coherent multipath) and two 

subapertures of a linear array are shown. where the 

separation between the centre8 of the two subapertures and 

the distance rrom the array centre to the tar&et are &iven by 

d and R reapectively_ (R»d). The complex si&nal outputs of 

the two subapertures can be &iven by: 

(5-12) 

where the description of each term in the above two equations 

is &iven in chapter 3. The phase reference is taken at the 

middle of the array. However. when the tar&et is hi&h over 

the surface .i.e the multipath components are zero in the 

above two equations. then the chan&e 1n the phase of the 

(the phase la&) is &iven by 6PL= Zl or by its 

equivalent from [5-15]' 
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Figure 5-2 :The geometery of two plane waves and two-subapertures 

of a linear array. 
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(5-14 ) 

and the elevation anKle is Kiven by: 

-1 
et=sin [6PL X/(2Rd)] (5-15) 

where the Gauesian noise components are eXCluded from the 

calculations above. For small values of the elevation anKle 

When specular multipath exists the above calculation of 

the elevation anKle will be disturbed The extent of the 

disturbance depends on 'l' and the specular reflection 

coefficient (ps) • where hiKh values of Ps lead to a complete 

tailure in estimatinK et· This problem can be better 

understood blo' findinK the Keneral equation of the phaBe laK 

aB a function 01.' 'l' and as' where as as a tunction of Ps and 

the anKular positiona (throUKh G1 and G2 ) is Kiven by: 

(5-16) 

The aBsociated phases with S1 and S2 above can be Kiven by 

PL1 and PL2 respectivello'. 

-1 (' PL1=tan t[sin(Z1/2}+assin('l'+ Z2/2]/ 

[cos(Z1/2 }+ascos('l'+ Z2/2]} 

PL2=tan-
1
{[ -sin( Z1/2} +~ssln('l'- Z2/2}]/ 

(cos(Z1/2 }+ascos('l'- Z2/2)]} 

(5-17) 

(5-18) 
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where the total phase laz is ziven by 6PL-PL1-PL2. One 

.. 
concludes that when ~=e the values of PLl and PL2 are equal 

with opposite 8izn. For a symmetric tarzet-imaze case and 

• a s =l the values of PLl and PL2 are zero when ~=e and infinity 

o 
when ~-18e (PLl and PL2. are very much noise dependent in 

these cases) • The value of ~ where the best angle 

estimation occurs i8 a function of the anzular spacinz 

between the two sources and as (for further detail. see 

[5-20]) • A small value of Ps leads to an improvement in 

accuracy over all values of ~ in zeneral and the nonsymmetric 

tarze-image case would effect the tarzet trackinz accuracy in 

positive or nezative sense by decreasinz or lncrea8inz the 

value of as respectively. An approximate zeneral equation of 

the anzular error (6e t ) normalized to the angular spacing 

between the tarzet and its imaze as a function of ~ and as 

for a trackinz radar is ziven in Skolnik [5-15] as follows: 

However one. method to improve the performance is to 

tilt the beam up (the off-axis monopulse) in order to reduce 

the reflected siznal· strenzth which in turn reduces its 

damazinz effect [5-19]. The best beam tilt value is the one 

which directs the first null of the subaperture toward the 

lncominz specular multipath siznal reduclnz its value to 

zero. But. because we do not know the multipath direction. 

this method is approximate and it does not always lead to 

satisfactory results. 
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Simulation results for a low-fl¥in~ tar~et over a 

smooth surface are shown in the next section and its 

performances over different tvpes of rou~h surfaces are shown 

and compared with other methods in chap.6. 

5-4 Simulation results and discussion 

Simulations for the MEM method and the phase-comparison 

monopulse (in breif. phase monopulse) have been made usin~ 

the same 21 element linear arrav described in chapter 3. 

This linear arrav is divided into three equal subapertures 

for the MEM and two equal subapertures of ten elements each 

(the element at the middle of the arrav is ne~lected) for the 

phase monopulse. The S/N is alwavs taken to be 30 dB 

calculated for the direct si~nal onlv. as received bv the 

main beam of the whole arrav. The nois¥ si~nal for the phase 

monopulse is ~enerated accordin~ to equations (5-12) and 

(5-13) above. and for the MEM accordin~ to equations (4-1). 

(4-2). and (4.3) in chapter 4. 

5-4.1 The MEM results 

These results are calculated for direct and specular 

multipath si~nals at elevation an~les of 0.25 BW and -0.25 BW 

respectivelv. A three - point filter (two poles) is alwavs 

used and the parameters are calculated accordin~ to the Bur~ 

method above. YiKure 5-3 shows the power spectrum for 

PS=0.9 and different values of ~. 
o 

When ~-0 the two siKnal 

components coalesce into one peak (when ps~l. then 
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Figure 5-3 :The MEM power spectrum for specular multipath for 

angle separation of 0.5 BW, S/N=30 dB, 1; =0.9 

and varying phase difference. 



theoreticall¥ the peak will be shown half-way between the two 

sh:nals) . When 
'0 

'¥~18". two peaks are shown but their 

positions are hi~hl¥ biased from the real ones. The best 

o 
solution is when '¥=9" where the nonstationar¥ process becomes 

stationary [5-51. and two sharp peaks are shown which locate 

the an~ular positions of the two si~nals with hi~h accuracy. 

Fi~ure 5-4 shows the power spectrum for ps =".42. The onl¥ 

peak when '¥="o is biased toward the real position of the 

direct an~le of arrival. also a bias toward the real 
o 

position of the direct an~le is shown when '¥~18". Fi~ure 5-6 

shows the power spectrum for Ps =".l. where the an~ular 

position of the direct si~nal is located more accuratel~' than 

for ps =".45 (see fi~. The specular 

multipath direction is biased. with wide peaks. as a direct 

result of its low si~nal power. Thus. smaller values of Ps 

~ive better accuracy in locatin~ the direct an~le of arrival. 

Further studies show that these res.ul ts are ver¥ similar to 

those for samplin~ the 21 elements individually retainin~ the 

the second order filte~despite the lar~ereduction in 

processin~ time. The onl¥ disadvanta~e here is the ~rating 

lobes which can be avoided in practice. The problems 

concernin~ the line splittin~. due to phase and noise 

sensitivit¥. and the inaccurate indication of the source 

powers still exist here. Figures 5-7 and 5-8 show the power 

spectrum for Ps =0.9 and five different snapshots to find 

the effect of the Gaussian noise on the peak positions at 

o 
'1'=90 for SW.5 and SW.2 tar~et types respectively. It can be 

seen that the peaks are sharper and more accurate for the 

first than the second. 
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and varying phase difference. 
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From thesereBu1tB one can expect the method to work 

we11 over a rouch surface where the specu1ar ref1ect~on ~s 

verl>' weak and w~de1v diffused mu1tipath dom~nates. 

Interest~nc simu1at~on resu1ts for performance over various 

rouch surfaces are presented in a cominc chapter. 

5-4.2 The phase monopu1se results 

The resu1ts are computed for a direct sicna1 from a 

tarcet and its coherent speculaI' multipath at e1evation 

anc1es of 0.5 BW and -0.5 Bw respect~ve1v. The rms error 

(+beamwidth) is computed from 1000 tria1s for every value 

of 'I' shown. The phase difference ('f) is taken in steps of 

o 0 0 
10 decrees between 0 and 180. A SW.5 tarcet tl>'pe is 

considered un1ess otherwise indicated. 

Ficure 5-9 shows the rms error in estimatinc the anele 

of arriva1 usine phase monopulse as a function of 'I' for 

0.1, 0.42, 0.9. For comparison the performance is 

shown for a SW.2 tarcet type at Ps =0.0 only (the solid line) 

where the increase in the rms error is shown to be very 

sicnificant over all values of 'f. The error increases as a 

non-linear function of Ps' where it rises from 0.016 over all 
o 

values of 'I' for Ps=0 to a minimum of 0.26 when '1'=90 for 

o 
The smaller rms error when 'f~90 for a1l values of as 

tested (except when a s =0.0) can be related to the discusion 

in the previous section and noise effects. Fieure 5-10 shows 

the off-axis performance for Ps =0.9. and different values of 

the t~1t anele. In eeneral. the rms error decreases as the 

ti1t ane1e increases. For an ane1e ti1t of 1.5 BW 
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(equivalent to 0.75 of the 3dB beamwidth of each subaperture) 

o 
the lowest rms error is about 0.023 at ~.90 and hi~hest when 

o 0 
~=0 or 180 where the rms error rises to about 0.13. 

The performance of phase-monopulse over different 

rouKh surfaces, where diffuse as well as specular multipath 

exists, will be studied and compared with related methods in 

chapter 6. 
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Chapter 6 

Su~£"_o_ Rc:>uso::hn_ae 

c:>n E~_...,a.t:Lc:>n Anso::~e. 

:Ln Mu~t:Lpa.th 

Eat:Lrna.t:Lc:>n 

6-1 Introduction 

Much o~ the past work [6-1.5] on improved radar 

al~orithms for low-fl¥in~ tar~ets has focused on the case of 

a sin~le speculaI' reflection from a nominall~ smooth flat 

reflectin~ surface. However in practice. when the .reflected 

si~nal from a low-~lyin~ tar~et propa~ates over the surface 

(sea or land) toward a low sited radar. the field incident on 

the receivin~ arr~ is composed of a free space component and 

a component due to the reflection and diffraction from the 

surface. The latter consists of a coherent part (speculaI' 

multipath) and noncoherent part (diffuse multipath) as was 

shown in chapter 2. Barton [6-9] developed a detailed model 

which describes the diffused multipath power distribution in 

the four radar cordinates for a low~flyin~ tar~et· and shows 

that most of the diffuse power from a homo~eneous. Gaussian 

wave-hei~ht distributed. surface will reach the receivin~ 

arr~ from the re~ion within a ~listenin~ area (see chap.2). 

Cantrell et al. [6-1] have discussed a three subaperture 

maximum likelihood estimator (3SA-MLE) usin~ a linear arr~ 

to solve the coherent multipathproblem for both s¥mmetric 
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and nonsummetric cases as was shown in chapter 3. A new 

three-subapertures tri~onometric solution (3SA-TRM) was found 

and discussed in chapter 4. Also, the performances of the 

maximum entropu method (usin~ three-subapertures) and the 

phase monopulse were discussed in the previous chapter for 

the specular multipath case and are expected to operate well 

over a rou~h surface [6-6], [6-7]. 

In this chapter the performance of the 3SA-MLE, 

3SA-TRM, MEM, and the phase monopulse radar are tested and 

compared in the presence of diffuse and specular reflection 

environments. The diffused power model was discussed and 

simulated in chapter 2. The same simulation results for 

different surface slopes and rou~hness have been used. In 

~eneral the results show, that the accuracu depends on three 

factors: first, the slopes of the surface, where hi~her slope 

values means less de~redation of the an~le estimation 

accuracy: second, the surface rou~hness, where the hi~her the 

rou~hness the worst the accuracu: and third, the beamwidth of 

the arrsu, where the narrower the beam the better the an~le 

estimation accuracu. When the surface is rou~h the best 

obtainable accuracu is shown to be from the maximum entropy 

method and phase monopulse. 

6-2 The composite multipath si~nal model 

The composite output of the mth subaperture ~n the 

presence of specular and diffuse multipath over a rou~h 

surface is ~iven by Taha and Hudson [6-8) 

~eneral equation: 

by the followin~ 
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Ns 

+2. a(j) G(j) exp[(m-2) Z(j») +nm 

i=t 

(6-1) 

The subsc~ipt m takes the values f~om 1 to 3 fo~ the th~ee 

subape~tu~es a~~an~ement. 

The fi~st te~m in the equation ~ep~esents, at the mth 

element, the di~ect si~nal, the second is the specula~ 

multipath, the thi~d ~ep~esents the sum of the diffuse 

~eflection scatte~e~s, and the last one ~ep~esents the 

complex Gaussian noise with ze~o mean and va~iance cr2 . 

Also, a(j) is the complex amplitude (d~awn f~om a Gaussian 

dist~ibution) of the jth diffuse ~eflection scatte~e~ and 

Z{j) its associated ~~azin~ an~le with ~espect to the 

ho~izon. Ns is the numbe~ of the diftuse scatte~e~s assumed 

within the ~listenin~ su~tace. G (j) is the subape~tu~e 

patte~n ~esponse in the jth an~ula~ di~ection which is 

app~oximated as in equation (3-1) in chapte~ 3. The ~emainin~ 

symbols a~e also as desc~ibed in chapte~ 3. Fo~ the case ot 

the phase monopulse two subape~tu~e a~~angement equation 

(6-1) becomes as tollows: 

Ns 

+~ a(j) G(j) exp[(m-1.S) Z(j») +nm 

i= i 

(6-2) 

whe~e the subsc~ipt m takes the values 1 and 2 only. The 

desc~iptions of the te~ms used a~e as to~ equation (6-1). In 
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the above two equations the phase cent~e is taken at the 

midd1e e1ement of the a~~av. The numbe~ of the diffuse 

~eflection scattere~s and thei~ an~ula~ positions and powe~s 

are computed in chapter 2 for diffe~ent surfaces (appendix 

A2. tables 1-7). Pi~ure 6-1 shows a detai1ed radar tar~et 

~eomet~¥ ove~ a p1ane. rou~h surface where the dashed 1ines 

represent some of the diffused power scatterers. 

6-3 Simulationresu1ts and discussion: 

This section presents the results of a computer 

simulation used to study and compare the performances of the 

above mentioned methods in diffe~ent mu1tipath environments. 

A 1inear arrav of 21 e1ements equa11y spaced by a ha1f 

wave-1en~th is used. This ar~av is equa11y divided into 

three sub apertures of 7 elements (or just two subapertures of 

10 e1ements for the phase monopulse) un1ess otherwise 

specified. The si~nal to noise ratio used is alwavs 30dB. 

calcu1ated as in chapter 3. The bisectin~ an~le (aB) and the 

an~ular distance (aD) ~e taken to be 0 and 0.25 BW (BW is 

the 3dB beamwidth of the who1e ar~av). un1ess otherwise 

stated. The noisy si~na1 mode1 used is the one shown in 

equation (6-1) for all the methods except the Phase monopulse 

where equation (6-2) is used insted. The number. and values. 

of the diffuse scatterers' powe~s and an~ular positions a~e 

calculated in chapte~ 2 (Appendix A2. tables 1 to 7) for 

different surfaces and radar-tar~et ~eometries and strip 

len~ths. The fore~round component of the diffuse powe~ is 

divided amon~ three scatterers where the power and an~u1ar 
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pos~tion of each is computed for every value of ao and ah/X 

~iven in table 6-1. The values of the specular reflection 

coefficient can easily be found for each surface rou~hness 

from equation (2-28) in chapter 2. The phase difference 

between the direct and specularly reflected si~nals (~) is 

" 0 taken in steps of 22.5 (10 for the phase monopulse case) from 

" . o to 180. The direct an~le of arrival rms errors are 

avera~ed over 1000 trials for each value of ~ and normalized 

to the 3dB beamwidth. 

6-3.1 The maximum likelihood method: 

Fi~ures 6-2 and 6-3 demonstrate the performances of the 

svmmetric and non symmetric 3SA-MLE respectively over a 

surface with ao =0.1 and surface rou~hness parameter (ah/X) of 

0.0, 5, 20 When ah/h=20 the direct an~le estimation 

accuracy ia almost the same at allvaluea of ~. showin~ lar~e 

de~redation in accuracy for all phases in comparison with the 

" 0 ps=0.9). except at ~=0 or 180 (just 

o 
180 for the symmetric case) where improvement occurs. When 

ah/X=5, the rou~h surface accuracy de~rades at all values of 

• ~ in comparison with the the smooth one except at ~=0 where 

a little improvement occurs,for the nonsymmetric case only. 

as can be seen from fi~ure 6-3. Thus. in ~eneral. the 

3SA-MLE performance de~rades as the surface rou~hness 

increases. Fi~ures 6-4 and 6-5. present the symmetric and 

nonsymmetric 3SA-MLE performances of a medium surface 

roulthness and three different values of ah/A=5 

(ao =0. 05, 0.1,0. 2). The direct anltle estimation accuracy 
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Table 6-1: The ran~e distribution of the fore~round component 

of the diffused power for a tar~et radar ~eometry 

with h r =5m. ht=205m. R=10km and different surface 

rou~hness. 

Cfh />'=5 ah/>'=20 

130 =0.2 130 =0.1 130 =0.05 130 =0.1 

Power An~le Power An~le Power An~le Power An~le 

0.18 -0.1l 0.2 -0.2 0.18 -0.1 0.2 -0.2 

0.16 -0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.12 -0.05 0.11l -0.1 

0.06 -0.05 0.07 -0.025 0.07 -0.025 0.07 -0.025 
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and a
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tdegrees) 

Figure 6-2 :RMS error of symmetric 3SA-MLE as a function of phase 

difference between the two coherent signals for 9
6

=0.0 

S/N-30 dB, 60 ~O.25 BW. ~ ;0.1, and 'hi)..=<>, 5, 20 

(when 0, !,,=O.9). 
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0.6,-------------------------------------~ 

0.4 

0.2 

Legend 
• Surface roughness ~ 0.0 

o Surface roughness = 5_ 

• Surface.L0u~hness_= 20 

0.0 -+---....,...----r-----r---....,...----,..---..,....--....,.--~ 
o 2.2.5 45 67.5 90 112.5 135 157.5 180 

Yhe phase difference between a
1 

and a
2 

(degrees) 

Figure 6-3 :R}S error of nonsym~tric 3SA-MLE as a function of phase 

difference between the two coherent signals for8d=0.0, 

S/N-30 dB, 80 "'0.25 mJ, /} =0.1, and dh/).., =0.0, 5, <i0 

(1f~n ~/).. • 0.0, Pe • 0.9). 
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0.4~----------------------------------------~ 

Legend 

• Beta = 0.2 " 

D Beta = 0,1_ 

• Beta = 0.05 - - --
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The phase difference between a
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and a
2
, (degrees) 

Figure 6-4 : fll~ error of synunetric 3SA-MLE as a function of phase 

difference between the two coherent signals for ~8~0.0 

S/N-30 dB,8u"0.25 BW.~/). "5. and ~=0.2, 0.1, 0.05. 
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0.6,---------------------------------------~ 

0.4 
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Legend 
• Beta = 0.2 

o Beta = o.!...., 

• Beta = O.o~ 
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Figure 6-') : RIif-: error of nonsym:netric 3SA-MLE as a function of phase 

difference between the two coherent signals for Ba ;(l.0 

s/H-30 dB, 8ocO.25 BW, 'hi). =5, and fi. =0.2, 0.1, 0.05. 
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decreases as 6 0 decreases over all values o~ ~, except at 

• ~-180 where the opposite occurs ~or the nonsummetric case and 

o 
at ~=0 where the accuracu is sli~htlu better ~or 60 =0.1 than 

Fi~ures 6-6 and 6-7 present the e~~ect o~ the 

aperture beamwidth used on the accuracu o~ the direct an~le 

estimation over a rou~h sur~ace with ah/~=5, 60 =0.05. Here a 

linear arrau o~ 42 elements (~/2 spacin~), equallu divided 

into three subaperture, is used in the simulation in order to 

reduce the BW bu hal~ (~rom 0.084 to 0.042 radians). One can 

see from the curves, that the narrower the beam the better 

the per~ormance over all values o~ V except at • V=180 ~or the 

nonsummetric case where a little decrease in accuracu·is 

o 
shown. The avera~e improvement in rms error at ~=90 is about 

0.13 of a beamwidths ~or the nonsummetric case and less than 

0.1 ~or the summetric case· over all values o~ V which is veru 

substantial. This improvement can be related to two factsl 

first the 3SA-MLE works better at hi~her an~ular separation 

between the two coherent sources (the an~ular distance is 

0.5BW insted o~ 0.25BW for the 21 element arrau) , and the 

second. and more important, is that the main fore~round 

component of the diffuse reflection is ~ettin~ closer to the 

first null of the subaperture beam pattern, ~reatlu reducin~ 

its effect. 

6-3.2 The trigonometric solution method: 

Fi~ures 6-8 and 6-9 show the performances of the 

summetric and nonsummetric 3SA-TRM respectivelu over a 

surfaces with 6 0 =0.1 and surface rou~hness of 0.0, 5, and 20. 
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0.4...,..--------------------, 

0.2 

Legend 
• 3dB beamwidth = 0.084 radians 

o 3dB beamwidth = 0.042 radians 

0.04----+----~--~----r_--~----~--~--~ 
o 22.5 45 67.5 90 112.5 135 157.5 180 

The phase difference between a l and a2 (degrees) 

Figure 6-6 :RMS error of symmetric 3SA-MLE as a function of phase 

difference between the tvo coherent signals for 98 =0.0 

s/N=30 dB, er> =0.25 BW, ~ =0.05, dh!).. =5, (bealllWidth 

effect comparison). 
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0.6~------------------------------------~ 

Legend 
• 3dB beamwidth = 0.084 radians 

o 3dB beamwidth = 0.042 radians 
0.4 

0.2 

0.04---~-----r----r----r----~--~----~--~ 
o 22.5 45 67.5 90 112.5 135 157.5 180 

The phase difference between al and a2 (degrees) 

Figure 6-7 :RMS error of nons~~tric 3SA-MLE as a function of 

phase difference between the two coherent signals for 

9 8=0.0, S/N=~ dB,80=0.25 IM, ~ =0.05, and 6h/). =5 

(beamwidth effect comparison). 
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When a h/A=20 the an~1e estimation accuracy is a1most the same 

at a11 va1ues of ~, showin~ 1ar~e de~redation in accuracy for 

a11 phases in comparison with the smooth surface (ah/A=0J 

When ah/A=5, the rou~h surface accuracy de~rades at 

a11 va1ues of ~ in comparison with the the smooth one, 

" except at ~a180 where an improvement occurs for the symmetric 

case on1y, as can be seen from fi~ure 6-8. Thus, the 3SA-TRM 

performance de~rades as the surface rou~hness increases. In 

~enera1, ita performance is worst than that ot the 3SA-MLE 

method discussed in the above subsection. especia11y for 

a h/A=20. which can be re1ated to nature of the way each 

method operates. Fisures 6-10 and 6-11, present the 

symmetric and nonsymmetric 3SA-TRM performances of a medium 

Burface roushness a h/A=5 and three different va1ues of S0 

The ans1e estimation accuracy decreases 

.. 
as So decreases over a11 va1ues of~. except at ~=180 and 

nonsymmetric performance where the accuracy is s1isht1y 

better for So=0.05 than for So=0.1. The pertormance of the 

symmetric case of this method is much better than that of the 

• 3SA-MLE above for ~=180 -and So=0.05. F1sures 6-12 and 6-13 

present the eftect of the aperture beamwidth used on the 

accuracy of ans1e estimation over a roush surface with 

Here a 1inear array of U2 e1ements, as 

above, is used in the simu1ation. One can see from the 

curves. that the narrower .. the beam the better the performance 

over a11 va1ues of ~. The averase improvement in rms error at 

" ~=90 is about 0.18 ot a beamwidth for the nonsymmetric case 

and s1isht1y 1ess than 0.1 for the symmetric case over a11 
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0.6 
Legend 
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Figure 6- 9 :RMS error of non symmetric 3SA-TRMas a function 

of phase difference between the two coherent signals 

for$I!.=O.O. S/N= 30 dB. eo =0.25 BW.Ji =0.1. and 
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The phase difference between 01 and 02 (Deg.) 

Figure 6-11 :RMS error of nonsymmetric 3SA-TRM as a function 

of phase difference between the two coherent signals 

foreg =0.0, S/N= 30 dB,eO =0.25 BW,6h/}.=5 

and fo.. =0.2, 0.1, 0.05 
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Legend 

• 3dB beamwidth-O.084 radians 
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Figure 6..l ;:RMS error of nonsymmetric 3SA-TRMas a function 

of phase difference between the two coherent signals 

for 013 =0.0. S/N= 30 dB. GiJ=0.25 BW. /30 =0.05. and 

dol'}.. =5. (beamwldth effect comparison) 
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values o~ ~ which is verv sUbstantial. This improvement can 

be related to the same reasons mentioned in the above 

subsection. 

6-3.3 The phase-comparison monopulse 

~ieure 6-14 shows the per~ormance o~ the phase 

monopulse radar over a roueh sur~ace with So=0.1 and 

a h/X=0.0, 
.6 

Ps=0.9X10 

5, 20. ~or a 

) the obtainable 

sur~ace rouehness o~ 20 (where 

a~curacy seems to be very eood 

over all values o~ ~ where the rms error rises to about 0.035 

only. This can. be related to the weak specular multipath 

component and the randomness o~ the di~~use one. ~or 

o 

o 
the lowest rms error is shown to be at ~=130 

and 110 respectively. This displacement is due to the e~~ect 

o~ the di~~use multipath component Which behaves like a 

Gaussian noise. For a smooth or moderate sur~ace case. the 
o • 

worst per~ormance is shown to be at ~=0 and 180. The rms 
o 0 

error at ~=180 worst than that at ~=0.0 which eenerally is a 

consequence o~ the constructive and destructive inter~erence 

between the two coherent sienals. ~ieure 6-15 shows the 

per~ormance over a' moderate 

The rms error increases as the sur~ace 

slope decreases where the best estimate is shown to be around 
o 

~=110. ~ieure 6-16 demonstrates the o~~-axis per~ormance 

over a moderate sur~ace rou~hness ~or tilt 

an&le~0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 BW. The rms error decreases as the 

tilt an~le increases where the e~~ect o~ the specular 
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Figure 6-14 :RMS error of Phase monopulse as a function 

of phase difference between the two coherent 

signals for angle separation of 0.5 BW, S/N=30 dB, 

.It =0.1,4=0.0,5,20 (when 1 =0, .{'=0.9). 
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Multipath component and the ~o~eKround component o~ the 

di~~use multipath are reduced (throuKh the antenna 

directivi ty). The chosen value o~ the tilt anKle must be 

tlcompromise', between the need to reduce the e~~ect o~ the 

Multipath and the required S/N to Ket a Kood accuracy. This 

depends on the anKular spacinK between the ta~Ket and its 

imaKe where small spacinK makes the available accuracy less. 

6-3.4'The maximum entropy method: 

A histoK~am is used to demonstrate the pe~~o~mance o~ 

the three subapertures maximum entropy method (3SA-MEM) over 

a rouKh eur~ace. whe~e the anKle o~ arrival is located by 

sea~chinK ~or the peaks in the power spectrum. The rms erro~ 

o~ the direct anKle o~ arrival (; beamwidth) is divided into 

20 zones o~ accuracy ~rom 0.0-0.05. 0.05-0.1 •••••• 0.9-0.95. 

" .. 0.95 • The 3ng'Le is Change d in steps o~ 0. 01 to ensu~e hiKh 

accuracy in 10catinK the spectral peaks over all values o~ ~. 

The th~ee point ~ilte~ coef~icients are calculated accordinK 

to Bur&: , s method as in the previous ·chapter. The main concern 

in here is to show this method's ability to pe~form properly 

over a rou&:h sur~ace. P'iKure 6-17 shows the simulation 

~esults ~o~ a su~~ace with ah/~~20 and ao~0.1 where the 

3SA-MEM (solid line) per~ormed per~ectly well over all 

values o~ '1'. The rms error of the direct an&:le estimation in 

beamwidths is bette~ than 0.05. ~or " 90 7. o~ the times while 
o . 

9 7. o~ cases ~all in the ~anKe 0.05-0.1. On the same fi&:ure a 

histoKram ~or the same set of data Is shown fo~ the 3SA-ML,E 
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;SA-MEM 
--------- SA-MLE 

80= 0.1 
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RHS direct angle-of-arrival error (bearnwidths) 

1 

Figure 6-17:Histogram Shows the performances of the 3SA-MEM and 3SA-MlE 

for 9 B=O.O. GD"'0.25 BW. S/N-30 dB, )lo &0.1, and ~/')... :;20 

for all values of phase differenc (~). 
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(dashed line), whe~e its accu~ac~ is seen to be much less 

than that fo~ the 3SA-MEM ove~ all values of~. One 

concludes that the pe~fo~mance of the 3SA-MEM is much bette~ 

than that of the 3SA-MLE ove~ a ~ou~h su~face when Ps is ve~y 

The main ~eason for this accu~acy is that in this 

case the input si~nal will be dominated b~ a st~on~ di~ectly 

~eflected si~nal with onl~ ve~y weak cohe~ent multipath 

plus widely dist~ibuted diffuse ~eflection. These diffuse 

~eflection scatte~e~s will ~ene~ate poles well inside the 

unit ci~cle ~esultin~ in weak peaks, while the di~ect si~nal 

will ~ene~ate poles close to the unit" ci~cle c~eatin~ ve~~ 

sha~p peaks. Additionally, a histo~~am of simulation ~esults 

ro~ a su~race with 0h/X=5 has been obtained. It shows that 

the 3SA-MEM wo~ks much bette~ than the 3SA-MLE fo~ ~ close to 

quad~atu~e and wo~se when ~ is fa~ f~om quad~atu~e. Table 

6-2 shows f~equency ~esults fo~ this case at diffe~ent values 

of ~ fo~ both methods and fi~u~e 6-18 shows its histo~ram fo~ 
o • • '1'=0, 90, 180 only. Fi~u~es 6-19 and 6-20 show the powe~ 

spect~um fo~ the ~ou~h su~face case (oh/X=20, ao =0.1) whe~e 

the fi~st shows th~ee spect~a 
o 0 • 

ro~ ~=0.0, 90, 180 while the 

• second shows th~ee spect~a fo~ ~=180 and th~ee diffe~ent sets 

of noise, whe~e the peak deviation caused by the noise is 

obvious. 

Thus, in ~ene~al, one concludes f~om the above 

discussion that the phase monopulse is the best fo~ 

estimatin~ the an~le of a~~ival of a low-flyin~ ta~~et ove~ a 

rou~h su~face. Also, the pe~fo~mance of the maximum ent~opy 

ove~ a ~ou~h su~face is ve~y accu~ate, but sli~htl~ less than 
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Table 6-2 :Histo~ram simulation results for the rms an~le of 

Phase 

arrival error per beamwidths, frequency of 

occurance out of 1000 trials for each value of ~, 

tor medium surface with ah!A=5, 60 =0.1. 

Frequency ot occurances for the shown 

difference rms error bands. 

(de~rees) 

0.00-0.05 0.05-0.10 0.10-0.15 

MLE MEM MLE MEM MLE MEM 

0.0 119 0.0 132 40 223 626 

45.0 290 32 243 274 142 541 

90.0 425 701 249 219 142 39 

135.0 280 18 253 149 175 487 

180.0 43 0.0 64 0.0 92 13 
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that of the phase monopulse. A bi~ de~redation in the 

performance of the 3SA-MLE and 3SA-TRM is shown over a rou~h 

surface. even so. thev offer the best an~le estimate over a 

smooth surface case. 
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Chapter 7 
... 

Cc>n.c~~a:Lc>n.a ~n.d Recc>~~en.d~t:Lc>n.a 

The thesis has addressed the tracking: problem o~ a:' 

low-~lying: targ:et in multipath environment, with 

emphasis on coherent multipath e~~ects. The multipath 

phenomenon and its modelling: ~or smooth and roug:h sur~aces 

are discussed~ and simulation results are obtained ~or 

sur~aces with dif~'erent roug:hness parameters. An 

investig:ation of the best known closed-~orm solution so ~ar, 

the maximum likelihood estimator which uses a lineal' array 

divided equally into three subapertures (3SA-MLE), is carried 

out. A new trig:onometric solution, using: the same three 

subapertures arrang:ement above (3SA-TRM) , to solve the 

coherent multipath problem, or equivalently two closely spaced 

targ:ets, is derived and demonstrated by simulation results. 

A comparison study between the above two alg:orithms (3SA-MLE, 

3SA-TRM) has been carried out too. The snag: with both of 

them is that the good performance is only obtainable for 

sources which are close to phase quadrature at the array 

centre and the per~ormance deteriorates rapidly i~ the 

o 0 
relative source phase approaches "." or 18". Three 
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techniques are, developed to handle this situation in both 

al~orithms, They all depend on dividin~ the array into four 

equal subapertures and usin~ them in two set of three. one at 

each end of the array. The reason for this is that if the 

two received si~nals are in-phase or anti-phase at the centre 

of one of the sets they cannot be so phased at the centre of 

the other if the sources bearin~s are different and one or 

other of the sets will ~ive an acceptable performance. The 

techniques are different only in the method each one uses to 

determine the set which has the best chance of solvin~ for 

the sources. The first technique is based on estimatin~ the 

phase difference between the two si~nals at the array centre 

(chap.3. sec.3-3). The second is only applicable for the 

symmetric tarKet-imaKe case and based on the fact that when 

the two siKnals are in phase opposition at the array centre 

the overall siKnal amplitude at the central subaperture is 

very small in comparison with that of the other subapertures 

on its sides (especially when the amplitudes of the two 

received siKnals are close enouKh) and vice-versa. The third 

(explained in detail in chap.4 as a part of new alKorithm) is 

based on measurinKthe imaKinary part of the sum (or the real 

part of the difference) of the outputs from the two 

subapertures on both sides of the array divided by the output 

from the subaperture in the middle. Also. a new combined 

three and four subaperture techniques (3&4SA-TRM). usinK the 

same principles of best set determination explained above. 

are derived and demonstrated by simulation. Additionally. 

the performances of the maximum entropy method (MEM) and the 
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phase-compa~ison monopulse ~ada~ (i.e. the lnte~fe~ometer 

~ada~) a~e tested fo~ the specula~ multipath p~oblem b~ usin~ 

th~ee and two subape~tu~e a~~an~ements of a linea~ a~r~ 

respectivel~. The off-axis pe~fo~mance of the 

phase-compa~ison monopulse ~ada~ ls also tested. 

The pe~fo~mances of the above fou~ methods a~e tested 

and compa~ed fo~ su~faces with dlffe~ent ~ou~hness 

pa~amete~s, i.e. when specula~ and diffuse ~eflections 

components exist to~ethe~. 

7-1 Conclusions 

As a ~esult of this resea~ch. the followin~ conclusions 

on the t~ackin~ p~oblem of a 10w-fl~ln~ ta~~et can be d~awn: 

1. The accu~ac~ of the 3SA-MLE and 3SA-TRM a~e Quite 

comparable when the two ~eceived si~nals a~e fully 

cohe~ent (smooth surface case) fo~ both s~mmet~ic and 

nons~mmet~lc ta~~et-ima~e cases. 

2. The 3SA-TRM has some advanta~es over the 3SA-MLE in 

~espect of beln~ easle~ to implement in a ha~dwa~e s~stem 

and bein~ faste~ in performance, whe~e it onl~ involves 

flndin~ the a~ccosine of an an~le f~om a look-up table 

instead of the Quad~atic equation solution of the 3SA-MLE. 

3. The fou~ subaperture techniques, based on the thi~d method 

above and int~oduced in chapte~ 4 (Sec. 4-2.3), a~e much 
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better than the phase estimation based techniques 

introduced in chapter 3 (Sec, 3-3), in terms o~ beinK both 

~aster in process inK and cheaper ~or hardware 

implementation by allowinK the best aperture sub-set to be 

chosen riKht ~rom the start, be~ore the bearinK estimation 

process beKins. 

U. The amplitude comparison based ~our-subapertures technique 

to improve the per~ormance o~ the symmetric cases o~ the 

3SA.-TRM and 3SA-MLE when the two received siKnals are in 

phase opposition is very e~~icient in terms o~ savinK 

times and implementation costs. 

5, The composi te three and ~our subaperture techniQue"s i. e. 

3&USA-TRM and 3&USA-MLE, introduced in chapter U (Sec. 

U-2.U) are superior to the ones in step 3 and step U above 

in terms o~ o~~erinK hiKher accuracy when the two coherent 

siKnals are ~ar ~rom beinK in-phase or anti-phase (just 

anti-phase ~or the symmetric solution). In 2'enel"al. more 

complicated combininK (subKroupinK) and samplinK networks 

are needed. 

6. The MEM and the phase-comparison monopulse are very 

inaccurate when solvinK the coherent multipath problem 

unless the specularly re~lected siKnal is very weak in 

comparison with the direct one, 

phase Quadrature ~or the MEM. 

or the two si~nals are in 
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7. The phase-compari8on monopulse seems to o~~er the best 

elevation an~le estimation when the underlyin~ sur~ace is 

rou~h (specular re~lection coe~~icient is less than 0.1), 

~ollowed by the maximum entropy method (Bur~'s method). 

The per~ormance o~ the 3SA-MLE is erroneous, while the 

3SA-TRM o~~ers the worst per~ormance. For the moderate 

sur~ace case the available accuracy varies accord1n~ to 

the sur~ace rou~hness parameters, tar~et-radar ~eometry, 

and the al~orithm in use. 

7-2 Recommendations ~or ~urther work 

new questions always As with many research problems, 

arise durin~ the course o~ reseach. The ~ollowin~ is a list 

o~ su~~estions ~or ~uture work which would enhance the 

understandin~ o~ this subject. 

1. The e~~ect o~ mismatch between the subapertures o~ the 

array on the per~ormance accuracy o~ the 3SA-MLE and 

3SA-TRM needs to be investi~ated. In practice, this 

problem can occur due to many reasons, such as corrosion. 

dust. connection ~aults ..• etc. 

2. This thesis has only considered. the case o~ estimating the 

an~le on the basis o~ one snapshot (one pulse). However, 

multiple pulse inte~ration can be used to improve S/N in 

~eneral and to reduce the e~~ect o~ the di~~use multipath 

problem in particular. The inte~ration time. i.e. the 
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number of pulses to be inteereted. depends on the pulse 

repetition frequency. and the period of time for which 

chanees in the tereet parameters can be considered to be 

neelieable. 

3. A more detailed understandine of the 3SA-MLE and 3SA-TRM 

methods will be obtained throutth a hardware implementation 

and evaluation of their performances in a real 

environment. 
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APPENDIX G 

This appendix includes the three papers published 

during the course of this study. 
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rrigonometric high-resolution method to resolve 
:wo close targets 

. Taha, MSc 
E. Hudson, PhD, MIEE 

dexing terms: Radar and radionadgation, Antennas (arrays) 

Abstract: Three-subaperture methods for estimat
ing the elevation angles of tW9 targets within the 3 
dB beamwidth for the main aperture of a linear 
array are discussed and applied to the case of a 
radar target in the presence of multi path over a 
smooth surface. Simulation results and compari
son with the three-subaperture maximum
likelihood estimator by Cantrell et al. are 
presented. A four-subaperture technique to solve 
the in-phase and anti phase signal cases is sug
gested. 

Introduction 

e difficulty of tracking a low-flying target over a 
ooth surface (like the sea surface) arises from estimat
~ the elevation angle in the presence of coherent multi
th. This problem has attracted the attention of many 
earchers in the field of radar because of its importance 

-6]. The simplest solution so far is given by Cantrell et 
[2] and Gordon [3], who derived a formula for the 

~ximum-likelihood angle estimator (MLE) which 
Ivolves the solution of a quartic equation for the non
Immetric case and a quadratic equation for the sym-

tric case (the target and its image located 
nmetrically about the centre of the aperture pattern in 
elevation plane). 

In this paper we present a new method which has a 
nilar performance to the MLE in general and is simpler 
practical implementation. The emphasis will be on 

",paring the performance of this method with the 
ximum-likelihood estimator [2] and showing its 

vantages. A solution is suggested to solve the in-phase 
d antiphase signal cases. 

Formulation of three·subaperture method 

ume we have a linear array of equally spaced (i.'2) 
ments and uniform amplitude weights for all elements. 

dividing this array into three equal subarrays. the 
n pattern of each subarray (subaperture) can be 
roximated by the following equation from Reference 

G(II -- 0 p) '" (d/ i.1{ [sin (ndu/ i.)],,[ ndll! i.]: (I) 

t!'r 5534F (EIS), lifst receivt:'d 17th Septt'mhcr 1986 and ill revised 
t i,h May t 987 

authurs are with the Department of Electronic & Electrical Engin. 
g, University of Technology. Loughborough. Leics. LEII 3TU, 

led Kingdom 
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where d is the subaperture spacing. i. is the wavelength, 
u = sin 0 - sin 0 p and 0 p is the pointing angle. 

Now assume that the subapertures' signal are SI' S, 
and S3 as shown in Fig. I. The elevation angles of arrival 

5, 

d 
5, 

d 
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eo 
- eB 

r--===:::===-r::..e· - horizon eO 
multlpoth Signal 

Fig. 1 Three-subaperrure antemw geometry 

for the target and its coherent multi path are (I, and 0,. 
which can be represented by the bisecting angle 118 and 
the angular distance from the bisector 00 as follows: 

0, = O. + 00 

11,=08 -00 

(2) 

(3) 

From now on 0, and 0, will be used instead of sin H, and 
sin 0" respectively, for the small angle assumption. Thus 

+ //1 

S,3=aIG,e-j .... 91+112G2e-j .... 02+1l.\ 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where \\. = 2nd/i., G, = G(II, - tip)' G, = G(O, - Op)' and 
a, = A, ei°' is the complex amplitude of the direct signal: 
a, = A, ";02 is the complex amplitude of the multipath 
signal; and nl • n:! and IlJ are complex Gaussian noises 
with zero mean and 0'2 variance for the real and imagin
ary parts individually. 

The noise terms wili'now be neglected and a solution 
for 11. and Oil found. Taking the sum of eqns. 4 and 6 and 
dividing the results by eqn. 5 gives 

S, + S, 
S, . = 2[", C, cos (wO,) + '" C, cos (wll,)),! 

['" G, + '" G,] (7) 

= 2 cos (11'08 ) cos (II'OD) - 2 sin (11'0.) sin (wO,,) 

(8) 



Then,' subtracting eqn, 6 from eqn, 4 and dividing by eqn. 
S gives the following: 

S, - S, 
S, 

j2[a, G, sin (wO,) + a, G, sin (wO,)]/ 

[a, G, + a, G,] (9) 

=j2{sin (wO.) cos (wOo) + cos (wO.) sin (wOo) 

x [::~: ::: ~:]} (10) 

In eqns. 8 and 10 the final bracketed term is identical, 
and simplifies as follows: 

L = a, G, - a, G, 
a, G, + a,G, 1 +'A, G, ei"'-'" 

A,G, 

(11 ) 

Letting the phase difference '" = "', - "', and K = 
A, G,/A, G, gives 

, L = ~(I~---::K~'!....) -~j2:.:K:..:::si::.:n.:::.'" 
1 + K' + 2K cos '" 

(12) 

Now we substitute eqn. 12 into eqns. 8 and 10 and find 
. the real and imaginary parts: 

S, + S, 
S, 

2 cos (wO.) cos (wOo) - 2 sin (wO.) sin (wOo) 

x [(I -K') - j2K sin "'] (13) 
1 + K' + 2K cos '" 

Re C' ;, S,) = 2 cos (wO.) cos (wOo) 

- 2 sin (11"0. sin (wOo) 

x [1 + K!:~; cos "'] (14) 

, (S, + S ') ___ 4:;K::..:::si::.:n.2"'=--_ rrn =, 
S, 1 + K- + 2K cos '" 

[sin (wO.) sin (wOo)] 

S, - S3 =j2{sin (wO.) cos (wOo) + cos (wll.) s, 

, [(1, c_-_K~')_--",j..,2K_si_n .o."']} x SIn (wOo) -
1 + K' + 2K cos '" 

(
S,' - S ') ___ 4'7K-=--:csi::.:n..:"',--_ Re =, 

S, 1 + K- + 2K cos '" 

( 15) 

(16) 

x [cos (wIl8 ) sin (11'00)] (17) 

Im (S, ~ S3) =.2 sin (11'11.) cos (11'0,,) 

2(1 - K') , 
+ I ., , [cos (wll.) SIn (11'00)] (18) 

+K-+2Kcos", ' 

Carefully examining eqns. 15 and 17, it is seen that there 
is only one difference: in eqn. 15 we have sin (wO.) 
instead of cos (wO.) in eqn, 17. Dividing these two equa-

22~ 

tions gives 

O 1 _, [ (S, + S,)/ (S, - S,)] • = - tan Im S Re S w , , 
(19) 

From eqn. 19 it can be seen that the calculation of 0. is 
independent of the phase difference'" between the signal 
and its coherent multipath, except at '" = 0 and 
'" = 1800 (we obtain the solution 0. = tan -, (0/0). which 
is undetermined), 

Inspecting the second term of eqn. 14, it is seen to 
involve the multiplication of two sines for small angles 
(0., OD) and the value (I - K'), which is very small when 
the reflection coefficient of the surface is large. Therefore. 
its effect on the equation is very small and eqn, 14 can be 
approximated by 

(S, + S,) 
Re S, '" 2 cos (11'0.) cos (wOo) (20) 

By substituting the value of O. from eqn. 19 into eqn. 20. 
the angle OD can be calculated and in turn (I, and 0,. the 
angles of arrival in the elevation plane for the direct 
signal and its multi path, respectively: 

OD"';COS-' [Re C';, S')/2 cos (WO.)] (21) 

When noise is present the solutions are perturbed. but 
if the signals can, as is normally the case, still be rep
resented as the sum of two plane waves, then the preced
ing solution continues to give the best 
maximum-likelihood bearing estimates. 

We now investigate the symmetric and nonsymmetric 
cases separately. 

2.1 Symmetric case solution 
In this case the target and its image are symmetrically 
located about the centre of the elevation antenna and 0. 
is known (for broadside beam 0. = 0). To calculate 11". 
substitute the known value of 0. into eqn. 21. When 
(I. = 0 (the beam is looking horizontally) then 0, = 0" 
and 0, = -OD' and from eqn. 21 we obtain 

OD=;;:COS-' [Re (S';'S3)] (22) 

2.2 Nonsymmetric case solution, 
In this case 0. is not known a prior; as in the symmetric 
case, and has to be estimated from eqn. 19. One can sce 
that 0. does not depend on the reflection coefficient of 
the surface except when I pi = O. where the undetermined 
solution of (0(0) occurs. Also. 11. does not theoretically 
depend on the phase difference between the two signals 
(no noise being added to the signals) except when the 
phase difference is either 0' or 180', when the undeter
mined solution of (0/0) occurs again. In addition. the cal
culation of OD from'eqn. 21 shows that 0D depends on 0 •• 
and by looking at the second term of eqn. 14 one finds 
that 0D depends on the reflection coefficient of the surface 
Il'l through K. and the estimate of 0" becomes biased 
when I p I becomes very small. 

Now. to show the performance of this method in com
parison to the results of Cmtrell et al. [2J. a simulation 
of the prohlem has been carried out according to the con
ditions in Section 3. 

3 Simulation 

All the simulations have been performed using three sub
apertures of seven _elements each. the intcrelemcnt 
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spacing being ;./2. Gaussian noise of zero mean and a' 
variance was added to the signals, and I ()()() trials were 
carried out to find the average errors in the angle estima
tion. The root·mean-square (RMS) error was calculated 
as follows: 

error I = 0, - 0, 
error2 = 8, - 8, 

RMS angle of arrival error 
=-----=--....,....,.. L ((error I)' + (error2)') 

2 x number of trials 

where 0, and 0, are the estimated angles of arrival for 
the direct signa) and its coherent multipath, respectively. 
The error has also been normalised to the 3 dB beam
width of the array, calculated as follows [7]: 

3 dB beamwidth '" 1~2 degrees 

where N is the n urn ber of elements in the array 
(interelement spacing = i/2). 

The signal/noise (SNR) is defined as follows, from Ref
erence 2: 

SNR = 10 I [3(G, A,),] dB 
og 2a' 

Simulation results for the symmetric and non symmetric 
cases are compared with those of Cantrell et al. [2] under 
the same conditions in Section 3.1. 

.1 Symmetric case simulation results 
Fig. 2 shows the res ults for target elevation of 80 = 0.2 
beamwidths and for phase differences from zero to 180' 
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n step's of 22S', The signal'noise ratio is 30 dB, I p I = 0.9 
nd (/8 = 0. Comparing this curve (solid line) with the 
ne from Reference]. (broken line) one can see that the 
erformance is almost the same, with only a slight differ
nce in accuracy when the phase difference between the 
wo signals "pproaches 180'. Fig. 3 shows the low SNR 

rforinance of the method (algorithm) when 00 = 0.5 
eamwidths. OB = 0. I P I = 0,9 and SNR =' 10 dB were 
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taken. Comparing this curve (solid line) with the one 
from Reference 2, we see that when the SNR is small the 
performance of this algorithm is better. The high signal/ 
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noise ratio performance for both algorithms is essentially 
the same. 

3.2 Norisymmetric case simulation results 
Fig. 4 shows the results for a target elevation of 00 = 0.2 

beamwidths and for phase differences from zero to 180' 
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in steps of 22S. The SNR is 30 dB, O. = 0 and I pi = 0.9. 
Comparing this curve with the one from Cantrell er al. 
(M LE) [2] one can see that the performance is essentially 
the same except when the phase is close to 0", where the 
MLE works better, or close to 1800

, where this algorithm 
(method) works better. Fig. 5 shows the performance of 
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Fig.5 RMS error of nonsymmetric case as a/unction of phase differ
ellce between signals 
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Solid line: new algorithm; broken line: Cantrell er /Jf. method [2] 

this algorithm for a small signal/noise ratio (10 dB) for an 
elevation angle of OD = 0.5 beamwidths, O. = 0 and 
I P I = 0.9 as a function of the phase difference <p. Com
paring this curve with the one from Cantrell er al. [2], we 
see it appears to have a smaller error. The high SNR 
performance for both algorithms is essentially the same. 
Fig. 6 shows the performance with small reflection coeffi
cient I p I at the surface. The value of the elevation angle 
of OD = 0.5 beamwidths, O. = 0, SNR = 30 dB and 
I p I = 0.1 were taken. Comparing this curve with the one 
from Reference 2 we see that this algorithm has smaller 
error. Fig. 7 shows the performance with relatively large 
bisecting angle. An elevation angle of OD = 0.5 beam
widths. SNR = 30 dB. I p I = 0.9 and O. = 0.35 beam
widths were taken. Comparing with the (MLE) 
performance of Reference 2. we see that the MLE fails 
when O. = 0.35. beamwidths. where this algorithm still 
works with very good accuracy. Further studies did show 
that this algorithm will continue to work until one of the 
received signals reaches the subaperature beam pattern at 
a point below the 3 dB point. while the MLE algorithm 
works with very good accuracy until 6. = 0.3 beam
widths of the main aperture. 

An imaginary angle (i.e. when O. = 0,) occurs when 
the value of OD in eqn. 21 is forced to zero. and would 
arise when the value of 

[Re e· ;, S')/2 cos (lI"o.)J 
is greater than one, basically because of bad estimation of 
the value of O. when <p '" 0" or 1800

• Computer simula
tions have been carried out using the same data set on 
this method and the MLE in Reference 2. Table I shows 
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the frequency of occurence of the imaginary angle 
(Im (angle)) and I pI> I for O. = 0, 0" = 0.5 beamwidths, 
I p I = 0.9 and SNR = 30 dB; I p I is calculated by repla
cing the estimated values of (). and 0, in two of the input 
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Table 1: Frequency of occurrence in 1000 trials' for 9. _ O. 
8D - 0,5 beamwidths and SNR _ 30 dB 

Phase 
difference, 

New method Cantrell st .,., M LE [2] 

deg Im (angle) Ipl > 1 Im (angle) Ipl > 1 

0 399 123 0 492 
22.5 0 255 0 255 
45 0 59 0 59 
67.5 0 10 0 10 
90 0 0 0 0 

112.5 0 1 0 1 
135 0 1 0 1 
157.5 0 12 0 12 
180 144 16 402 57 

equations (eqns. 4 and 5). The significance of showing the. 
number of times I pI> 1 is to indicate the accuracy 
increase due to the information that I p I < I, used by 
Gordon [3] to improve the MLE performance at e/> = 0°. 

From Table 1 it can be concluded that an imaginary 
angle occurs frequently in the new method at e/> = 0', 
while for the MLE it does not occur at all. However, its 
occurence at c/> = 180' is much smaller than that of the 
MLE. This would explain the better performance of the 
new method in comparison with the MLE at e/> = 180', 
which is shown in Fig. 4. The imaginary angle never 
occurs at e/> = 0° for the MLE, although this does not 
mean that the estimated angle value is correct. The 
improved M LE by Gordon [3] actually shows better 
performance than both methods discussed above. when 
e/> = 0'. 

For the symmetric case, the imaginary angle occurs 
when the value of OD in eqn. 22 is forced to zero, and 
would arise when the value of [Re «S, + S,)fS2) is 

reater than one, often due to small SNR at c/> = 180'. 
Simulation results on the same set of data show that 

he imaginary angle occurs 107 times out of 1000 trials at 
= 180° for the new method, in comparison with 203 

imes for the MLE, but never occurs for other e/> values in 
it her method. The number of times that I pI> I is the 
ame for both methods: about 3.3%. 

In-phase and antiphase Signals 

hen the signal and its coherent multi path are in phase 
e/> = 0) or antiphase (c/> = 180') at the centre of the array, 
he accuracy in estimating the elevation angle is poor in 
he asymmetric method, so it is very useful to be able to 
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decide if the two signals are actually in-phase or anti
phase to detect a gross error in estimating the angle. A 
simple technique can be used from eqn. 17 by looking at 
the value of the real part of (S, - S,)/S2' This value 
approaches zero whenever the phase difference e/> is close 
to zero or 180' (the same can be seen from eqn. 15). One 
solution to this problem is to use a four-subaperature 
technique (three adjacent subaperatures at a time) so 
that, when the phase is zero or 180' at the centre of the 
first three subaperature group, it will not be so at the 
other three. This technique will be discussed in a separate 
paper. 

5 Discussion 

A simple three-subaperture method to solve a coherent 
multi path resolution problem is presented. Its accuracy is 
comparable to that of Cant reil et al. [2], who applied the 
maximum-likelihood angle estimator (MLE) to the same 
three subapertures. The method has comparable per
formance and appears to show some advantages over the 
MLE [2] in respect of being easier to implement in a 
hardware system and being faster in performance, where 
it involves finding the (cosine)-I of an angle from a 
look-up table instead of the quadratic equation solution 
in Reference 2. 

A four-subaperture technique is suggested to solve the 
in-phase and anti phase signal cases. 
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EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON HIGH RESOLUTION ELEVATION ANGLE ESTIMATE 

IN MULTI PATH 

A. Taha and J.E. Hudson 

Dept. Electronic and Electrical Eng. University of Loughborough, U.K. 

l1uch of the past work on improved radar algorithms for low flying targers 
has focused on the case of a simple specular mu1tipath reflection from a 
nominally smooth, flat surface. However, in practice, diffuse multipath 
reflection as well as specu1ar reflection exist.and one must consider both 
when estimating the performance of any algorithm. So far, the maximum 
likelihood estimator by Cantrell et al. (1) is the best known algorithm for 
solving the coherent multipath problem in radar. However, a new interest 
in using the autoregressive/maximum entrophy method (AR/MEM) is shown in 
1i terature (2). 

In this paper, input data from an equally spaced linear array, divided into 
three equal subapertures, is used to test the performance of the ~1LE and the 
AR/MEM over various rough surface environments. The diffuse reflection model 
by Barton (3) is used in these simulations and it is shown that the per
formance accuracy of the MLE decreases both as the surface roughness 
increases and when the surface nns slopes decreases. For a give,n radar
target geometry, the narrower the beamwidth of the aperture the better is 
the accuracy. The performance of the AR/MEM is shown to be much more 
accurate than the MLE over a rough surface for all values of phase difference 
between the direct signal and its coherent mu1tipath. The performance of 
the AR/MEM over a medium surface is better than the MLE when the two coherent 
signals are close to phase quadrature and worse _otherwise. 
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EFFECT OF SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON HIGH RESOLtfI'ION ELEVATION ANGLE ESTIMATE IN MULTIPATII 

A. Taha and J.E. Hudson 

Dept. Electronic and Electrical Engineering, University of Loughborough, U.K. 

INTRODUCTION 

~uch of the past work (1)-(5) on improved radar 
algorithms for low-flying targets has focused on the 
case of a single specular reflection from a nominally 
smooth, flat re!lecting surface. However in practice, 
when the reflect.ed signal from a low-flying target 
?ropagates over the surface (sea or land) towards a 
low sited racar, the field incident'of the receiving 
array is composed of a free s~ace component and a 
component due to the reflection and diffraction from 
the surface. ::~e latter consists of a coherent part 
(specular multipathl and noncoherent part (diffuse 
multioathl. Barton (6), (7) developed a detailed 
~odel· which describes ~~e diffused multipath power 
distribution in the four radar cordinates for a 10w
flying target a:-.d it shows that most of the diffuse 
power from the ho~ogeneous. Gaussian wave-height 
distributed s~rface, will reach the receiving array 
from the region within a glistening area. This 
diffused power distribution is a complicated function 
of the wave ler.9'~h (;,j, elevation angle (0

t
), rms 

surface height (:.), rms surface slope (B~I, and the 
radar target geoo~try. Also, the value of 8 is a 
complicated f~c~ion of the wind speed and d~rection 
etc. 

Cantrell et al. (1) have discussed a three subaperture 
maximum likelih=od estimator (MLE) using a linear 
array to solve t::'e co;,erent multipath problem for both 
sY;:lI!)etric (whe!". the direction of the direct and the 
specular-multipath si~nals are symmetrically located 
about the centre ef t~e array elevation pattern) and 
nons~etric cases. Gardon (2) im~roved the perfor
mance of this al;crit::'~ when the two coherent signals 
are in phase a;:ree:::ent:. by introducing new constraint 
related to the :ac~ ~hat the absolute value of the 
specular rei~ec~ic:". is less than one. 

Also, t::'ere has ~een a controversy in the literature 
bet.;.;een ..... hita (10) and Evans (9), (11) with regard to 
the utility of ~.e !':laxi:::.ur.:: entropy method ('1EM) in 
the radar I:l:..:!.t:';a~;" er.\'irom:lent. Evans showed results 
from field tests <:.~ prc\'e that the method works "'ell, 
while ~~ite dis~isses <:.he idea of using it in radar 
and in the prese:".ce ef s,Pecular multipath in partic
ular. 

In this pa?er -;:-.E ?erfcr:r.ance of the !1LE and rlEM are 
tested in the F:rese:".ce cf diffuse and specular reflec
t.ion er.\'ironrr.e!'.':s. Ba:r':.on's (6), (7) diffused power 
model is calC'.,l:'a~e::' for different surface slopes and 
roughness and '..;sec ir. sir::ulation. The results show, 
that' the accura':j' of ti".e tI'.LE depends on three factors: 
first, the slo:::es c: t!-:.1O! surface, where higher slope 
values means l~ss de?re::ation of the angle estimation 
accuracy, seco:-.d, the s:..:rface roughness, where the 
higher the roug::':".ess the worst the accuracy, and third, 
the beam .... idt:-: c: the array, where the narrower the 
be a;:} the bette:" ':.:'e a.~:Jle estimation accuracy. 

The paper is orgar.ized as follows: the next section 
presents the diffuse power model for a rough surface 
used in simulations with comments on the effects of 
sor.:e of the fact.:lrs ir.\·olved. followed by discussion 
of the !o'.LE and ~M, a .. .;!, fir:ally simulation results 
and conclusions. 

Diffuse Reflection Model For Low-flying Target Over 
Rough Surface 

Various experimental and theoretical investigat.ions of 
rough surfaces have proved that the scattered field 
can be represented by the sum of two cor.ponents, a 
specular component and a diffuse component. The 
characteristics of the specular reflection component 
are the ~ame as that from a smooth surface with two 
restrictions: first, the ~~plitude of the reflection 
coefficient is smaller than that for a smooth surface, 
and second, the reflection coefficient fluctuates. 
The specu1ar scattering coefficient for a rough sur
face is given (13) by 

[ 
4"h 

exp - ( (1) 

where, Oh is the rms deviation of the sur!ace height. 
The power from the target which reaches the rough 
surface and is not reflected specular1y or absorbed, 
will be scattered in other directions. Part of this 
power will reach the receiving array of the rada~ 
from an extended "glistening surface" regior. exter.ding 
from the neighborhood of ,the target to the ncighbor
hood of the radar. This is called the diffuse reflec
tion component and the basic scattering elem~nt5 are 
small facets which overlie the main large-scale 
pattern or swell. The rn:s slope of the srr.all surface 
facets is given by B(Zj .. 2"h/dC, where d is t.he 
correlation distance (14). Common prdc€icc among 
engineers is to express the rms value of the diffuse 

~~at~~~~~g) ~~;f!!C~~:~n (~g) f::u;e s~~p~~i!~n~~!O~r~~n 
fr~m prachcal data (13). Barton (7) shc ... ·ed ho .... ever 
that figure 1 is not accurate, and the .... alo..;es of Vd 
shown are 'smaller than the real values because the 
antenna used in collecting the experimental dat.a ·,,'as 
very directive and part of the scattering s:.:rfacc .... as 
not accc'..;r.ted for. 

For low-flying targets, the grazing angle (:) is 5:::all 
in comparison with rms surface slopes (~(I)' For suc!\ 
cases the t!leory by Spizzic!\ino (14) preclcted t!lat 
the diffused power will be concentratej near the ends 
of the glistening surface and a simple ci:::f'"lse 
reflection model has someti!:'.es been used, ' ... 'here the 
total diffuse po",er is di\'ided between i'l. fo!'eground 
component (just in front of the radar antem:..'l.) dnd a 
Iiorizon cO::lponent (just in front of and bclu .... · t::e 
target). The values .of P

d 
and Ps arc t;\~cn, 

according to the surface roughness and gLuing ;:logIc 
from figure 1. For long ranlJc targets th.:- bcri':.:111 
component for this simple model may ,lie behind the 
horizon rilnge wi th a curved ear-th so this si~,plc 

model can::ct accurately represent the diff:..:sc s=att(,'l-
ing. III order to get a r.:ore accuratel:".odel ::or 101.1-
:lying target, and to ad,lpt the glistening s'"lrfacc 
theory to partialy roug~l surfaces, Barton ((,) intr0-
duced a r.:lughness factor (F.) which woulJ account for 
removal of reflected diffus~ power by specular reflec
tion at either grazing angle Tl or "2 as shown in 
figure 2. In this model, the target 1s considered to 
be an active transmitter, with non-directional 
antenna, illuminating the radar and the surrour:.5iIH) 
rough surface (~ ~O). For low-flying condit.ions 
assume that O· <es«l, h <h ""'R, rj"'x , r')~x2' The 

t 0 , r t 1 -, h . curve of the glisten1.ng sur:ace bounaary ... s t en g~vell 

br the follOWing, from (6) 



Xl x2 
h 

+ ht) e' 
, h h 

y - :; (..!. -. (..!. ...!.)2 
x

l
+x

2 x, x, " x, x, 
ar.d it extends from x .. h /22.0, to ~"'R-hr!2B€J' The 
total diffuse power i~ given by: 

"b 
R2y dx .' , 

5 d .. 4~:~ (R_X)2 x2 

and Psl and Ps2 are the specular reflection co
efficl.ents for the paths associated with r

l 
'and r

2 respectively. 

(') 

(3) 

(4) 

~;~en the roughness factor Fd is included in equation 
!3), the new value of P

d 
is given by: 

R' 
"b F2 Y dx 

.' J d 
d 2- !2 

{R_X1 2
X

2 

" 
(5) 

x 
a 

This roughness factor accounts for the specular power 
at low-elevation angle and the horizon effect for a 
round earth. No shadowing or ~asking correction factor 
is required. 

A simulation has been carried out to calculate the 
ciffused power at a receiving radar antenna of Srn 
height, created by the reflection from a target at 
205m height and lOkm range. The diffused power is 
calculated for a series of rectangular strips of 500m 
extent in x from x (the specular reflection point) to 
the e~d of the gli~tening surface at~. Figure 3-a 
shows the range distribution of the discrete diffuse 
power sa~ples (~p2.) with 8

0
.0.1 for a completely 

rough surface whi~~ figure 3-b shows the effect of 
the s;.:rface roughness (I:' /;"'=5,20). The elevation 
a!1g1e associated with ea~ diffuse scatterer is cal_ 
c',llatcd from the centre of the strip concerned, relative 
to the horizon (2 d--arctan(x/h )1. The total fore
gro;.:~d diffuse poSer component {the component from 
xa to X

O
) · ... h~Ch is not' shown in figure 3-a is ealculated 

to be 0.41 dl.vided into three scatterers at angles 
-0.2, -0.1, -0.04 radians and their associated power is 
0.:, 0.13, and 0.08 respectively. This procedure is 
re?eateci to calculate the range distribution and the 
5:.:r:ace roughness effect for the above target-radar 
.;;eo:7.etr'i' for 3

0
=0.2, 0.05 (the curves are not shown 

::e~·e). I~ general, by reduci~g the value of B , the 
;l:stenir.g surface becomes narrower and its li~its 
::'.C'le farther fror.J the terminal and vis-versa, leading 
to bigger values of p. The results from these sim
'...::a~ior. , ... ill be used ~o study the performance of the 
alJcrith~s in relation to different surface conditions 
s:;:ecifi~d by 3'l1 and 0h!\' 

:;;c :::aX::::'.lm Likelihood Esti:::ator 

7::" ::'Jax~:::urn likelihood estimator using all the 
'~::dividual array elements (5) is very costLy due tQ 
~:~e large number of receivers required and the diffi
culty i!"t getting a closed-forn solution. Therefore we 
use a siro.ple, closed-form, three subapertures ~1LE 

found by Cantl."ell et a!. (1) in which a linear array 
.. 'f equi:l.lly spaced elen,ents (ele!':'lents spacing is V2) 
i5 divided equally into three subapertures as shown in 
:figure::. The output of each subaperture in the 
presence ef specular and diffuse multipath over a rough 
surface is given by the following 

Th~ 
tn 

n 

Sn - Al exp [(n-2)Ul] + A2 exp [<n-2) u2 ] 

N , 

j-' 
A(J) cxp[(n-2)',.(J)] + N 

n 
(6) 

first term in the above equation representE the 
direct !lir;r.al, the second repr(!~cnts th~ n h 
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specu!Rr multipath, the third represents the sum of 
the n diffuse reflectio~hscatterers, and the last 
one, Nn , represents the n c~mplex Gaussian noise 
with zero mean and variance o. Also Al"'a

l 
Gl , 

A2=a G
2

, A(J)"'a(J) G(J), u
l

=i2lTd sin{3t )!A, 
\l2"'i~'lfd sin(Or1/A, \l(j)-i2lTd sin{0(.1))/A, and (Gl , G

2
, 

G(J)) are the subaperture pattern responses in the 
1,2 and .1 angular direc~ions which can be approximated 
by the following: 

!! 
). 

sin 'lid (sin El - sin 

'lfd(sin El - sin 

o )1> 
p 

(7) 

where El is the pOinting direction of the beam. The 
values ~l and a

2 
are the complex amplitudes of the 

direct and specular multipath signals respectively; 
a(.1) is the complex amplitude of the .1th diffuse 
reflection scatterer and 0(.1) its associated grazing 
angle with respect to the horizon; Ns is the number 
of the diffuse scatterers assumed within the glistening 
surface. 

The three-subaperture "U estimator is obtained by 
choosing the parameters A

l
,A

2
,0

t
,0

r 
to minimize the 

cost function L (l), (2). 
3 

L=L ISn-A l exp [(n-2)u l ] - A2 exp [(n-2);'21!2 

n-' 
(S) 

By replacing the sines of 0t and Or by their small 
value approxin:ations and letting Ot=8B+Z!J Jr='JB--?O 
where, 08 and ?o are the bisecting angle and the 
angular distance from the bisector respectively, then 
L is given by (1). 

where, \JB"'i2"'d:J
B

/;"', \JD=i.2'1fdJo/;"'. So, I'lin~mizil~g L 

with respect t<; ~B and ~O subJect to the constr<tints 
\.lBVeEl and '-O;'D""l, the values of :.JBClnd ~D can be 
related to ~l and ~2' and the angle of arrival car. be 
estimated. Detailed discussion for the symmetric and 
nonsymmetric cases is presented in (1). This algorit:)m 
is the best known one for solving the coherent multi
path problem in radar. Here, the performance of this 
algorithm will be tested in the presence of specular 
and diffuse rnultipath from different surfaces, and 
the results will be shown and discussed in the si~-' 
lation section. 

The ~1aximum Entropy "Iethod. 

In general, time-series spectral estimation techni:;;u~s 
are only applicable when the underlying process is 
stationary. If it is not, such as in the case of a 
low-flying target over a smooth surface where the 
direct and reflected signals are coherent, then the 
resulting wavenumber spectral estimate .. >'ill not be 
meaningful unless the two signals are in phase quad
rature (lO), (15). Because this is not always the 
case one can conclude that these sorts of algorith:ns 
are inappropriate for solving such problems. Howe\'er, 
Evans (9), (11) shows results from a fielJ test on the 
performance of the Autorcgressive maximum entre:?'l 
method (AR/~'lEM), where it worked very well over an 
irregular surface, but -he did not discuss the scale of 
irregularities. The filter coefficients ""ere cal
culated according to the Burg method (8). Nhen th.:! 
surface is rough, the spccular reflection ccefficent 
of the reflected field is a fWlction of :: !\ as we 
have seen earlier. For example, when :h/~~ changes 
from 5 to 20, the value of p changes from 0.42 to 
9xlO-6 for an elevation angl~ of 0.021 radians. In 
such environments, the overall received signal at the 
array consists mainly from a strong direct field and 
a relatively very small (depending on ~'e an ";l/~) 

coherent multi path plus widely distributed diffuse 
scatterers within the glistening surface. As long as 
the dl'ffuse reflection scatterers have different phases 
and Amplitudes, u:',ing the subap0rture techniques would 



reduce their effect and increase the signal to noise
and-diffuse-power-interference ratio at the output of 
each subaperture. Hudson (12) shows that if the 
sources are known to 11e close to the broadside of the 
array, then using subaperture techniques are very 
efficient numerically but cannot resolve the grating 
lobes ambiguities 1£ they occur. The AR/1'lEt1 for waven
n~~er spectral estimation can be given by the following 
equation (8), (16). 

2 f.!. -m 2 
peel:; Cl /ll-~ a z I 

w rr,el m 
(10) 

where, Z=exp(i2Tld sin(S)/)"), a is the mth coefficJ.2!nt 
of the all-pole filter, M is tRe n~~er of poles, 0 
is the variance of the white noise input, and d is w 
the subaperture spacir:.g (or interelement spacing in 
the case that individual elemer,ts are considered). 
Using the three-subapertures technique mentioned in 
the previous section, the above equation can be written 
as follows for two poles-filter case. 

(11) 

There are two practical methods for locating the peak 
position of the spectr~~. The first is by calculating 
the roots of the characteristic eq'..!ation of the . 
preduction errcr filter (the q1.:adratic equation in the 
deno"-inator of the above equation), then finding the 
angles of the roots which correspond to each incident 
plane waves. The other method is to find the wave
nur.ber spectrum and.search for its peaks. In the sim
!J.l"-tion performed for this stuey of a low-flying target 
over a rough surface, the second method was chosen, 
since it is more likely to be used in a practical 
system. 

Simulation Result~ 

In this section we present the ~esults of a computer 
si~ulation used to study the pe~=o~ance of the MLE 
in different nonsymmetric multipath environments, and 
to compare it wi th the AR/MEt1 :r.ethod over a rough sur
face. For the results presented here, we used a linear 
array of 21 ele~ents equally spaced by a half wave
length. This array is equall~r" divided into three sub
apertures of 7 elements,. uniess otherwise speCified. 
The Signal to noise ratio used is always 3OdB, cal
culated for the direct signal c~!y, ~s received by the 
IT,ain beam of t.he I<.'nole array. 7:-,e bisect.ing angle (8B) 
and the angular distance (SDl are taken to be 0 and 
0,25 BW (BW is the 3dB beamwidt:-, ~f the whole array), 
~less otherwise stated. The ,,~isy signal model used 
is t.he one shown in equation 6, I<.'here the number, and 
val~es, of the diffuse reflectio~ scatterers' power 
and angular position are calcu!ated according to the 
~odel discussed earlier and fc~ tr.e same radar-target 
geo:letry and strip lengt.h. The ','alue of the specular 
reflection coefficient can eas~ly be found for each 
surface roughness fro:r. equation!. ~he phase difference 

. between the direct and spetular:y reflected signals (<:') 

is ta."t(en in steps of 22.50 fro::: 00 to 180°. The direct 
angle of arrival rms errors ar~ a'leraged over 1000 trials 
for each value of ~ and r,ormalizej to t.he 3dB beamwidth. 

Fig~r~ 4, demonstrates the perf~~=ance of the non
sYI":'..'":;et.ric casa of t.he Mr.E (1) CVEr a surface with 
20~0,1 and surface roughness para.~eter (oh/),,) of 0,5, 
20 (see. figure 3-a,b). When ::h,···"'20 the direct angle 
est.i~atlon accuracy lS almost t~e sa~e at all values of 
~, showing large degredation i~ accuracy for all phases 
in comparl"son with the smooth surface (::J"h/A"O, Ps"0.9), 
except at ~.oo or 1800 where irr.provement occurs. Figure 
7 shows a histogram for this case where the direct angle 
of arrival rms error normalised to the beamwidth is 
shown to be less than 0.1 for about 50\ of the time. 
When Ch/A=5, the rough surface accuracy degrades at all 
values of ~ in comparison with the smooth one., except 
at {cOo where a litt.le improvement occurs, as can be 
seen from the curves. Thus, in general, the fiLE per
formance degrades as the surfac~ roughne~s increases. 

Figure 5, presents the nonsymmetric MLE performance of 
a medium surface roughness 0h/}.=5 and three different 
values of e~ (80 =0.05, 0.1, 0.2). The direct angle 
estimation accuracy decreases as B" decreases over all 
values of~, except at ?-1800 where the opposite 
occurs and at ~=Oo, where the accuracy is better for 
e.0"0.1 than for B.2I=0.2. Figure 6, presents the effect 
of the aperture beamwidth used on the accuracy of the 
direct angl~ estimation over a rough surface with 
0h/),,=5, eerO.OS. Here a linear array of 42 elements 
(),,/2 spacing), equally divided into three subaperture~ 
is used in the simulation in order to reduce the BH by 
half (from 0.084 to 0.042 radians). One can see from 
the curves, that the narrower the beam the better the 
performance over all values of ~ except at :=lBOow~cre a 

little decreas in accuracy is shown. The average improve
ment in rms error at ~e90o is about 0.13 of a beamwidths 

which is very substantial. This improvement can be 
related to two facts: first the ~UE works bet.ter at 
higher angular separation between the two coherent 
sources (the angular distance is O.SBI" instead of 
0.2SBW for the 21 clement array), and the second, and 
more import.ant, is that the main foregroun1 co:r.ponent 
of the diffuse reflection is getting closer t.o the 
first null of the subaperture beam patter .. , greatly 
reducing its effect. So to get the best performance, 
one must use the narrowest possible beam to exclude 
the effect of the main foreground component of the 
diffuse reflection. Another way to red1.:ce ~he effect 
of this component is by tilting the beam up to create 
positive nonsymmetry in the target-image geometry, 

A histogram is used to demonstrate the per!.:-r:r.ance of 
the AR/~tEM over a rou9h surface, where the angle of 
arrival is located by searching for the peaks in the 
spectrum. The rms error of the direct angle of 
arrival (.;. beamsidth) is divided into 20 ;;"";:es of 
accuracy from 0.0-0.05, 0.05-0.1, •••• 0.9 _ U.95,~O.95. 
The beam is scanned in steps of o.of to er-sure high 
accuracy in locating the spectral peaks ever all values 
of~. The filter coefficients are calculat.ed according 
to Burg's method (B) after modification to coerate on 
complex data from the three subapertures' o~tputs. for 
the smooth surface case, the performance of the AR/MEt1 
as a function of e has been well st.udi~d in t.!,e li t
erature (9), (10), (11) and its advantages ar.; disadvant
ages pointed out, so these are r.ot going t~ i:e repeClted 
here where the main concern is about its abi~ity to 
perform properly over a rough surface, Fi::;-.:re 7 Sh~W5 
the simulatlon results for a surface I<.'it:: :!1.!"·.::20, il.:-,d 
0.el=O.l where the AR/~1EM (solid line) per:,;r:-:-.~d Fc-rfectly 
well over all values of O. The rms errc~ c: '.;.:1", direct 

. angle estimation in beamwidths is better t.::a::. 0.05, 
for 90% of the time while 9% of cases fa:;' :.::. the range 
0.05-0.1. On the same figure a hist.ogra:o: :=~ t::e same 
set of data is shown for the tiLE (dashed. :"i:,e) , where 
its accuracy is seen to be much less tt1ar. t:ia"t for the 
AR/MEM over all values of <:". One conclud.a~ that the 
performance of the AR/MEn is much better ':.h3.::' the HLE 
over rough surface when Ps is very small. The ::lain 
reason for this accuracy is that in sue;', case the iri
put signal will be dominated by a strung directly 
related signal with only very weak cohere:-.':. :-:;ult.ipath 
plus widely distributed diffuse reflecticn. 7hese 
diffuse reflection scatterers will genera-te poles 
well inside the unit circle resulting in · .... ~a:.:. p~ak~, 
while the direct signal will gen~rate p;)l<.'s c:"cse to 
the unit circle creating very sharp peaks, 

Additionally, a histogram of simulation !'e;;:.::"ts for a 
surface with 0hl>.z:5 has been obta.ined. It sho'""s that 
the AR/MEM worKs much better than the It:..=: ::::: : close 
to quadrat.ure and worse ,.,.h£>n .:- is far fr0;:J. ':;"..ladrature. 
Table 1 shows a histrogram results for this case at 
different values of ~ for both AR/t1Ef-I and :·1:':":. 
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7n3~ 1. Histrogram simulation results for the rms angle of arrival error per beamwidths, frequency of occurance 
out of 1000 trials for each value of ~, for medium surface with 0h/A=5, eo~O.l. 

Phase Frequency of 
difference 
(degrees) 

0.00-0.05 

l·1LE AR/MEM 

0.00 119 0.0 
45.0 290 32 
90.0 425 701 
135 2ao la 
1ao 43 0.0 

CC:-.=:t:sion 

':'l".e ::'erformance of the MLE and the AR/UEM in a rough 
s:.:.::-:ace environment is investigated according to the 
:c...:-:lying target diffuse reflection model described 
b:t 3arton (6). The effect of surface roughness, rms 
s::pes, and the aperture beamwidth is shown in detail. 
~~e lesson learned from this study is that the angle 
es'=.':'=ation perforrr.ance of the I<U.E, for a given target
ra~~r geometry, depends heavily on the surface rouqh-
~ess and rms slopes. In general, the estimation 
acc"J.racy decreases as the surface roughness increases, 
a:-.':: also when the rms slopes decreases with some 
exceptions for multipath phasesOo and 1800 • It has 
:-:'.,;:-.:1 that the aperture beamwidth has a great effect 

rms 

i:-. ::"i:-::.iting the diffuse reflection effects and the 
r.a:-:-cwer the beam the better. The use of the AR/MEM to 
locate a low-flying target over a rough surface is of 
great potential and its accuracy is superior to the 
~~ tver the range of all possible phase differences 
w:-.e:-. che surface roug-hness is high Le. the value of 
Ps is very small. ps=0.2 or less. .~lso, the AR/I1Elt 
p€r:crms much better than the MLE when ~ is close to 
c;:·.,;a::.rature phase over a medium rough surface (i.e. 
;5~:·.'2), but works badly when ~ moves away from 
~·.,;a::':-!lture toward 0° or 1800 • 
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SYMMETRIC TWO-TARGET MONOPULSE 
ANGLE ESTIMATOR 

Inde:dng lerm: Radar 

A simplified system for estimating the bearing difference ~r 
two symmetrical targets in a two-target monopulse radar ~s 
proposed. The technique requires only the envelope amph
ludes of two RF signals to be measured. and the computa
tion is very simple. 

ntroduction: Cantrell et al. 1 and Gordon2 have discussed a 
hree-subaperture monopuise antenna for estimating the 
irections of arrival of two coherent targets. In the special 
ase of symmetric angles of arrival, relevant for'low-angle 
racking over the sea, they give, a formula for the ma~imum
ikelihood direction estimator which involves the solution of a 
uadratic equation. The purpose of this letter is to show that 
simpler algebraic solution exists which, although not preci

ely maximum-likelihood. can be shown by simulation to have 
imilar performance in spite of a much reduced work load and 
oes not require phase-coherent digitisation of the element 
utputs. 
Consider a three-subaperture uniformly spaced antenna 

ith two signals symmetrically placed about broadside in the 
hine of interest. Neglecting the patterns of the subarrays 

which can be included in the signals' amplitudes), the signals 
eceived at the three elements in a single data snapshot are: 

SI = 7 1ei6 + p7 2 e- j6 + n l 

52 = (XI + P'X2 + n2 

SJ = 'X 1e- j6 + P'X2eJ6 + nJ 

here P is the reflection coefficient of the (smooth) sea surface. 
uppose that the noises n/ are all zero;' then these equations 
re trivially solved thus: 

o 

SI + sJ 
2cos(1=x=---

" 
In the presence of noise x' can become complex-valued. and 
or simplicity it is proposed to use the modulus taking 
= cos·· I (Ix 1/2) as an estimator for O. 

Simulation n!$ults,' The estimation procedure has been simu- ... 
lated using a 2I-element array divided into three subarrays of 
seven elements. Two sinusoidal signal target sources of 
separation 0·2 beam widths (rdating to the whole array) and 
p = 0·9 were placed symmetrically about broadside and, with 
a beam SNR of 30dB corresponding to element SNRs of 
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1000/21, 1000 samples of the field with random noise statistics 
were taken. Fig. I shows a graph of the RMS error of the 
estimated bearing of one target normalised by the 3 dB beam
width for target phase differences in the range 0 to 180'. 
Errors for one target only are shown since 0, '" -0, and 
errors are always equal. 

Discussion,' The estimator clearly gives identical results to the 
Cantren symmetric system except for possibly one trial at 180" 
phase difference, and is therefore quite close to the Cramer
Rao bound. The hardware is simplified since coherent 
demodulators are not required; envelope amplitude detectors 
applied to (SI + 53) and S2 are the only measurements. The 
computation load amounts to a division and a cos -1; the 
latter could be done rapidly by a look-up table. The variable 0 
is effectively the phase difference between adjacent subarrays, 
and the interval 0 to 90' will span one 3 dB width of the main 
aperture corresponding to target spacings of two 3 dB widths. 
The algorithm cannot estimate signal amplitudes except for 
the sum IXI + P~2 or even allocate the P coefficient to a partic
ular target, but this is not of great importance in tracking 
applications. 
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